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ABSTRACT

This study is an analysi-s of the inherent factors of the

survival capacity and the persistence of the Traditional

Religion of the Igbo people of Eastern NigerJ-a. It further

investi-gates what is constitutive of that religion and

explores its infrastructural base for the grafting of

Christianity. The holistic and the syrnbolic interactionist

rnethodologies in an interdisciplinary context are used in

the study. Interviews as well as on sj-te observations \^/ere

conducted.

The J-nvestigation begins with the social and political

organisation of the Igbo people and then moves on to the

Igbo worldview which reveals a bel-ief in the unity of the

totatity of Nature and operationalizes Nature as the divine

objective manifestation which is inseparable from the Prime

Mover, God, Chineke. For analysis of this conception, the

investigator divides Nature into four mutually interactive

components: Earth -Ani, Water, Space and Heaven. Ani, the

Goddess is seen to loom large in the consciousness of the

people being the witness of the initial act of divine

creation and the embodirnent of primordial wisdom and

morality. Harbouring the ancestors, nourishing and

sustaining the living and through a demonstrated

reqenerative power, the Earth Goddess demands order, purity

1l_



and bal-ance as al-l el-se j-n Nature. The cosmology postulates

the sanctity and the sacramentality of all things and endows

Nature with differentiated levels of consciousness.

fgbo response to the concept of the spiritual ubiquity and

sacramentaJ-ity is the corner-stone of their Traditional

Religion. Rooted in Ani, the ongoing fulfilling of their

custom, Omenani, dating from the foundation of the Earth and

mediated by the ancestors who use the Elders and the

Initiates as transmission points, the entire Igbo society is

inescapably pervaded by the force of omenani, the Igbo

Traditional ReIigion.

The pillars of the religion are deeply grounded and are

revitalized through interactions and cycles of

reincarnations. Through ri-tuals, music, myth, dance visual

art and especially the Igbo language, the people

symbolically and progressively transform themselves and

their constructed world of reality. Essentially,theì-r

cosmology and the practice of it do not contradict

Christianity but provide it with a firm pedestal.

t.l_1
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1. ]- PREFÀCE:

At the recent Amerindian Christian Leadership

Conference held in Thunder Bay, Ontario, the question of the

'rinculturationrr[sic] of the Christian faith was addressed.

It becomes increasingly clear that, in spite of

Christianization, rrnativest belief and customs, Iwere] never

wholly extinguished [but] continued under coverrr. As a

result of this observation, the Roman Catholic Church is

seriously considering the integration of the Christian faith

and the cultures of the canadian native people.

The issue of accomrnodating Christianity and traditional

religions has received, meanwhile, much attention in many

parts of the wor1d, including Nigeria, my or^/n homeland. For

a long time it was the missionary policy arnong the lgbo of

Eastern Nigeria to keep Christianity apart from the

traditional religions and not to permit Christians to

participate in tradit,ional rites. The most recent

developments show a willingtness to accommodate.

The year, L984, was declared the [Year of fgbo

Religion". This declaration is a crisis indicator.

Christianity as professed and practised, has not met the

moral and spirituaL needs of the people. on the other hand,



the traditional religion in Igboland is at the crossroads.

To deal with the problem, the Society for Promoting Igbo

Language and Culture (SPILC) is av/are that rrReligion holds

the key to any meaningful behaviour and attituderr but

realizes that for rrthe Igbo people the entire life

activities are deeply rooted in religion which external

influences have greatly threatened with extinctionrr. The

Society hoped, through ideas generated at that time, to work

at a fusion of Christianity and rrThose good aspects in the

traditional religionrrr

At the back of the nind of the SPILC members is the

unconscious recognition of the survival and persistence of

the Igbo religion in its unplanned and rraccidentalrl

encounter vtith Christianity. On close analysis, the SPILC

would not appear to appreciate the fact that their

assessment of Christianity has been achieved through the

filtration process of the Igbo Traditional Religion and the

Igbo l,Iorld View. The dissatisfaction expressed with

Christianity such as its marginalization, its overt

materialism, lack of spirituality, and the inability of its

practitioners to live up to the tenets of the Christian

institutions is a further reflection of the mirroring of

Christianity in the Iight, of the Igbo Traditional Religion.

Behind their posture is an intuitive perception of the

strength of the Igbo religion.



Moreover, in a contact situation when two cultures collide

the scenario is that the apparentl-y stronger culture

eliminates and absorbs the weaker. Were the two to coexist

and survive the variables contributing to their survival

require analysis before determining which culture is

stronger or weaker or even before passing the judgement of

equal strength. In the Christianity-fgbo Traditional

Religion encounter, no such analysis has been undertaken.

Until such a detailed study it will be inappropriate to

ascribe to either of two religious modes superior or

inferior status. Any contemplated fusion of the two

religions without reasoned study will savour of the irnpact

of the proverbial rrnew winerr in rrold wineskintr.2

One thing remains clear and that is that the Igbo

Traditional Religion survived the encounter. But it will be

of interest to assess the intensity of the encounter. Such

an assessment will offer many possibilities. of special

interest is whether the Ïgbo Traditional Religion survived

because of the British qovernment's policy of Indirect Rule

by which they used the existing traditional social and

political structure in their colonial administration.

Ancillary to this policy is the paucity of European

missionaries who carried out the work of missionization,

meaning that the work of Christianization was prosecuted

mainly by Igbo people who had been prinarily socialized in

Igbo world view.



The use of local indigenous people who had been

prirnarity ttinitiated" into the lgbo world view' in some

measure, shows a recognition of the inherent good in the

Igbo social and cultural infrastructure and its potential

for adaptation.3 Based on this promise, such novels as

Thing FaII Aparta were written in the heat ' fog and emotion

of contact period. A close examination will disclose that

what fell apart were the dross, and the loose materials

while the solid core of the Igbo culture survived.

T.2 STATE!{ENT OF PROBI,EM AND I'fETHODOLOGY

In recognition of the need for a fusion of christianity

and lgbo Traditional Religion, the present research will

examine the enduring power of the rgbo traditional religion'

It wiII analyze the inherent factors that enable it to

survive contact with Christianity and the relative worth of

those variables. Adnittedly, the lgbo people have no word

for religion but outside investigators and former colonial

administrators are convinced that the Igbo people have a

religion of their ovJn.5 It is, therefore, necessary to

deterrnine what is constitutive of the rgbo religion frorn

Igbo peoPle's exPression of it'

rt is a basic premise of this study that since the lgbo

world has been described in the last century as primitive,

that that world indeed, is essentially pristine in its'

apprehension of divinity. Any misrepresentations or



distortions of that world as it is in reality by outside

investigators stem from lack of understanding of the depth

of the Igbo world, the people's cogniÈive processes and what

they take into account in the construction of their world of

objects.

This lack of understanding has equally frustrated the

application of the !{estern Social Science methodological

theories in the accurate analysi-s of the fgbo wor1d. Non-

African scholars who have attempted some work in the field

of African/Igbo religion generally tend to work from an

already established scheme. The result invariably is that

the scholar finds what he sets out to seek. Sometimes the

product is forced to match the pre-established paradigm.

This problern of methodology is highlighted by Henderson, who

after his research in Igboland came up with the concl-usion

that rra theory suited to this purpose is not readily

available in social anthropology".6

A decade before Henderson's observation, the behavioral

patterns of the non-literate people which perplexed Vtestern

Observers a century ago continued to linger. The rrAfrican

Systerns of Thoughttt studies presented and discussed at the

Third International African Seminar in Salisbury, Decernber

1960, even though it represented serious efforts by non-

African Scholars to focus on rrthe quintessence of the

traditional African way of life" - The African Religion



Belief and Ritual, ran into nethodological problems.

Professor M. Fortes and Madame G. Dieterlen observes that:
rrProblems of theory and method, of
definitions, and concepts, were referred
to in most of the sessions. We v¡ere
frequently made av/are of the crucial
import.ance of tinguistic precision in
dealing with any problem of African
religion.tt7

In their summary comment, Fortes and Dieterlen noted

that rrtlr¡o broadly contrasted approaches Èo the description

and analysis of African religious systems were discernible

in the papersrr" One approach which was identified as the
ttdistinctive contribution of French scholarship to the

ethnography of Africarr gave premium

rrto the total body of knowledge, belief
and doctrine - the 'connaissance', to
use the more expressive and exact French
term - expressed in a people's mythology
and in the symbolism of their
conceptions of man and of the universe,
and embodied in their categories of
thought, their forms of social
organization and their technology, and
constituting a coherent, logical
systemrr .8

The other approach noted by Fortes and Dieterlen

represented the British treatment of their studies at the

seminar. This rnethodology, broadty speaking, starts from

Itthe opposite end of the continuum which
links the body of knowledge and beliefs
of a people with the actualities of
their social organization and daily
life. It starts from the social and
political- relations in the context of
which ritual, myth, and belief are found
to be operativerr. e
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The French and British methodologies as identified in

the seminar in question rrare to be thought of as

cornplementary aspects of the complex totality'r. The

inptication is that a synthesis of the two approaches is

required for an understanding of the lgbo world and the fgbo

people. Through such an inclusive methodology a window could

be opened into the Igbo world, where the Igbo man relates

the world of meaning to the physical, empirical world and

sees then in his nind ras constítuting one world with two

aspectsrr. Àny meaningful rnethodology shoul-d therefore, take

into account rrthe supernatural epistemology and

phenomenologyrr of the lgbo man.¡0

Dr. E. N. Njaka, â[ fgbo man, comes very close to the

appropriate nethodology for discussing his (African/rgbo)

culture. As a ttparticipant-observerrr, hê prefers an approach

by which he can consider rrconcrete experiences rather than

by naking explicit or vague formulations of the principles

expressed in the intellectualization of these experiencesrr.

ttMy rnethodtt, he goes on to note, ttmay be described by

I,lestern scholars aS an anecdotal approachrr. In his words:

Much of the previous work by outsiders
has been astonishingty nisleading.
Consequently many Western scholars fail
to understand, and in some cases refused
to learn, the differences between
l{estern and African thought patterns and
belief systems. For example, the Western
enphasis is on order, analysis, and so-
called scientific claritY when
describing hunan behaviour in a cultural
complex, focusing mainlY on t'he
natèrialistic aspect of the world. The



African (Igbo) emphasis is on a complex
whole characterized by individual-ism
buttressed in a communal umunna,
reinforced by the unity and
interrelations of things, and focused on
feelings regarding a three-dimensional
world of ancestors, the living and the
unbornr oD the other hand, and a world
of Chukwu, chi, and spirits, on the
other, in responses to human behaviour
and its contradictions.ll

Increasingly, the shortcomings of the fragments of

theoretical concepts masguerading as the whole is being

replaced by a rrholistic'r approach and a symbolic

interactionist rnethodology. The holistic approach which

recognj-zes that the worLd of the prirnal societies such as

the Igbo world is whole and not compartmentalized into the

secular and the sacred is still in its infancy. The

approach entails drawing and synthesizing information from

all available sources on the target community or group. The

sources include material culturerthe visual arts, folklore,

oral tradition, and early ethnographic observations and

accounts.

Another form of transcendent holism, âs will be

indicated and used in this study, has been devised by Ken

[.riIber.12 Ho1ism and syrnbolic interactionisrn are useful

tools of analysis with regard to this investigation.

Symbolic interactionism of which Herbert Blumer 13 is one of

the leading exponents stresses seeing any object or form as

a symbol with specific meaning for those who interact with

that object or form. From the externalized symbol it, is

I



possible to research inwards to the world of meaning and

ideas that gave birth to the form. The recognition of the

rearity of the inseparabilit'y of the symbor from its worrd

of meaning is the veritable holism.

The use of a synthesis of holistic approach and the

symbolic interactionist mode in this study required on site

experience of the Igbo people. Four interspersed visits vtere

made to the Igboland to see and hear the people. Questions

!,/ere asked and interviews granted by signif icant inf ormers.

The researcher, being an fgbo man, was born and raised in

rgbo culture in Nigeria and as a speaker of the language,

had no communication barriers and no pertinent secrets v/ere

withheld from him.

fnterpretation in sorne cases r¡tas facilitated by a

comparative approach. In cultures and traditions where

similar practices as do obtain in Igboland are documented,

the meanings inferred threw some light on the Igbo

situation.

1.3 SCOPE OF TIIE PRESENT INVESTIGATION

The focus of this study is the examination of the

origin of the people as a fundamental factor in the

longevity of the Igbo religion. An analysis of the

outsider, eye-witness assessments of the religion and the

insider evaluation of the religion will be undertaken as a

way of drawing attentÍon to the underlying distinctive



features that have caused foreign rnisrepresentations and

misunderstanding.

The religion is shown to be the rgbo man's irnitation of

the ways of Nature, the evolutionary structure of the

religion and the Igbo man's striving after perfection. At

its core is the wisdom that has been since the foundation of

the earth. It is not only a philosophy but a rrscientificrl

way of life. The continual rehearsing of the lessons they

Iearned from Nature and the fruit of their experiences is

mediated through the Igbo language and rituals. the,mode of

reappropriating the essence of these symbolic

representations (the language and rituals) for subjective

revitalization and recreation and eventual externalization

by the significant others in the rgbo world for the

education of the youth is also examined. This dialectical
process is to be seen as the Igbo way of bringing their

world of meaning with their empirical, sensible world of

objects, thereby naking thern one worÌd which they see as

spiritual.
The ultimate source of information is what the people

say and what they do. Through both, they act out their

belief. The names they bear are syrnbolic and are studied to

reveal their psyche and the subjective motive force that

activates them.

The area covered in the study is the entire Igboland

that is located east of the river Niger. The North-Central
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portion of Èhis area includes towns like Awka, Udi, Enugu,

Enugu-Ukwu, Nsukka, Aro Ndizuogu, Onitsha, Agukwu Nri,

Nnewi, fgbo Ukwu and fhiala. The Southern portJ-on has

important towns such as Aba, Umuahia lbeku, Owerri, Ahoada,

okigwe, and Orlu. The EasÈern and North Eastern area has

prominent towns that, include Abam, ohafia, Afikpo,

Àrochukwu, Ezza, Uburu, Okposi and Abakiliki.14

The fraction of the Igbo located on the west bank of the

Niger and which has the towns of Asaba, Agbor, Kwa1e, Illah

. and Aboh, is not included in the study.rs
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L4. This geographical grouping of lgboland is a slight
adaptation of Fórde and Jones subcultural division of IgboJ-and.
See D. Forde and G.f. Jones, The fbo and fbibio-Speakinq Peoples of
South-Eastern Nigeria, (London: Oxford University Press for
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CHAPTER 2

IGBO EIÍVIRONIÍENT

2.1 ORIGIN OF THE TGBO PEOPI.,E

For a better understanding of the Igbo people and

their way of life, it is appropriate to revisit the existing

views on the origin of the rgbo people. This will indicate

what others think about the wealth of Igbo cultural heritage

and at. the same time give an idea of the longevity of the

culture.
one of the earlier, popular theories of the origin of

the lgbo peop}e is the Senitic theory. Proponentsl of this

theory base their propositions on the Biblical ídea of the

lost tribes of Israel. Surprised by the existence of a

culture in a region where, according to their thinking,

there was no history, it was proper to rnatch the rgbo

culture - the lost tribe with the parent, root culture of

Israel. their position was strengthened by parallel

cultural traits they observed between the Igbo and the

ancient Hebrew culture. In particular the rites of

circumcision, traditional marriage ceremonies, birth rites,

'rblood sacrifices, inhibitions and taboos with respect to

food and drinks imposed on individuals, the respect for old

age, the observance of new ¡noon and harvest fest,ivals, the

mourning of the deadrr, and rites of puritication are

si¡nilar.2
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Basden, a missionary-ethnologist who worked among the

Igbo people from 1900 to L9L7 does not appears to be an

overt subscriber to this Senitic origin of the fgbo people,

however, his suggestion that Igbo musical ski]Is derived

from "Jubal-Cainrr, (The Father of Music) is suggestive of

this connection. Moreover, he sees the fgbo laws and

customs as a replication of the Levitic laws-3

To further strengthen the Hebrew origin stance of some

Igbo people, Njaka pointed out that most of these people

claim that Èhe word rrHebret¡¡tt in all probability was

transmuted through the course of history into rrUbururr or

rrlbrurr, and f inally to rrlgtborr. ft is also incidentally

shown that alt these transifional words are valid names of

towns in Igbotand. The plausibitity of this position is now

popularized by the fact that in some circles the Igbo people

are referred to as rrthe Jews of Africarr.a

While Njaka thinks that the evidence so far adduced

warrants further research in the direction of the Senitic

theory, Achebe rejects the theory on the ground that
rrcultural sinilaritiesrr do not indicate common origin. To
Achebe,

It seems that the lgbo are people
of their own with centuries of
cultural development. Ethnologi-
calIy, they can be as ol-d as any
other race in the worLd. Their cultural
and ritual characteristics are their
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share of the uni-versal cake of
creaÈion.5

A second theory holds that the lgbo people are of

Harnitic origin.6 Talbot claims that the fgbo people

originat,ed from Egypt. Their movement away frorn Egypt was

one of the major migrations that resulted from the Nubian

vrars of Amenenhat I and the eventual conquest of Egypt by

the Hyksos. Again similarity in customs existing between

the fgbo and the ancient Egypt is cited as a strong factor
in favour of this theory. Such practices as rrmummification,

circumcision, incision, tattooing, the use of the boomerang,

serpent and sun worshiptr are put forward as evidence. As

Dr. Ilogu point.s out, the points of similarity were so

strong that a Nigerian soon after a visit to the British
Museum stated that:

Any observant Ibo or student of Ibo
culture after a close examination of
the Egyptian apartment of the Museum
will at once begin to ponder in hin-
self what was the original home of
the Ibo. This calls for an intensive
study. Paintings, wood carving and
mode of burial point to a common origin.T

Ilogu's view on the Hanitic theory of origin is that
so long as no intensive study has been conducted, the theory

"will still remain a conjecturerr. His conclusion is that
rrwhat is certain is that the fbo, even if some of them came
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from Egypt originally, do contain people from other

migration movementsrr.

A much more glorified theory of Egyptian origin is
indicated by Njaka. The holders of this theory assert that
the fgbo people were the founders of ancient Egypt" The

votaries of this view claim that when the lgbo r¡/ere defeated

and were driven out of Egypt, they relocated in the present

day lgboland. fn Ïgbo1and, they were unable to revive the

entire heritage they left in Egypt because some of the

elders died off while the herbs required to recapture and

revive the ancient art of munmification were not availabl-e.

This theory seeks to explain the sirnitarities of cul-ture

found amonçt the Jews and the fgbo people. the irnplication

is that, the Igbo people evolved the rich Egyptian culture
while the Jews, according to the Biblica1 account v¡ere

schooled in Egypt. This theory further seeks to account for
a past rrGolden Agett which exists in the consciousness of the

fgbo peopIe.8

!'lhatever merits the Sernitic and the Hamitic theori-es of

Igbo people's origin may have in the eyes of some scholars

both within and outside the Igbo wor1d, the fact of cultural
sinilarities although plausible is not sufficient Èo

validate the theories. As Achebe has noted, cultures

throughout Africa, in some measure are similar, and that by
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itself cornplicates Èhe question of the origin of the lgbo.

This means that on the basis of cultural sirnilarity, it is
possJ-ble to look to East, Vtest, North or even South Africa

as the locus from which the lgbo moved to their present

habitat.

Although the proponents of the Sernitic and Hamitic

theories of the origin of the Igbo sÈand on shaky grounds,

their theory serves the indirect purpose of hinting at the

antiquity of the Igbo world. Were their theories to be

validated, the dating of the emergence of the Igbo people

would be posited as earlier than 2,ooo B.c.e The

significance of this tine period lies in the fact that the

characteristics manifested by the fgbo compare to those of

the Jews and Egyptians that lived over four millennia ago.10

The nature of the Igbo world extends the dinensions

where to look for their origin. Ta1bot after a close

observation of the Igbo people remarked that their beliefs

and practices had hardly changed i'=ir,"" the childhood of the

worldrr. Even though Talbot was one of the proponents of the

Hamitic theory of Igbo origin, his insight and observation

based on deep knowledge of ancient cultures would push the

search for the Igbo origin beyond the Sernitic and Hamitic

parameters. Two inferences are therefore possible. Either

the lgbo society has developed in and around their present
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abode, or it developed elsewhere and subsequently the people

moved into the area

The antiquity of the fgbo world which is closely tied
with their origin is now confirmed by linguistics"
ffemesia, indicates that the Igbo language belongs to the

kwa sub-fanily of the Niger-Congo family of languages. It
is clairned thaÈ rrthe language ancestral to the Niger-Congo

family cannot have been spoken more recently than 101000

years âgo, and that it probably lies much deeper in the past

than thatrt.rr ffemesia reaches this significant conclusion:

The speaking of fgbo, âS of these
and other úlest African languages, has
thus a great time-depth. Igbo must have
been spoken, doubtJ-ess in evolving and
changing forms, in or near its present
homeland, for thousands of years. For
the language is not spoken as mother
tongue anywhere else in Africa (or in
any other part of the world, for that
matter), from where the Igbo may be
supposed to have nigrated to their present
location within human memory.12

The use of linguistic and ethnographic data in the

search of the origin of the fgbo has been reinforced by the

nascent archaeological discoveries in the area occupied by

the fgbo people. st,one tools and pottery sherds dated to
about 2935 B.C. vlere excavated in Ezi-ukwu Ukpa Rock

Shelter, close to Afikpo Town.13 SimiLar artifacts of the

period r¡/ere discovered near the University of Nigeria

Nsukka. These as well as other discoveries which include
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the now famous Igboukwu finds by Thurstan Shawrl4 are clear

evidence of human activities which are typically Ïgbo for

several thousand years.15 Ifemesia observes that the date

assigned to the finds rrhas confirmed the linguistic

i-nferences about the antiquity of the Igbo, their language

and culture in the present abode'r. These objects further

corroborate according to Ifemesia, rrthe subtlety and

cornplexity of their social and political organizations and

their outlook on tif e generallyrr . ró

Archaeology by itself as a discipline does not yield

most of the information required to establish the origin of

the Igbo. The vital clues it offers, as has been pointed

out, focus on the longevity of Igbo presence in their current

vicinity. The implication of this long standing presence is

that the main tap-root of Igbo culture has wj-thstood the

test, of time and that the culture may antedate the purported

culture of Egypt or Israel that existed about five thousand

years ago. This means that while the theory is

inconclusive, further exploration is requj-red and it is

outside the scope of the present investigation to engage in

the study.

2.2 GEOGRAPHICAI. FEATT'RES

Part of the world that confronts the Igbo people and

with which they interact and as a result contribute to their

world view is the physical setting. This physical setting,
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in geographical terms. is made up of features such as the

land forms, rivers and lakes, factors of weather,

vegetative cover and the animal content. A brief overview of

this setting is relevant to this study.

2.2" 1 LAND FORMS AND RIVERS

The Igbo rnainland, âs one goes eastwards from the lower

Niger, rises very gradually and for a distance of 7O miles,

it attains an elevation of about 200 feet above sea level.17

Further east, the Igbo territory becomes undulating and

then turns into hills which in the ohaffia area vary from

7Oo feet to 2rooo feet above sea leveL.r8 North of

Onitsha through Enugu to the Northen Border, hills and

valleys alternate in most part.

The Ohaffia ridge in the eastern part of Igbo land

forms a water shed for the numerous rivers that intersect
the region. The rivers in the eastern division flow into the

Gulf of Guinea via Calabar. On the western side, many

streams from this ridge flow north of Onitsha to form the

Anambara river which is the tributary of the River Niger.

From onitsha to the coast in the south, a distance of about

120 miles, the following rivers dissect the area: fdemiri

obosi, Ulasi okija, Njaba, otamiri and Imo. With the

exception of Imo River that flows into the GuIf of Guinea,

the others flow into the Niger. The River Niger is the

dominant feature that bounds the Igbo area in the west.
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The River Niger is usually low during the dry season

when numerous sand banks and islands appear. In the rainy

season, sometimes it rises from 40 feet to .60 feet in

different localities thereby causing serious flooding. The

usually high inundation occurs every seventh year causj-ng

havoc and dislocation in the adjoining villages.re

The enÈire Igbo territory has two seasons rrudu

mmirirr (rainy season) and rrokochir' (dry season) . Basden

observed that the weather conditions ilpossess the merit, at

least, of being regularr'.20 The dry season starts early in

November. Towards the end of December a slight drizzle is

experienced and this marks the onset of rrugururr (harmattan) "

The harmattan is a cool dry wind that blows from the

Sahara desert at this period. ft causes excessive

desiccation. A dull haze produced by dust, shuts out the

sun. The dry heat causes irritation of the skin and

nosÈrils in some cases, the lips crack. At night it is too

cold when the temperature drops. The harmattan lasts about

four to five weeks. The expression rrino ntoku uguru ewere

putarr, (being on the f ireside before the onset of harrnattan)

means a vrorsening situation.2l

The harmattan is followed by the very hot season which

ends about March. The period is known asrrugani" (a tirne of

scarcity) because farmers are getting their crops ready for
planti-ng. Vegetables are not easily available. The rainy

season which follows is ushered in by frightening and
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destructive tornadoes. In the months of May and June, the

intensity of the rain decreases, occurring only at

intervals. From July to October the rain is heavy again. In

JuIy, it falls in torrents to the extent rrthat one lives in
perpetual darnpnessrr.22 Ltt August, a relief of a week or two

occurs in which there is no rain. This 1u11 is now known as

August break. It is a period when most celebrations and

annual rituals are organised. one such ritual is the rrIloo

Muorr festival, (Festival of interaction with the ancestors)

which will be described later in this study. october marks

the end of the rainy season. Again, the season ends as it,

began with tornadoes.

2"2.2 FLORÄ, AND FAUNA

From the Atlantic Coast to about l-0 miles south of

Onitsha, the vegetation cover is typical Equatorial type of

rain forest. The area is dense with tall trees. From Onitsha

to the northern border, the savannah type of grassland

occurs with scattered trees. In some places, the cover is

chiefly of rrscrub and jungle grass with big patches of

moorland here and thererr. The grass ranges from the giant

elephant grass to the shorter jungle-grass calIed rrAtarr or

spear grass.23 occasionally, groves of big trees are seen in

the predorninantly grassland area denoting human settlement,

burial sites or shrines.
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Some trees are seen throughout the Igbo territory.

Pa1ms especially are conmon. The oil-palrn (Elaesis

Guineensis) is ubiquitous and is of great value to the Igbo.

The raffia palrn (Raphia vinífera) and other varieties

provide the people with abundant supplies of palrn-wine. The

coconut (Cocos nucítera) is also a common feature. The palm

tress together with their products are put into such use

that not a single part is without function in the rgbo

worId.

Most trees provide val-uable timber while some others,

in addition, furnj-sh eatable fruits. The mahogany, froko

(ChTorophora excelsa), Èhe silk-cotton tree (Ceiba

pentandra), camwood (Baphia nítíc7a), African Bread fruit

(Treculia atricana), CoIa (CoIa officinarum) deserve

mention.2a

wildlife, rranuohiarr, is an integral part of the Igbo

environment. It includes elephant, tortoise, leopard, bush-

fowl, antelope, deer, monkey, python and bats. There are

many other animals that abound in the fgbo territory. To

name all is outside the scope of the present work. Common

animals that f1y include eagIe, hawk, raven and all sorts of

tropical birds. Hippopotamus and crocodile are arnong the

aquatic animals.

Each of the physical features, plants and animaÌs that

occupy space in the fgbo world has a special significance

and potency that go with it,. In the same vein, the insects
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that thrive in the area are appreciated for their manifested

qualities and attributes. They are not seen as mere plants

and animals but go beyond their physical appearance and

structure in the lgbo mentality. These plants and animals

are regarded as co-participants in various forms in the lgbo

world. fn some situations, they are anthropomorphized and

credited with speech in the social íntercourse and human

dialogue that go on daily.

2.3 SOCIAL ÀND POI,ITICAL ORGANISATTON

There is no overall political structure which unites aII

the lgbo people. Rather, there are political divisions in

Igbo society that have their respective kings. Onitsha, Nri,

oguta, Ossamari have their own kings. These places just

cited are either towns or villages/viIlage groups and in

their kingship institution do not represent the traditional
pattern that holds in the rest of the pre-colonial Igbo

society.

A popular fgbo proverb states that rrlgbo ama ezet'. This

has been variously translated as rrlgbo people have no kings"

or that "fgbo people do not recognise kings'r. While the

debate among the Igbo scholars on the precise meaning of

this proverb is still going on, 2s the proverb sets the

appropriate climate for an understanding of the Igbo socio-

political organisation. rn the first place, the statement
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banishes the idea of the search for an autocratic leader or

king in Igbo 1and. If linked to another Igbo idiorn, rrEsi be

gi eje be onye?rr (To whose house does your house lead?rr, the

Igbo sense of individualism and independence or self

sufficiency is brought to the fore. I'Esi be gi eje be onyerl

is a cynical question one asks the other in a conflict

situation to point out that the addressee is just himself

and no other. His importance is limited to his ovtn

household.

Another aspect of Igbo ama eze raises the question as

to the functions of a king where it does exist, and in the

rernote past when the Eze Nri (the King of Nri) exerted

influence over much of the rgbo territory. The indication is

that the power exercised v/as more rj-tua1 than political,

even though, political and religious functions are

intertwined in Igbo l-and. It is the sacerdotal functions

that earned him respect. Although this respect is limited to

his own village or town, another proverb, rrNwa eze ada

efu/ato na mbarr, (The king's son is never lost/held in

another town/village) points to the extension of this

respect to other towns. But it, should be pointed out that

this respect has its linits as borne out by the Igbo

proverb: Asokata eze anya ekpuru nkata we gwa ya okwu, (You

accord a king the respect due him, but it does get to a

stage where one has to veil himseLf with a shield or basket

and realIy talk to hin). It is assumed that this symbolised
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and subdued lndivlduallsm throws off its restraint, when

there is a breach of public and ancestral expectations by

the king. the king must be counsell-ed as the fgbo man knows

the shame the king would brÍng on him if he does not seek

counsel and listen to advice.

The diatectic between the expectations of a king where

the institution exists and the people's expectation of

themselves is regulated by custom. Omenani, the custom of

the land has prirnacy over the individual actors of any

description. fgbo ana eze (The Igbo people do not

have/recognise kings) while fostering individualisrn, does

not in any way mean licence. fndividualisn as practised and

expressed operates under the common denominator of Igbo

culture and tradition. The custom, Omenani, sets the

parameters of relationship anong the living and between the

living and the dead and those yet to be born. The end of

these relationships is the rnaintenance of order and balance.

fn the fgbo worldr âs in other cultures, it is the social

institutions that define behaviour in social relat,ionships.

These institutions not onLy define how people ought to

behave within the context of onenani but also legitimate the

sanctions applied to behaviour.

2 .3 . t FA¡,lf LY

The basic social institution is the family' The fanily
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is also the smallest unit of political organisation and

authority.2ó The Igbo nuclear fanil-y is a very irnportant

institution. It is the rrrootrr without which the society as

a plant would lack sustenance and nourishment and in fact,

would be non-existent. In the fanil-y, the basic world

construction, is initiated. It is to all intents and

purposes the socieEy wrít large.

A standard family is made up of a father, rrnnarr, his

wife or wives, his unmarried sons, and married sons with

their wives and children where applicable and his

unmarried daughters. Sometimes servants were included to

make the household. The fanily is called ttezi na ulorr.

Ogbalu translates ttezí no ulorr literally as rrthe outside

relations and those in the houserr .27 He goes on to indicate

that it is the context that dictates whom to include and

whom to exclude. His translation considers the fact that in

a broad sense other relations such as in-Iaws, uncles,

cousins, nephews, distant or near are usually regarded as

members of the rrextended familytt.2E In a narrohler sense,

however , t'ezi na ulorr should be taken as the rryard and the

houserr or rrcompoundrr. ft refers strictly to a nuclear

fanily occupying a habitâb1e space enclosed by a rectangular

waII. wit,hin this space are sited two to seven or more

houses with one main gate/entrance and another side door for
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private use. In the outer court stands the nuclear family's
[obirr or ancesÈor temple.

The father rrnnarr, in the context of the family is the

mora1, spiritual, political and the economic head. It is
his duty to assign habitable farnily land to any of his sons

who would want to move out of the enclosed rryardrr or
rrcompoundrr in order to have ample space for his own wives

and children.2e This legitirnate relocation does not imply

the break-up of the family. Shou1d the father die, his
eldest son, Diokpala/okpara automatically assumes the family

leadership and inherits the rrobirr, the ancestor temple.30

The rrobirr symbolizes rrthe family unity, âs well as the

authority of the paterfarniliasrr.3l ft is also a symbol of

farnily continuity. It links the past and the present. In
the institution of the rrobi'r, wê have a window that gives us

insight into the fgbo conception of reality.
From the perspective of the family, the obi is the

rrofficial" meeting place of the fanily ancestors and the

living head of the household. The obi contains the sacred

and ritual elements of the ancestors as well as those of the

incumbent head. It is common knowledge that these ancestors

are integral members of the household, even though they

inhabit the supersensible wor1d. As the family head

increases in age, his bond with the ancestors grohrs closer

and stronger, forging a bridge between the visible world of
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everyday life and the invisible world of the spirits which

together constitute lgbo social reality

The place of the ancestors has been institutionalized

and they have acquired coercive por¡Iers. The ramif ications

of that institutionalization have affected every phase of

the fanily life and life cycle, and, in effect, âr ordering

of life in conforrnity with ancestraL demands has been

imposed. As will be discussed later on, the ancestors

constitute the vehicle for the transmission of the rnoral

code that makes up the custom of the Igbo people. The

ancestors by virtue of their position expect the living

family members to be of good conduct, to uphold the

tradition they had fashioned and to operaÈe within the

parameters of socially acceptable norms. ft is, therefore,

the responsibility of the father who is the head of the

household and respected significant other, to socialize his

entire fanily. This is an obligation he or¡Ies to the

ancestors on the one hand and his innediate community

members on the other.

2.3.2 UMUNNA, MINIMÃL LINEAGE, EXTENDED FAMTLY.

rrUmunnart literally means ttchildren of one fatherrr. It

is next to the nucl-ear farnily, the smallest unit of

political authority. It is made up of compounds or

households that trace patrilineal descent from a common
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father. The size of an umunna varies, but territorially the

members live together within the radius of half-a-mile. The

unit is strictly and without exception exogamous and any

sexual relations between members is considered an

abomination. The lineage is headed by the eldest son of the

senior household that has a direct patrilineal descent from

the founding father. This eldest direct descendant is the

okpala (diokpata, opara), the first-born or eldest son, the

patriarch.

Every umunna has an rrobirr, or palce (ancestor temple),

The obi of umunna has precedence and primacy over any

nuclear farnily's obi. The Okpala has charge of the obi of

umunna as well as the sacred gymbols preserved in it. The

okpala's social, religious and political authority is

strengthened by the fact that he is the custodj-an of the

lineage rrOforr. The Ofo is a short , thick, portable wand or

stick carved frorn the branch of the Ofo tree (detarium

elastica). The tree is believed to have been specially

consecrated by God as a ttsymbol and guarantee of truth and

justicerr.32 As the inheritor and guardian of the ancestral

ofo, the okpala is a powerful link between the ancestors and

the living descendants.

The okpaÌa enjoys greater authority over any member of

his unit than any other head of an Igbo political unit. He

is treated with respect and due regard. Any offence against
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hin is usually avoided as that would provoke retaliation

from the spiriÈual/ancestral members of the lineage. On the

other hand, the Okpala has to be careful not to abuse the

pov/ers that go with his position. He is equally under the

watchful eyes of the ancestors, to whom he is also under

obligation to pour libation and offer sacrifice.

The okpala represents his lineage in any gathering or

matters involving other units. He manages complaints from

outside that affect any unit member. Serious matters

requiring the exercise of legal or political power are

dealt with by the council of the umunna. The cornposition of

the Council is not fixed. The occasion or circumstance

dictates the number of members to attend. Generally, all the

titled men, heads of households and elders make up the

council. Although, the okpala presides over the Council,

decisions are taken through democratic means.33 If the

okpala is a minor, âD elder or titled man who is the closest

in the line of descent acts as a viceregent. AI1

undertakings and commitments are done in the okpara's name.

The minor vlou1d usually be present in meetings and the

participating members would ensure that, he is accorded the

respect that goes to the okpara institution.3a The okpala's

position cannot be usurped especially when the most

remarkable feature of the lineage is the principle of

collective accountability and responsibility for the conduct

of its members. Moreover, âDY would-be usurper will
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inevit.ably have to confront the ancestors and Èheir

stringent penalty for any infraction of set etiquette and

procedures.

2.3.3 EBO, MÀJOR LTNEAGE

The major lineage is the next higher body to the

umunna, the minimal lineage. It is made up of a number of

minimal- lineages that trace descent to a common ancestor.

When it is difficult in some cases to work out the

genealogical detaits, remnants of house/dwellings occupied

by one's fore-fathers provide clues to legitiinacy. The

major lineage is exogamous. within this body, the head of

the senior lineage that is the descendant of the founding

father assumes the same politico-religious responsibiliÈies

as the okpala in a minimal lineage setting. As the priest

of the shrine of the traditional founder of the lineage, his

authority is boosted especially during the annual sacrifice

over which he presides.

The major lineage has its own Council which is composed

of the heads of the mininal lineages and elders who have

distinguished themselves as }eaders of thought and therefore

are regarded as an embodiment of wisdom. The head of the

major lineage presides over the CounciL which usually meets

in the Obi. The Council settles disputes referred to it by
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a rninimal lineage or looks into disputes between minimal

lineages. The Council has the right to banish a criminal.

2.3.4 OGBE. MÀXIMAL LINEAGE

Superior in authority to the Major lineage is another

body, the ogbe, the Maximal lineage" The Maxj-ma1 lineage

handles matters that affect two or more Major lineages. The

Council of the Maximal lineage is usuaÌIy presided over by

the head of the Senior Major lineage" In some ogbe, the

population is so large that the genealogy is sometimes

difficult to trace with precision. Relationships are so

distant that intermarriage is perrnissible. I¡Ihat holds them

together are the ties of geography and a dim memory of the

founder who first settled in the area in the very remote

past. The annual Festival of New Yam (fwa-ji) celebrated at

the local shrine is also a binding factor.

2.3.5. MBA, OBODO, VILLAGE/VTLLAGE GROUP

The largest socio-political unit in lgbo land is the

Village or the ViJ-lage-group.35 Each village is autonomous.

The traditional Igbo land is a conglomeration of these

independent and autonomous vi1lages. The head of the village

is the eldest son of the direct descendant of the founder of

the vitlaçfe. As the foundation of the settlement took place
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thousands of years âgorthe circumstances of the foundation

and the real identity of the founder have transcended into

the nythic or legendary. What is significant is that in

most cases the village or the village group is named after

the founder. The village bears the name of the original

founder. A shrine is also erected in commemoration of the

propitious activities that led to the settlement and always,

one deity is associated with the event. This deity serves as

the Patron Saint of the village or village group. A priest

is designated to oversee all the rituals pertaining to the

deity on behalf of the village-group head and the citizens.

The vitlage head is the custodian of the village rroforr which

is kept securely in the village obi. He is a ceremonial head

and his Council is made up of heads of the various

Ogbe/Maxj-mal lineages who are also ofo holders. Some elders

and titled men may attend. Priests, depending on their

specific expertise, and the matter brought up for

consideration and resolution may also attend. Sometimest

village-group meetings which would draw a crowd of adult

members are held in the rnarket square which serves as a

religious, social and commercial centre.

At alt levels of Igbo social and political structure,

there is the ever-present real-ity of the supernatural. The

element of the supernatural takes many forms. It ranges

from the ancestraL spirits to the Earth goddess, (Ala or

Ani). For this reason, all meetings, gatherings and
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deliberations take into account that ever-present reality

and begin with a ritual process that reaffirms the bond

between the participants and the ancestors. The voiced

invocation highlights the commitment to the rnaintenance of

order, balance and corporate solidarity'

2.4. PRESSURE POINTS

Lack of understanding of the features of the

traditional Igbo communities has led some Western writers

and a few Africans to describe the system as rrnon-

centrali zeð., f ragTmented, segmentary, stateless , arnorphous

and unorganizedt¡.3ó A close examination will reveal that the

characteristic Igbo social and political institutions are

very powerful and have carried the Igbo citizens to the

present. Apart from the social and political structure

described in the foregoing, there are other pressure points

of socio-political power and authority. These pressure

points also serve to give Igbo society a sense of cohesion

and solidaritY.

Igbo women, in spite of the iact that Igbo society is

male-centric and that male superiority and authority are

never in doubt, wield social and political influence. senior

married women within various lineages enforce their own laws

and settle their disputes. They impose fines on any

defaulting rnember. They keep the market and the springs

(frorn which r,tater is fetched) clean. ft is their task to
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svreep and maintain the rrmbara ezirr/rramarr, the outer court

yard of the lineage Diokpara. Perhaps the most powerful of

the organized vJomen's group is the rrUmuadarr or rrUmuokpurr,

(the daughters of the kindred married outside it)

Various Umuada form a network among themselves in the

various villages and village-groups into which they are

married. the network is formed on the basis of their

consanguinity. They hold rotational, rnonthly meetings as a

means of rnaintaining their link and discussing issues that

affect their kindred. Their role is that of a powerful

rrland ladyrr and a watch dog. Vthen the traditional husband-

wife relationship is strained and the problem persists after

mediation by imrnediate members of the Umunna/minirnal

lineage, the Urnuada step in to settle the problem. Their

activity is more intense when it is established that the

wife in question, who is more or l-ess an outsider, is

violatinq custom and tradition. Although, the penalties

they impose could be stiff, they rather prefer to work

toward restoration of harmony within the affected family.

They accornplish their task by prescribing some rituals to be

performed by the offending wife.

The Umuada are well-known and respected for their

customary role at the death of a member of the kindred.

Upon death, they perform the ritual washing of the body and

prepare it, for viewing. They keep vigil at the home of the

deceased for four nights (Igbo week) and participate
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actively in the funerary rites and ceremonies. Àny living

member ttould do anything possible to avoid their alienation

because, their absence at a funeral would send negative

signals to the world of the ancestors.3T

The Umuada network cuts across religious affiliations

and denominations. Detachment, from it is unthinkable and is

analogous to the severance of the umbitical cord, or worse

still, suspension in nid air.

Another irnportanÈ group is the age-grades/sets. Each

age set is made up of people whose ages are within a five

year span. there are many of these age-grades in Igbo

society. Each group is drawn from all lineages in the

context of a village or village-group. Duties performed

depend on the agê, seniority and sex. Adu}t male grades of

the Okorobia type (approxirnately between 30 years and 45

years of age) form the defence corps in the event of inter-

village feuds. They also take charge of the construction and

maintenance of the premises of shrines. Each grade has a

strict code of conduct. Graduation through the

hierarchically structured age-grades produces the fully-

equipped Igbo person in terms of growth in consciousness.

In close association with the age-grades is the

Mmawu/Muo, (the masquerading group) groups. Each male age-

grade could have its own masquerade provided that the

prescribed initiation is undergone. Muo is the

rnaterialisaÈion of the rrdead among the 1iving". Masquerades
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are a coilrmon and ancient institution in Igbo land. Every

village has its own troupes of masquerades. The muo (spirit

rnask) performs a triple function: religious, governmental

and social. The troupes provide entertainment in the form

of dancing and acrobatic displays especially during

community celebrations and festivals.

Mmanwu of the adult category assisted with the

maintenance of discipline in the precoloniaJ- period and

helped to enforce the decisions of the village council.

Synbolically, mmanvtu is supposed to be the reappearance of

ancestral Spirits from the spirit land. ft was and is still

claimed to be endowed with supernatural powers and as such

$ras accorded respect by all and held in awe by women and

chil-dren.38

other i-nfluential groups in the Igbo social

organization include titled men or associations of title

holders such as ozo or Ekpe; fraternities or associations of

medicine men and priests as well as secret societies. All

these, in their or¡tn ways, contribute to the richness of Igbo

social institutions and above all constitute cogs in the

wheel that turns to make Igbo society. The titled men who

have been cited in the foregoing as sitting in the various

councils, in some situations provide gerontocratic

Ieadership characterised by wisdom, resourcefulness and

stability. Acquisition of a title, which is a mark of

individual achievement brings the title-holder to the apex
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of Igbo society. As O1isa observed, "A t,itIe... symbolizes a

high level of wisdom, sanctity of person and responsibility

in words and deedsrr.3e In women's circles, vromen title

holders are held in a similar standing as the titled men.
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founder are named after a group of villages that sprang up
following direct action of these sons. Sometimes, the original
founder assigned portions of land to his sons and from there the
villages developed. I,Ihatever the circumstances, the village-groups
are related even Èhough each village has its ov/n head. Here, the
heads are treated as prímus interpares with the most senior village
as the head village

36.Ifernesia, p. 73.

37.The offsprings of umuada are collectively called rrumu di
anirf. The literal translation does not seem to make sense: Children
of the husband of the land/Earth. The singular is rrN\^ra di anirr,
child of the husband of the Earth. fts etynology calls for further
inquiry. The presence of a male nwa di ani is felt at any funeral
of a deceased kindred member. He is treated like a sacred cov/. He
has licence to disrupt the funeral and cause confusion. For this
reason, he is given special attention and lavishly entertained with
refreshments. In the same manner, âDy visit of a nwa di ani to his
grand fatherts house is accorded a deserved recognition.

38.See A. O. Onyeneke, The Dead Amonq the Livinq: Masquerades
in Igbo Society, (Nigeria: Holy Ghost Congregation I L987) .
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39.M. S. o. olisa, rrPolitical Culture and Practice in Igbo
Societyrr, in The Conch, (A Socioloqical Journal of African Cultures
and Literatures) ,VoI. fIf No.2rSept. ,197L, p.24.
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CHÀPTER 3

MORPHOLOGY OF THE IGBO TRÀDITIONAI, REIJTGION

Increased research in the social sciences has led to a

turn around from the type of thinking that gave out earlier
that the Africans are incapable of knowing God.r Some

semblance of what is identifiable as religion has now been

accorded the people. Howeverra problem remains as to the

taxonomy of that religion. The derogatory word rrprimitive"

in early twentieth century anthropological literature and

the substi-tution of the word rfsimplett2 does not tone down

the low status of traditional relj-gion from the stand point

of some foreign observers. The major world religions,
especially Christianity, backed by sacred documents of

long-standing continue to set assessment criteria for
traditional religion.

the true nature of the traditional religion continues

to suffer as a result of foreign ethnocentricism. Biases are

still strong. The God of the Igbo people is stil1 conceived

as a rrwithdrawnrr God who is not active in the affairs of the

people.3 His attributes, in some measure, show no

paralJ-elisn with the Christian God. As a result of this
posLure, fgbo religious behavior lacks ttenlightenmentrr. It
is superstitious and more or less anachronistic. Perhaps, it.
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is this popular western standpoint that triggered Dr.

Nwoga's book The Suprerne God as Stranqer in Igbo Relicrious Thought.4

An insider approach, therefore, becomes necessary, so

as to see the traditional religion as an entrenched social

reality as well as an externalized truth that has been made

concrete. Because truth is a rrmany-sided diarnondrr, ê[

understanding of the religion requires seeing it whole.

Attempts to truncate the religion and compartmentalize it

into the sacred and secular/profane has not only brought

distortion of its nature but also pvzzlement to the

outsider.5

The concept, of wholeness or holism embraces three rnajor

levels of perception, analysis and meaning. As the principle

of hologram has indicated, an overlapping occurs from level

to 1eve1.6 The lowest and first leve1 of density counting

from below, incarcerates in its core the third level. Each

level by itself constitutes only an aspect or a fragrment of

reality.
An understanding of the traditional religion has to

take into account the outsiders' perception of the religion.

Any such perception which by western Christian orthodox

standard is predicated on the observable and the concrete is

usually encapsulated in the name given to the religion by

the ethnographers. Thus, through names purported to encode

the essence of the religion, some insights could be gained

into the ontological status of the religion.
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3.1. IN SEÀRCE OF À NAME

Paganism, heathenism, fetishism, animism and collective

representation are among the names and descriptive phrases

used in the nineteenth century and early twentieth century

to give identity not only to the Igbo Traditional Religion

(ITR) but also to the African Traditional Religion and the

religion of others who in the past v/ere caIled prirnitive

peoples.7 The quintessential commonalty observed in the

religious behaviors of these peoples in the opinion of the
rrcoinersrr \¡/arrant the labe1s in spite of culturaJ-Iy

conditj-oned and varied expressions of religious practices.

3.2. ANTUTSU

While heathenism and paganism are labe1s that were used

in the nineteenth century and are not acceptable, Animism

as a term, however, comes very close to the picture. P. A.

Talbot sees animism as an element in ITR, but to Major

Arthur Glyn Leonard it is the soul of the religion.s
rrAnimismrr is a term advanced by Sir Edward Tylor in

L87L as the fundamental concept of religion. In his

thinking, Itthe general belief in spiritual beings, is here

given to Aninismrr. He goes on to observe that

animism characterizes
tribes very low in the scale of humanity,
and thence ascends, deeply rnodified in
its transmission, but from first to last
preserving an unbroken continuity, into
the nidst of high modern culture Aninism
is, in fact, the groundwork of the Philo-
sophy of Religion, from that of savages
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up to that of civilized men. And although
it rnay at first sight seem to afford but
a bare and meager definition of a minimum of
religion, it will be found practically
sufficientrr.e

Tylor derived animism from the Latin word anima which

stands for the soul. To hin the theory of soul formed the

basis of religion. Tylor notes that:

ft is habitually found that the theory
of Aninisrn divides into two great
dogmas, forming parts of one consistent
doctrine; first concerning souls of
individual creatures, capable of
continued existence after the death or
destruction of the body; second,
concerning other spirits, upward to the
rank of powerful deities. Spiritual
beings are held to affect or control the
events of the material wor1d, and mans
life here and hereafter; and it being
considered that they hold intercourse
with men, and receive pleasure or
displeasure from human actions, the
belief in Èheir existence leads
naturally, and it might almost be said
inevitably, sooner or later to active
reverence and propitiation. ro

Tylor is aware of the antiquity and world-wide philosophical

rootage of animism and he set hinself the task of

researching the t'hitherto strangely undervalued and

neglectedrr phenomenon and once more to highlight. it. He

ascribes the genesis of anj-mism to prinitive man's

reflection on rrtwo groups of biological problems. In the

first p1ace, what is it that makes the difference between a

living body and a dead one; what causes waking, sleep,
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trance, disease, death? In the second place, what are those

human shapes which appear in dreams and visionstr.rr The

product of the speculation was the emergence of the concept

of the soul. By extension, the primitive came to believe

that animals and even inanimate objects have sou1s. rrThe sun

and stars, winds, rivers, rocks, trees, all may have life
and personality ascribed to themrr.12

Many criticisms have been levelled against Tylor's
hypothesis. Some consider it too academic, and rrnot fitting
these peoples who believe in gods which have no apparent

relationship to ghost or spirits, but are 'magnified
non-natural men t n .13 Frorn the point of view of some African

scholars, there is a total rejection of animism as a term

descriptive of ITR and other African traditional religions.
While Idowu appreciates Tylor,s rrscholarly labourrr and the

traces of animism in every prinitive culture, he considers

animísm as inappropriate as the name for ITR. To him rrthe

derogatory and abusive nomenclature of Africans as

,animists' should ceaserr.14 ¡¡biti on his part is more

emphatic. rrAnimism is not an adequate description of these

religions and it is better for that term to be abandoned

once and for allrr.l5

Abandonment of the term animism is analogous to
throwing av/ay the baby with the bath water. Nationalist
jingo, ecclesiastically grounded and theological orientation
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should not obscure the jewel- in the religious infrastructure

Tylor has delineated.

Dr. Mbiti and Professor fdowu are both ordained

ministers. As pioneers in the field of African Traditional

Religion, the two needed to keep within the parameters of

religious orthodoxy and at the same time reconcile what

appeared to be pantheism with monotheism. The adoption of

diffused monotheism not, only rnet their irnnediate needs but

serves to stress the fact that the God of the Africans is

the same universally recognized God" their posture,

however, failed to recognize rranimismrr as the vehicle of

spiritual ubiquity.

Animisrn as conceived by Tylor is an inclusive,
rrumbrellarr term. It provides the matrix from which any

conceivable religion has its rot. His work is a bold atternpt

to reassert and enthrone the concept of the Spirit and soul

in an age of rising rationalism and materialism. His work is

of so great a value that the terrn neo-Tylorianism is

warranted.ló

It should be observed that Animisrn is only a labe1 and

a concrete rrhandlerr to pull together a vast array of

phenomena associated with the rrpsycherr and human behaviors

predicated on that psyche. Animism from Tylor's standpoint

is only a window into nature and through that objectified
window in word, wê can make meani-ng out of all the complex

interactions that are embodied in nature.
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It should stand to reason that Tylor is indeed a

pioneer and deserves much credit. Such new usages as

panpsychism and the principle of hylozoism are mere

endorsation of animism.lT other extensions labelled magic,

medicine, fetishism, Juju and pantheisrn are significant

adumbrations that derive frorn animism.18

There is no doubt that Tylor uses the expressions,
rrsavagerr, lower racesrr, rrlotüer philosophytt, Itearly

philosophytt and "prirnitive aninismrr. He uses them in

contrast to the ttcivilized worLdrr and tthigher nationsrr.

Superficially, there is some tenor of inferiority attributed

to the primitive category in the way paganism and heathenism

have been used by earlier missionaries as designation for
barbarity and benightedness. Tylor in all probability meant

weII and should be seen from the totality of the climate of

the late nineteenth century Europe vis-a-vis technologically

deprived races and cultures.re From another perspective, the

qualifying words lower, primitive and early denote

rrpristinerr. Rather than denigrate the rtlor¡/er racesrr, Tylor

appears to hold them in high esteem:

So well indeed, does prinitive animism
account for the facts of nature, that it,
has held its place into the higher
levels of education. Though classic and
mediaeval philosophy modified it much,
and modern philosophy has handled it yet
more unsparingLy, it has so far retained
the traces of its original character,
that, heirlooms of prinitive, ages may
be clairned in the existing psychology of
the civilized world. out of the vast
mass of evidence, collected among the
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most various and distant races of
mankind, typical details may now be
selected to display the earlier theory
of the soul, the relation to the parts
of this theory, and the manner in which
these parts have been abandoned,
modified t oE kept up, along the course
of culturetr2o

There are statements made by Tylor that, inply a lamentation

over the declension of animism with its philosophical

ramifications. Tylor opines that:

Although the primitive belief in the
souls of animals still survives Èo some
extent in serious philosophy it is
obvious that the tendency of educated
opinion on the question whether brutes
have soulr âs distinguished from life
and mind, has for ages been in a
negative and skeptical direction. The
doctrine has fallen from its once high
estate. It belonged originally to real,
though rude science" It has now sunk to
become a favorite topic in the nild
speculative talk which still does duty
as largely as intellectual conversation,
and even then its propounders defend it
with a lurking consciousness of its
being after all a piece of sentimental
nonsense.2l

Furthermore he observes that rranong races within the limits
of savagery, the general doctrine of souls is found worked

out with remarkable breadth and consistency... thenceforth,

as we explore human thought onward from savage into
barbarian and civilized life, wê find a state of theory nore

conformed to positive science, but itself less complete and

consistenE't.22

To any would-be adherent,s of Neo-TyJ-orianism is thrown

the challenge of validating empirically TyÌor's indubitable
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postulation that rrthe theory of the soul is one principal
part of a system or religious philosophy, which unites, in
an unbroken line of mental connection, the savage

fetish-worshiper and the civilized Christiant'.23

3.3. DIFFI'SED MONOTHEISI,Í

The commonalty of some elements in the religj-ous

behavior of Africans induced Dr. fdowu to conclude the ATR

can only be adequately described as rrmonotheisticrr. He is
however careful to add the adjective rrdiffusedrr because

there are other rrpov/ers which derive from Deity". Although

these minor divinities are dependent on the Supreme Being,

they are sometirnes treated talmost as ends in
themselv¿gr n .24

Since Idowu's coinage of this descriptJ-ve term,

diffused monotheisrn has been propagated and adopted as the

appropriate term for all indigenous African religions. ITR

is equally covered in the apptication of the term. !,fith the

release of Dr. Nwogats view on the exoticness of Supreme

Being, the concept of diffused monotheísm has come under

attack among some fgbo el-ites. The argument presented

focuses on the scant attention paid to the Supreme Being in
Igbo traditional worship. The divinities are closer to the

people and cults for each abound. The debate so far remains

inconclusive.
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3 .4. OIÍENANI

The controversy over the autochthony of lgbo conception

of the Supreme Deity initiated by Nwoga has reinforced two

major polarizations. Understandably, bona-fide Igbo

Christians adhere to the descriptive term rrDiffused

Monotheismrf .25 The other rnajor group identify with
ttomenanitt.26 omenani, the custorns and traditions of the

Igbo people, is culturally endemic and no one can escape its

inextricable ho1d. Because of the pervasiveness of ornenani,

the ITR has been labelled rromenanirr.

In the fgbo universe, there is no word or expression

denoting rrReligionrr as it is conceptualized and

compartrnentalized in the West. thus the adoption of omenani

is only a nomenclature that subsumes what can be call-ed

religion in Igbotand. The use of omenani does not in any

way sirnpJ-ify the complexity of the Igbo religious structure.

rt can be seen as a focal point, indicating the direction of

any religious inquiry. fn everyday parlance rromenaniil means

rrthe !,iaytt established by tradition. It is Igbo convention

that has endured from immemorial antiquity.

Mazi Mbonu Ojike, the credited first advocate of the

term, defines Omenani as rra system which holds that man's

activities are Linit,able by what is good for alIrr. Further

he observes that 'rdoing things in confornity with the

constitution of the land or the good of all is call-ed

omenanirt.2T
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For the purpose of this inquiry, omenani, in the

absence of a better term is to be taken as a descriptive

term for ITR. The assurnption of Omenani as the labe1

denoting ITR does not pretend to answer all complex

questions about it, however, it does give an insight into

the structure of the religion. ft provides a good starting

point.

Omenani or Omenala, rrCustomrr, rrCustomaryrr is a wide and

broad corpus of actions which are in accordance with the

stipulations of the land. Sometimes, it is translated as

tttradítionrf . Since it is claimed to have originated at the

foundation of the earth, it is inexorably bound up with

mother Earth, the Earth goddess and her tenants, the

ancestors. Omenani cannot be easily altered, repealed or

renegotiated.

omenani falls into two rnajor categories. one type of

Omenani - Custom, covers the domain of rnorality and the

other category is socio-cultural. AlI the codes that

pertain to morality are, in the main, casuistic and

therefore, prohitive. These codes are sanctioned by the

earth goddess - Ani and are communicated from her to the

living members in the community by the dead ancestors,
rrNdichierr. The socio-cultural aspects of omenana not only

regulate specific interactional behaviours in all the

institutions in Igbo land but also define, and set the norms

for each role in the society. The whole broad spectrum of
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Iife from the womb through birth and to the grave is

governed by custom. The birth and the naming of a child, the

growth process, his/her marriage and eventual funerary rites

are significant phases that are ritual-ridden and Omenani

bound.

3.4.L. OMENANI AS UZO - PATH

A closer look at Omenani reveals it as a structured

approach to balanced, purposeful and successful living. It

is a path constructed by the primogenitors of the fgbo

people. Treading the path of Omenani implies fulfil-Iing the

indications and the requirernents on that path. It is

interesting to note that path in Igbo land means rruzorr . IJzo

in some sense is synonymous with rrusororr (order) . In common

usage rruzorr is rrv/ayrr. rrUzo esi eme iherr is translated as

rrthe way of doing somethingtt. frUsoro esi eme iherr is the

order, the seguence of doing something.

lJzo symbolically is omenani in its seminaliLy.28 rJzo as

a well-beaten track or trail embodies routinization and

therefore conjures up the image of an ordered custom and

procedure essentially reposited in the Igbo language. llzo in

the sense of its equation with omenani originated from t¡re

foundation of the earth and gives direction to spiritual

Iivingness.

The traditional antonym of uzo is rrohiarr or rrof iarr.

Ohia stands for bush, forest or jungle. To depart from the
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way is synbolically to consort with disorder and chaos and

in fact, to engage in an uphitt battle or wander through a

difficult maze that leads nowhere. This departure from order

is interpreted as a deLiberate alliance with the elements

and entities firmly entrenched in negativity.2e The average

Igbo person on the path is like an athlete engaged in a

relay race, fulIy conscious of his responsibility to the

past and to the future. In that consciousness the past and

the present are resoLved in the equation of the present.

Departure from the path - lJzo is a mark of irresponsibitity

and Iack of accountabilitY.

The nulti-valency of uzo is indicated in some lgbo

names and witty sayings. Names such as rruzoamakarr and

ftUzodimmarr stress the beauty and goodness of' lJzo' While

these names constitute the cryst,allization of joyous family

experiences, they equally connote the perpetuity of the

beneficent circumstances contributing to that shared

joyousness. The corol-Iary then is that which is good should

be preserved and maintained. In the same vein, a name such

as rruzoechinarr carries a rnultitude of meanings. The most

significant meaning for the purpose of this study is rrlet

not the path be closedrr. In lgbo land, vrhere tropical-,

climatic conditions foster rapid growth of vegetation,

experience has taught the people that if the path or trail

is not tended and if it. is not used frequently, the path is

closed by nature.30
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In Igbo social situation, there is the recognition of

the relativity of rrUzorr. This recognition is validated by an

eXpressiOn Such aS rrNwam puta nka abUro uzorr rrMy son, turn

around; that is not the way. This is a s1.mbolic expression

predicated on practical godliness vlhich is conventionally

determined in Igbo cultural context. It is a call that

solicits the renunciation of a demonstrated anti-social

behaviour. The same effect is intended when an Igbo man is

told thatrrUzo gi gbara ngorigo'r. Here, the man is bluntly

told that his ways are crooked. To offset the indicated

tortuousness, the man is told: trkwuba aka gi otorr. rrkeep

your hands straight". This image of straightness which is

the same as righteousness is further pointed out by using

the symbol of Uzo. Any confirmed evidence of uprightness and

righteousness on a continuing basis, earns a person a verbal

testimonial couched in the following words z rJzo ya kwu oto

His way is straight. Indeed, it is not hard to see a close

parallelisrn between this lgbo conception of rruzorr and the

essence of John the Baptist's pre-advent message in which he

calls for the removal of all obstacles that \^¡i1I interfere

with the straightness of rrthe way of the Lord'r3t

This noted parallelism between an aspect of the ITR and

the New Testament does not apply only to John the Baptist's

message. The lgbo conception of uzo finds points of

congruence in some aspects of christ's sermon on the

Mount.32 One of the most salient of the teachings is
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Christ's stress on the efficacy of supplication. He enjoined

his followers to rask and it, will be given Yoü, seek, and

you shall find, knock and it will be opened to yout'.33 The

Igbo people have an insightful proverb which states that
rronye ajuju ada efu uzorr. In a literal sense, the proverb

states that he who asks questions relative to the way never

loses his bearing. Commenting on Christ's injunction,

Matthew Henry, uses the analogue which clearly echoes the

Igbo perspective" He puts it bluntly, rrAsk as a traveller

asks the wayrrr. what is evident in this ernbodied idea is

not only its perennialness and universality but also its

spiritual significance. A Statement credited to the one

identified as the son of God by the Christians that finds a

perfect replication on the rTR carries its own testimony as

to the pragmatic application of spiritual tenets by the Igbo

in daily interactions.

The symbolisrn of Uzo from the standpoint of the fgbo

world view paves the way for Christianity. The evolutionary

irnplications for omenani which for now is geotropic and

earth-affirrning are momentous. When Christ said: rrI am the

way, and the truth and the life'r35, there is no doubt that

religious infrastructure already exists in Igbo rnentality

for the appropriation and subsequent internalization of the

deep rneaning of the statement. The utility and the

importance of Uzo are validated in the names of rrUzoechinarl

and frUzoamekarr already cited.
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It is instructive to observe that the collect for the

third Sunday after Easter in lgbo (Anglican) Prayer Book

uses the expressionrrnke uzo nke Kristrr.36 This is an lgbo

way of translating rr... all then that are admitted into the

fellowship of Christ's religion".37 ttlJzo nke Krist'r simply

means the way of Christ. Here again the rnulti-valence of
rrUzorr is evident and in this particuJ-ar context constitutes

an adequate bridge that links ITR with Christianity.
Familiarity with the Igbo situation points to the fact

that, it is not uncommon to observe a way, a path that has

faI1en into disuse. In lgbo, such a path is designated as

ttÍ)zo chiri echir'. fn other words, this is a track or trail
thaÈ has been abandoned and is therefore no Ìonger used. The

road is closed because it does not lead anywhere. ft has no

utility and serves no purpose. To maintain a non-functional-

and non-serviceable road is an aberration totally non-Igbo.

Such a road is taken care of by nature and with tine will be

indisÈinguishable from vegetation. This aspect of Uzo

symbolization is edifying to the Igbo people and does

reinforce the fact that a path must be functional and

purposeful and as a result must be maintained.

What is significant then is the seninaliÈy and the

microcosmic representation of uzo in the fgbo wortd. ÍJzo is
a human construction out of the disorder or chaos of the

bush or jungle. This construction or imposition of order

when it is achieved symbolizes routinization. Routinization
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imposes its ovtn logic of maintenance" rn the final analysis,

rJzo is religion in ernbryo. It also epitomizes in a pragrnatic

way Igbo man's approach to nature and helps define as will

be shown later on, what is perceptible as religion in Igbo

socio-cultura1 nilieu. But above aII, ÍJzo is omenani par

excellence.

Granting uzo as a microcosrnic symbolization of omenani,

the longevity of ornenani dating from the dawn of time and

its continued persistence in contemporary Igbo society is a

clear indicator of its force and value. As has already been

pointed out, omenani regulates life and strives to keep an

Igbo man on track in the act of daily living. In spite of

its subt,le coercion, it is preserved and maintained as a

proven and validated structure that guarantees Iife. As an

inexhaustible complex who1e, it can be likened to a tropical

rainbow that spans the earth and heaven. It is then without

equivocation that for the Igbo people omenani is an

established modus vivendi for appropriate rapport with the

one in whom we live and move and have our being.38

There are apparent problems in the categorical

assertion of omenani as the way (uzo) to approach Divinity.

The initía1 problem centres on what is identifiable as the

dominant !'testern concept of religion with its accent on one

God who can only be worshipped and approached through the

Christ. This one view of retigion was propagated and backed

by the rnachinery of imperialism. The result was a secondary
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socialization that presented to the Igbo people as wel-l as

other colonial peoples another Vtor1d view with some of its
attractive, rnaterial trappings. Converts into this secondary

world view who cover the gamut of categories in lgbo land

vary in their reactions to omenani.3e To the average

convert, Christianity and omenani cannot mix just in the

same r¡/ay nmanu (paln oil) and mrniri (water) do not mix in
Èhe normal room temperature. The general attitude of the

these converts is that omenani is for the rrheathensrr or the

traditionalists. Following the example of the missionaries,

rituals associated with omenani are designated as rrikpere

arusirr idol worship. Judaism as well as Christianity is
anti-idol worship. It therefore stands to reason that
omenani as labelled in Christian circles would not pass as a

way to approach God"

Another problem stems from the fact that the structure
of omenani in spite of the force of omenani does not readily
reveal its meaning and its logic which is deeply esoteric.
To the rational rnind it has no appeal. It is enjoined by the

fgbo society. The direction of omenani is therefore not

obviously apparent and to some its terminus is lodged in the

ancestors. Here again, it is relevant to cite Dr. Nwogars

book: The Supreme God as a Stranger in fgbo Religious

Thoucrht as evidence of the peculiar structure of ornenani and

its apparent diametrical opposition to the Christian
structure. If the Suprerne God is a stranger to the fgbo
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religious philosophy, it is then inconceivable that omenani

should lead to God.

An lgbo proverb: Uche onye adiya njo, is a fitting

response to the various positíons on omenani. The proverb

Iiterally translates as A person's mode of thought,/thinking

is never objectionable to that particular person. In his

estimation, his thinking is right. Ro1and Peterson has come

up with a book - Evervone is Righta0 which is an endorsement

of this Igbo proverb. I^Ihat the fgbo people have articulated

in this proverb is the concept of relativity of truth and go

on to validate also the rrconsciousness of abstractingtt.+t

But all these positions and their plausible defence

notwithstanding, the ITR holds its ground on the basis of

experience and practice dictated by the Ïgbo world view.

omenani is evolving and has not been exhausted and yet has a

strong hold on the lgbo people" The key to the puzzle which

Omenani presents to the outside investigator as well as to

the detribalized or acculturated fgbo sceptic lies in two

proverbs.

It is clearly stated that ttAya (aga) emechasigodu

omenani tupu eme Omenenurr - We shaIl first fu1fil the laws

or customs of the earth prior to fulfilling the higher laws

or the laws of heavens. In other words the fgbo insist on

observing that which has been enjoined here on earth as a

necessary, appropriate and preparatory step before the

implementaÈion of higher laws that operate in heaven.a2 fhis
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is a valid indication left for posterity by unknown fgbo

initiates. This indication is preserved by the continuing

thread of Initiates in the Igbo world and popularized in
everyday speech. Not only does this proverb demonstrate Igbo

sense of pragmatism, it also shows their appreciation of the

social reality into which they are immersed and their
commitment to the eventual perfection invol-ved in the

obligation.
Another significant proverb that gives sanction to

omenani is rrife ana acho n,uko enu ka afulu nruko anirr.

(That which is searched for in an upper rack or bin is right
here in the lower rack). In other words, what you are

seeking in heaven is right here on earth. Much as this
proverb is abstruse and esoteric in nature it ca1ls for
serious reflection. Pitted against the former proverb

regarding Omenenu, it seems paradoxical. ft is not easily
apparent why it is that through geotropism symbolized in
omenani one can attain to higher laws.

fn the first pIace, these proverbs should not be

underrated..43 ft is sufficient for the moment to see them as

the rrfruit of experiencerr which constitutes knowledge.

Moreover they are the creations of the Igbo initiates as an

instrument of socialization. On the basis of the strength

and power of these proverbs onJ-y individual application and

testing will either confirm or disprove their claims. But

these proverbs have the solid warrant of time, continuity,
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persistence and universatity. The discovery of that which is

supposedly lodged in rnetaphysical abstraction or in remote

heaven here on the plane of mundane existence is indeed

another way of st,ressing spiritual ubiquity.4

The interaction between the viewpoint of jubilantly

tracing and actually finding at the tip of one's nose that

which others posit in a highly elevated and far-removed

Iocati-on and the execution of omenani before omenenu calls
forth the postulated fgbo conception of religion. That

conception sees religion as the totality of rrall that man

does on earth as a pre-qualification for ultimate and

eventual union with his divine sourcerr.45 In this context,

it is necessary to recapitulate that the Igbo peopì-e like
other Africans are said to be earth-affirming. It is not a

materialistic earth-affirnation that excludes heaven. It is
an affirmat,ion that is in opposition to Christian approach

to heaven which preaches escape to heaven from earth in
exchange for a paradisiacal status in heavena6. For the

Igbo, through earth and by it, heaven could be attained. The

approach is seen as simple and natural. A seed sends its
roots down before the plumule is positioned for
photosynthesis. Again it is cited that a child should walk

before he can run. Implied in the lgbo thinking is the fact
rrthat heaven is reached by a series of separate steps rather

than by a single salvational leaptt.+z
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On the view that omenani has not been exhausted and

that for the moment emphasis is on doing and futfilling that
which has been enjoined here on earth, another supporting

proverb is warranted. It is generally given out that rrife

nti nata agwuro oda ezu ikerr (the jaw/cheek never rests

until the stuff being chewed is exhausted). Any initiated
activity never ceases until the triggering force or impulse

is cornpletely spent. By inplicatj-on, the path (uzo) is open

and will continue to be used. In the same veinr âs long as

the cycle of life receives fresh impetus through birth,
regeneration and the production of human beings, omenani as

a force prescribed and endorsed by custon will continue to
be operative. Sociological-ly, Omenani is the means to
achieve the social construction of reality. Final

construction has not been attained and significantly,
therefore, omenani remains valid and relevant in the Ïgbo

wor1d. Thusrrife nti nata aqwuro oda ezu ikerris indicative
of purposive cont,inuity, a continuity that is progressive

and spirals upwards.aE

Whatever stand one may take relative to omenani, there

is always the reminder that rrada ebu ani eburr - you can

never lift earth. Symbolically one should not kick against

the goad. The force of omenani is quite strong and ordering

as weII as inescapable. It imposes the discipline essential
for daily living and in the end remains the mode ordained by

the fgbo people for the approach to divinity.
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omenani has such an inescapable hold on them so long as

they live in fgbo land. The air is suffused with omenani and

every Igbo person lives and moves and has his/her being in

it. The scope of omenanj- itself gives it iÈs power. omenani

is very broad and virtually all encompassing.4e vlhether used

in a stri-ct or broad sense, there is always that eery air

that links it to the past. It, is unseen, unwritten and yet

an ever-present reality in all interactions. Any citation

of an aspect of Omenani, when the situation warrants it, is

some times prefaced with: rrNna, Nna Nna anyi-ha kwuru/mererr.

rrOur great, great, great (ad infinitum) ancestors observed

or saidrr that . . . rr Thus there is no specif ic reference point

as to who in particular initiated this or that aspect of the

omenani and to research it as a totality is elusive as

chasing a butterfly from the lgbo stand point - a mirage.

fn the anonymity of omenani lies much of its force and

strength" gtere it to be personalized, forces of

disintegration would have destroyed fgbo monolithic

structure and solidarity. The lineage that would have

clairned direct kinship with the great initiator of omenani

possibly would arrogate to themselves rights and privileges

which would disaffect distant and remote Kinsso. Again, if a

specific human individual was named, there is natural

tendency in humans to question and chalJ-enge the validity of

the person's authority to impose such a regulating structure

on hj-s or her progeny. Such questionings usually result in
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rebellions as English and European history testify. In

Igbolandr Do infringernent or violation of omenani goes

without a penalty. In the attribution of Omenani to rrour

greatrgreat and impersonal fathersrr, and the sense of

collect,ivity it inspired and continues to inspire with awe

in fgbotand, is to be found an embryonic, empirical

demonstration for the Christian community, the globalized

implication of rrOur Fatherrr embodied in the Lord's Prayer.5r

For the skeptics who find themselves engulfed by the

far-reaching tentacles of omenani, there could be some

elements of doubt as to the historicity and authenticity of

Omenani. The doubt behavior can be buttressed by the lgbo

proverb that rrhe who is not present at the tirne of the

internment of a corpse usually digs it up from the wrong

endrr. By implication the present professions of omenani

could be a fauJ-ty and a marked departure from the

articulations of the unnamed founding fathers who

communicated Omenani on behalf of Ani.

Vühatever the problems one might have with omenani, such

problems are never voiced. Moreover, conforrnation is

mandatory. There is no particular repository of it' and no

centralized custodian now exists.52 Omenani constitutes part

of the corpus of oral tradition that is passed on from

generation to gèneration. The mode of transmission is

through the Igbo language which is a veritable guarantee of

its cont.inuity. It is the essential content of the
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sociatization process and various aspects of it unfold as

the need for their use arises. Shou1d one exhibit inadequate

knowledge of its stipulations in a given enterprise, the

elders who are the leading exponents are usually at hand to

instruct and give guidance.

Because of the antiquity of omenani no informer can

give accurate responses Èo the rationale of some specifics

of omenani. The general response that makes meaning is

usually: rrThat is the way it, is and has beenr' tradition

endorses itrr. fn other words the informant responds by

saying it is omenani. But this lack of precise knowledge as

to the reasons behind some of the prescriptions of Omenani

does not in anlrway attenuate its structure and force. Some

of the reasons are deep and highly esot.eric and may be

beyond the verbal formulations of the votaries. Should the

votary be a highly evoLved person and an initiate, the

raison d'etre and the reality of omenani manifest in the

supersensible world to which the votary accesses but veiled

to the neophyte and the average person. Under such

situations, omenani is mediated through rituals.

Through rituals omenani is perpetuated. The form of

rituals may vary, âs it does from locality to J-ocality but

the essence remains intact. Rituals can then be seen as

another vehicle for the carrying forward of Ornenani. Extreme

care is required in making a distinction between ritual and
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Omenani. On the other hand both are sometimes intertwined

and Omenani can stand for ritual and ritual- for Omenani"

3.4.2. THE FORCE OF OMENANI

Geoffrey Parrinder ¡nakes the observation that on the

lips of nost of the 'lold African administratorsrr, the

expression:rrThis incurably religious peoplerr is often

heard.53 Dr. Mbiti clearly attests to this view and

articulates it in this fashion:

wherever the African is, there is his
retigion: he carries it to the fields
where he is sowing seeds or harvesting a
neÌ^t crop: he takes it with him to the
beer partY or to attend a funeral
ceremony;and if he is educated, he takes
reLigion with hin to the examination
room at school or in the university; if
he is a Politician he takes it to the
house of parliament. . . . (ReIigion)
accompanies the individual from long
beforã his birth to tong after his
physicat death.s

The Igbo people share fulJ.y in the exhibition of such a

stupendous religious behavior. Perhaps, it is this

pervasiveness and the inextricability of religion from the

totality of life expression of the fgbo man that has earned

ITR its labels.ss Be that as it nay, an insight into the

nature and power of the ITR could be gained from the

standpoint of early Western Ethnographers who worked arnong

the Igbo people at the turn of the century.

George T. Basden after living among the lgbo people for

about two decades (1900 -1920) concludes that rrit is a
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practical impossibility for the Europeans to comprehend

fully Èhe subtleties of the native characterrr. He goes on

opine that rrthe inner consciousness of the nativerr, could

tapped into onJ-y by accident. To him, this is not strange

because the native tthimself does not know his own mindtt"5ó

In what amounts to the quintessence of his personal

interaction with the people Basden declares that

he (the native) does the rnosÈ
extraordinary things, and cannot explain
why he does them. He is not controlled
by logic: he is the victim of
circumstance, and his policy is very
largely one of drift. The will of the
tribe or family, expressed or implied,
permeates his whole being, and is the
deciding factor in every detail of his
life. It is a sort of intangible
freemasonryi the essence of the prirnary
instincts of the people. Men constantly
act contrary to their better judgrment,
and at times, even wrongly, because they
firnly believe they have no alternative:
they dare not oppose the wishes of the
people.

Consequently though there may be
independent thought, there is sel-dom
independent action, probably never where
other members of the tribe or fanily are
involved, however remotely The ideas
of the native are indefinite. He is
under the influence of an atmosphere
which emanates from the whole tribe.
This sublininal consciousness, by which
alL his movements are controlled,
becomes practically a sixth sense. It is
inexpressible in words but,,
nevertheless, extrenely powerful in
action.57

Basden's abbreviated assessment of the 'r1ife and

custons of the Ibosrr should be taken as sincere and coming

frorn his heart and has no intention of denigrating the Igbo

to

be
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people. Admittedly, he has difficulty understanding fully
the Igbo psyche. His difficulty can be appreciated in the

light of his national background that imposed on him first,
the Western nineteenth century scienÈific paradigrm and

second, Christianity as a benchmark vis-a-vis other

religions. His protestation of his linited knowledge

absolves him of any claim to pontificate on the Igbo

religion. He declares that rrf am bound to confess that I
feel after seventeen years, more pvzzled over many things

than I did after the same number of weeks in the counÈrytt.s8

His avowed linit,ation notwithstanding, Basden makes a

significant contribution to an understanding of the force of

ITR. In his recommendations to his countrymen who would be

associated with nat,ive affairs, he stresses rra careful study

of Levitical Law [because] in many ways the affinity between

Native Law and Mosaic Systern is remarkablerr . se f n this
reference Basden sees a suprising connectedness of Igbo

system with the inception of the rule of Law and order in
the Hebraic polity.uo

As one of the adninistrators who lived and moved arnong

the fgbo people, P. A. Talbotr oD his part, sees ttstriking

resemblancesrr between the fgbo religious cults and those of
rrancient Egypt and the Mediterranean arearr. To him the

religion of the people

would appear to be compounded of four
main el-ements , viz polytheism, anthropo-
norphism, animism and ancestor worship...
Their religion possesses interest in
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that, for the most part, it is untouched
by modern European beliefs and affords
the rare example of tenets belonging to a
comparatively early stage of civilization.
There exist, hovrever, in it nany features
which give reason for thinking that it
v/as formerly of a higher type, and has
shared in the general retrogradation
which appears to have set in during
thelast few thousand years, since the
people have dwelt in the dense forests
and allowed themselves to be moulded
by their environment, instead of inposing
their own character upon it.6r

Through acÈual contact and experience Ta1bot observes

that contrary to expectation the ITR had affinity with

monotheism and that the passage of time has led to rra

gradual increase in ceremonial, untiÌ the spiritual content

of the rites is partly swamped by the outward form and

ritualrr. He asserts unequivocally that rrpure animism can

hardly be said to exist, ot it. is so combined with

anthropomorphism that iÈ is difficult to separate the

e1ementstt.62 rn his estimation, the deities, barring a few

exceptions, are represented by symbols. It is before these

syrnbols that sacrifices are offered and all offertories and

intercessions made. He thus banishes the idea that the Igbo

people are idol worshippers. The symbols afford:
rra convenient means of concentrating the
attention and (provide) a point for
worship To a certain extent,
however, the principle of sympathetic
magic is connected with the use of
symbols, since it is believed that some
rapport is set up, some relation exists
between a syrnbol and the being or thing
symbolized so that any action on the one
will affect the other, and the divinity
would realize more quickly the presence
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and desires of his worshipers - not that
he can be hurt therebyrr.63

Vtriting authoritatively as one who has witnessed first
hand and as if to correct the arm-chair investigators of the

Iate nineteenth century, Talbot declared that rrtrue

fetishism, in which the object of worship is not symboLi-c

but is worshipped for itself...is absent from this country.

Much of the rituals is aniconictt.s

Talbot impresses on the reader the deep nature of his

insights and awareness of the religious practices of the

Igbo people. According to him, rrthe most widely spread

synbol is a clay pot, almost always containing water - the

great fertilizing fluid of ancient belief and, often,

smal-I, round stones representing eggs, phaì-Iic cones of
chalk- or, more accurately, kaolin - and pieces of red and

yellow dye - woods. Other very common ones are stones,

trees, posts and imagesrr.ós Some of the trees are named but

above all, he makes a remarkable statement about these symbols.

The constant presence of these symbols
must affect the conscious and
unconscious powers of the mind and give
these an urqe to acÈion. Each is
consecrated the service of a particular
deity, from whom an emanation is
supposed to enter its presentment,
either for the whole tine during its
worship is maintained, or at the actual
moment that the service takes place.6ó

For further insights into the nature of ITR, Major

Arthur Gilyn Leonard,s ten-year, on the spot experience and

account deserve seríous attention. Leonard recognizes, like
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Talbot, the antiquity of the traditions of the Igbo people

and adrnits that much rrhave long, Iong ago been forgottenrr.

He however sees in the peoplers folklore which deals

principally, and almost entirely with the animal world and

again in their deities evidence of the surviving relic of a

ff very ancient nythologY".67

Major Leonard operated under a clear premise. He thinks

that in order

to get a clear and thorough insight
into the characterist'ics and tenpera-
ment of a PeoPIe, it is, ..essential

' first to obtain a comprehensive grasp
of their religion, even before attemp-.^
ting to rnastei tnåir laws and customs.ó8

fn this understanding, he appreciates the fact that it is
rrextremely dífficult to define religionn. But it should be

observed that his }ong contact with the Igbo society, a

society which to him is representative of a rrstate of

society which shows a very early and initial stage of

civilizationtt6e, enabled hin to articulate his own

conception of religion and his theory of the origin of

religion. The environment as he sees it' is unique; the

physical and cÌirnatic conditions constitute the cradle of

rrnaturaLtt reJ.igion. He says that ilwhat f do mean to imply is

that there is not in existence on the whole surface of the

globe a more fitting environment for the center of natural

religion than this pestiferous and malarial regionrt.?0 This

posture taken by Leonard gives added irnpetus to the fruit of

his experience and therefore warrants closer consideration.
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After rneandering his way through the Iabrythine customs

and practices of the rgbo peop)-e, Leonard comes to the

conclusion that the term njujutr meaning an idol rris neither

adequate nor expressive enough to define and express in one

word the various formulas of the Delta tlgbol religion'r. On

the other handr rranimismrt is much too excl-usive' To

extricate himself from what he considers an rfawkward

predicamentrr he settles on a word - rrNaturismrr - which rrmost

expressively and comprehensively defines the entire

situationrr. He observed that rrif these natives have any

religion at all, it is a purety natural evolutioilr.

According to him then,

Naturism, âs it, exists in the various
beliefs of the Delta (Igbo) PeoPle,
stands for Nature pure and sinple, âs
represented first of atl by her four
great divisions of the human, animal,
vegetable and mineral, and then Þy tne
elements, forces, and energies within
her, including even the minutest
naterial objects, animism is its
anirnating piinciple. In other wordst it
is the piiñcipfe which endows naturism
with sout or sPirit, its internal
aspect as represented in fetichisn Þy
ob-jects, in idol-atry by idols, and in
totenisn bY emblems, living or
otherwis e.ttn -

With the enthronement of naturisn as the superlative word

descriptive of fTR, Leonard proceeds to call the Igbo people

frsons of naturerr.t gy implication the Igbo people are born

and ltbaptizedrr in nature. Their psyche and the totality of

their behavior patterns are deternined and regulated by

nature. Their belief is under the subordination of
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those instinctive principles which
attribute a precausation to aLl acts,
events, and occurrences in this existence
as merely reacts or recurrences of a
former period or existence - instincts
whose divergent principles, although
their origin can be traced to the monism
of Nature, have so far remained undis-
coverabl-e because of the absolute simpli-
citY of its inner subtLeties" '?4

Às seen Lhrough the eyes of Leonard, Do aspect of the

life of the Igbo people can be divorced from Nature.

Although he thinks that rrthe philosophy of these natives is

not deeptt yet he credits them l^Iith rrundoubted subtlety and

powers of silent observationrt. The product of their

observation is enbodied in their philosophy, and "pþilog-ophy

to them is the verv essence of religiontt.T5 Nature

understandably provides the motif of all philosophizing. In

his words:

Nature, ie. the earth, with its
contiguous and surrounding elements, âs
it appears to them, is as it were a vast
fonn or organism, which lies closed and
inert, Yet active, and always in a state
of spiritual pregnancy ..: Yet' a nature
which they believe to be inspired by the
spirit or animating principle, good and
elit, according to the adjustment of the
balances, that sPeaks to them not in
mere words but in hard acts, which alone
are intelligible to a l-inited and
literaL inteltigence such as theirs...
Looking around themr âs these people
have done, and are still doing, theY
have found themselves confronted by
matter in every single form or aspect of
Nature, and connecting sPirit with
matter and natter with sPirit, it is
only nat,ural that theY discover in
naterial utility an association and a
source that is purely spiritual. Be the
matter what it mayr âD opaque stone, a
stream of clear and sparkling v/ater, a
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quivering Ieaf... to them there is
something indefinite and indefinable,
which all the same imParts to the
material organism a tangible
consciousness... which is connected Ín
their ninds with the shadow - soul - in
other words, with the aninating
principle of all things.76

Nature is totally instrumental to whatever

characteristics the fgbo people rnanifest. Because nature has

been very liberat to them, rrthere is nothing left for them

to dort and incent,ive is lacking. Much tirne is spent

rfbroodingr in silence over the hard problems of a dual and

divided existence't.T In graphic terms Leonard describes

them as

Holding life as cheap as any palm-nut,
and spiì.ling blood as if it were water,
they sacrifice it aimlessly, according
to our advanced ideas, merely to pass it
on to another existence, according to
their own antiquated notions. Yet
valuing it as they but do the coco-nut,
because of its substantialitY, and
sanctity, from the dual aspect of human
fertility and spiritual consciousness,
they take it easily, looking with the
same sirnple ease on the comedy of it
with infinite relish and many a coarse
jest, although the pathos of existence
is always open to rude and brutal
disrupt,ion, and the grirn tragedy of
death is not merely an omniscient spirit
ready to strike at any moment, but which
lives with, and forms Part of their
natural existence.?t

Continuing the character delineation of the Igbo people,

Leonard categorizes them as averse to change and slaves to
trcustom and conservatism, and the iron discipline of their

bogey-ancestors- who in their belief only depart fron the
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flesh to continue a nuch potential existence and government

in the spirittt. The generality of the people have rrtheir

thinking done for them by the priest doctors, and diviners,

who are de facto the active thinkers and thought-leaders of

their communitiesrr.?e He makes it clear that he is not

denying the masses the ability to think. He is only

highlighting a peculiarity he has monitored, and that is

that

They are all dreamers of dreams ie. they
think in a vague, indefinite, and
inpulsive kind of way thoughts that
unconsciously become reflected and
repeated in their dreams, which to thern,
however t are actual and Personal
interviews and interchanges of
conversation between their own
detachable and mobile souls and thòse of
the deParted. to

The conclusion Leonard reaches after an intense decade

of personal- association with and of study of the Igbo people

is best expressed in his own words:

Their religion, which, in fact, is their
entire sociologY and existence, is
nothing fro¡n beginning to the end but a
long chain of ancestral precedents,
eveiy single tink and rivet of which is
an aésociation that is now designated
under the generaL and comprehensive term
of custom, as a law, from their
spiritual fathers unto themsel-ves in the
f lesh. tl

To drive his point home Leonard asserts that there is

no such word as religion or its equivalent in the language

of the Igbo people. He points out, that no such idea, ot even
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thought about religion as conceptuallzed by rraIl civilized

nationsrr ever occurred to the people. The reason for this

lack is to be traced to the fact that

the ancestral worship or veneration
of their fathers, which to them was
as natural as eat'ing, drinking, sleeping,
and procreating, had been derived from
Nature, simultaneously with those other
basic instincts of preservation and
reproduction, so that from the verY
commencement the entire matter \das an
integral part of their actual existence,
therefore in every sense natural and
personal, and one of association, pure
änd sinpIe.t2

3.5. SIGNITICANCE OF THE OPUS OF THE ETHNOGRAPHIC

TRIUMVIRÃTE

As indicated in the foregoing, Basden, Talbot and

Leonard were of British extraction. Although they were of

the same nationality they represented different interests

and groups and $Jere of different orientations. The trio

operated contenporaneously in the Igbo Society at the turn

of the century. They wrote copiously and as evidenced,

bequeathed us their observations and summations of

rromenanirr.

rn their works, there is a secularized and weighted

replication of the classic, Biblical Gospel.t3 They wrote

about the lgbo people as they saw and heard about them. To

better understand these ethnographers and their various

perspectives, the same question the Christ put to the crowd

regarding John the Baptist, night here be addressed to the
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ethnographers: rrWhat did you go out into the wilderness to

behold?rrM This quest,ion in all its ramifications and

anplifications brings into a synthesis the ethnographer, his

purpose and rnission and perceptions. Though the subject of

investigation is the same, in t'he st'yle of the Gospel

writers, the purposive infrastructure colors their entire

approach. An appreciation of each of the ethnographerts

positional tinge r.¡ill lead to an objective transcendent of

the shortcomings of his work and highlights the gem the work

ernbodies.

As no perfection has been clained for the Biblical

Gospel anaJ-og, to expect faultless ethnography is asking

for the inpossible. The problem of what has been called in

General Semantics terminology rrthe Consciousness of

Abstracting" or the ttpsychologists falIacytt85 still remains

with all works. In other words, the rrelephantrr alJ-egory in

which any perceived part is taken to represent the whole

elephant must be taken into account in any criticaL

consideration of the three ethnographers in question.t6

The three were caught in the cobweb of the intellectual

and religio-anthropological climate of the late nineteenth

Century Europe. They came from a background suffused with

Tylorianisrn, evolutionism, hunanisn, materialistic science,

religious revivalism, nascent spiritualisn and lrnperialism.

Each represented a combination of these forces in varying

proportions. But the lgbo world they went to investigate
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confronted them as a strange, monolithic world diametrically

opposed to the world they knew in Europe. To them and in

keeping with popular bracket,, the rgbo world was a

prirnitive, heathen world. In their encounter with that

wor1d, there were moments when rrtruthrr as they saw it

flashed forth. That truth was seen through coloured glasses

and therefore misinterpreted by their European auditors and

led to its targeting for extinguishrnent. But the truth

remained on the basis of its enduring meaning for the rgbo

people.

fn spite of the fact that the three ethnographers

looked down on the lgbo people as inferior and uncivilized

and of lower intelligence, when stripped of this prejudice

emanating frorn late nineteenth century European thought, the

works constitute a true frame of observable facts relative

to the rgbo people. ÀII acquire added importance when

translated to the worl-ds of meaning and significance. Basden

was unable to effect this translation because only

Christianity in his religious orientation has excl-usive

admission into the supersensible world wher'e only the Christ

holds religious sway. This mental set, in part contributed

to his pvzzlenenL about rgbo customs.sT It is Major

Leonardts contribution that attains the rank of the Gospel

of John both in its nystical as well as factual dimensions.

His delineation of the entire fgbo situation as mere

rrnaturismrr ranges the whole holographic Aamutss and will
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bear closer analysis. Significantly then, the inquiry into

the ITR perforce rnust include not onty the mere mundane,

t,emporal objective world but also the subjective,

metaphysical world for a better understanding of the lgbo

polity.

In sober moments the authors see the Igbo people

behaving and acting precisely like people everywhere in the

world. Basden in a deeply esoteric and psychological

staternent observes that rrhuman nature is much the same all

the world over, and anong the lgbosr âs elsewhere, evil

deeds are mostly the outcome of selfish desiresrr.te Leonard

frorn a different standpoint, comes to the same significant

conclusion. He notes that

it is the fashion of the civilized
unit to talk J.ightIY and airilY of
customs and superstitions as relics of

' barbarism.Substitute 'naturism' for the
latter wordr âs the more accurate and
expressive definition of the meaning
to be conveYed, and we will find that
even among our cuLtured selves there
are many óf these self-same relics which
are as strongly irnplanted in us as they
were in our primitive ancestors. Not only
implanted, iñdeed, but ineradicable, being
as they are inherent principles belonging
to the'nystic and alllcontaining protoplasm's

Here we have deep anthropo-psychological statements

worthy of further investigation. Underlying the observations

of the three ethnographers is the perplexing question as to

what, constitutes religion. western categorization of

religion did not find a duplicate with luxuriant growth in

fgbo environnent at their ti¡ne of research. Nor did Eastern
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mystical structure find any semblance of expression in Igbo

society. The three researchers emerged from a tradition

where it is given that in order to understand a people it is

necessary to understand their re)-igion, a view still- echoed

by Wilfred Cantwell Smith.er As already pointed out the fgbo

people have no name for religion and as a result, the three

ended up studying the people directly in order to distitl

what appeared to them to be the religion of the Igbo people.

Their rnethodology in a way foreshadowed another way of

looking at, religion.

wilfred cantwell smith has now drawn attention to a

rrfundarnental step which has been the gradual recognition of

what was true in principle, but was not always grasped: that

the study of a retigion is the study of persoÌìsrr. Smithts

argument is that the study of religion includes not only the

tangible externals such as rrsymbols, institutions, doctrines

and practicesrr but alsorrideas, ideats, Ioyalties, passions

(and) aspirations that cannot be directly observedrr .n To

him, rrreligions do not exist up in the sky sonewhere,

elaborated, finished, and static; they exist in ments

heartsrr." By placing religion squarely in men's heart Snith

makes a deep observation and at the same time echoes Igbo

philosophy r¡Uka di nobirr.s

The view of studying persons as a means of arriving at

an understanding of religion finds a classic expression in

Major Leonard. His conclusion that the product of fgbo
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peoplets observation constitutes their philosophy and that

their philosophy is the very essence of their religion

deserves restating. Again, hê sees their religion as 'rtheir

entire sociology and existence which the people designate

their tcustomrrr. Here it ís easy to see a very broad and

holistic view of religion. It is a throwback to the archaic

period when philosophy embraced both religion and science.

Major Leonard in all probability is unaware of the knowledge

treasure he and his colJ-eagues unearthed for global

revitalization.e5 They struck deep aÈ a culture they did not

fully comprehend and religion gushed out from its seninal

pedestal revealing a massive infrastructure woven with an

interdisciplinarY fabric.

3.6. O!4ENANI POWER DERTVÀTION

The testimony of Basden and Major Leonard is so strong

as to leave the auditors of their ethnographic works on the

rgbo people in no doubt as to the encompassing force of

Omenani. Both need recapitulating. To Basden, the Igbo man

is under the influence of an atmosphere
which emanates from the whole tribe.
This subliminal consciousness, bY which
all his movements are controlled, becomes
practicalJ-y a sixth sense. It is inexpress-
l'.Ufe in words but, nevertheless, extremely
powerful in actionrrs.

Basden is convinced of the rernarkable affinity between the

rrNative Law and the Mosaic Systemr'.Í In a succinct way

Major Leonard testifies that 'rtheir religion... is now
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designated under the general and comprehensive term of

customr âs a law from their spiritual fathers unto

thenselves in the f leshrr.e8

Basden and Leonard provide sone hints which border on

the subjective or the metaphysical. Usages such as

trsubliminal consciousnesstf , t'a sixth senserr, and Ittheir

spiritual fathersrt point the direction to look in the quest

for the power base of rrOmenanir. fn this light' Mbonu Ojike's

attempt to articulate Omenani for Western audience assumes

many levels of meaning.e His definition of Omenani as

rrdoing things in confornity with the constitution of the

Iand or the good of allrr is rather a slnnbolic ¡node of

expressing that which Basden has categorized as

rrinexpressible in wordsrr.

To attempt to determine the root of Omenani or ITR is

equally an exercise in the origin of religion in general. fn

this regard, Pettazzoni postulates that

The skY, in its unbounded imnensitY,
in its perennial Presence, in its
wondrous luminosity, is particularly
well suited to suggest to the mind of
man the feeling of a sovereign and
nysterious povler. The sky elicits in
man the feeling of a theophany. This
is the feeling of a manifestation of
the divine, which finds adequate gxpression
in the notion of a SuPreme Being.lm

There is no doubt, the sky inspires in man a feeling of

rfcreaturelinesstr and evokes in him the idea of a Power

greater than hin. This admission, howeverrraises some

fundament.al question. Does this suggestion by the sky to
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rrthe nind of nan the idea of sublinelyrr account for Basden's

notation of the ttsubliminal consciousnessrr that moves the

Igbo nan into varied activities that are bracketed under the

denominator of religion? While this deduction is plausible,

it, is not easily apparent in the practice and expression of

omenani. The sky in the context used by Pettazzoni

symbolical)-y presupposes the abode of the supreme Being and

by irnplication posits the supreme Being as the direct,

central Object rnotivating religious behavior. Omenani does

not answer to any such religious expectation in which the

immediacy of God or the supreme Being asserts itself and

commands straight attention and obedience" omenani, rather

than focus on the skY, is oriented to rrthe earth, the soil,

the land, and also custom, tradition, }aw, constitutionttl0l'

Thus the presence of the sky and all that it connot'es is not

enough to account for the earth-affirrning nature of Omenani

and therefore necessitates a deeper search for its rnotive

force.

It is interesting to note, and especially for its

significance for the purpose of this study, that Major

Leonard drew his conclusion on the actual base of religion

as a result of his experience of the lgbo i'¡orld '

From Leonard's standpoint man is constitutionally

progranmed to be responsive to his environment,. Man's

initial response is instinctive and sensationaL and the

result of such a response is the stirring of the emotions'
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Continued exposure to the environment leads to mental

development and by using the imagination further leads to

the isolat,ion of objects that act benevolently on the

individuals. ttln this v¡ayrt Leonard observes, tt\n/e arrive at

the basis from which, through other sensational and

emotional agencies ernanated those thoughts which resulted in

primary religious ceremonialrr. Objects that excited fear in

man triggered rra propitiatory ceremonial to avert the wrath

or to secure the support of the avenging or evil

SPirit'srt. to:

As Leonard sees it, the concept of confidence and

veneration while being spontaneous outcome of man's natural

instincts and therefore of his emotions, came into active

consciousness as an instrumental check against threats to

his existence. As a back-up against man's position of
rrabsolute helplessnessrt when confronted on aII sides by

human and spiritual enemies, man turned to the spiritual

head of the family. This spiritual head when faced with

bewildering circumstances turned to the spirit of his

father, rr\,'/hom during his lifetime he had honored and

revered, and to whose spiritual aid, when he was victorious,

he at once attributed the victory". Through a progression of

alternaÈing triurnphs and failures and a correlating

invocaÈion of graded spiritual ancestors, man not only

developed the idea of hero worship but also the notion of
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the rrsupreme Onerr whose power guaranteed victory. Major

Leonard then Postulates that

having recognized the existence and
presence of a Creator and evoked hj-s aid,
the next stage in the process was the
fornation of a sYstem bY which the
victory of the Supreme One and his great
influence !,tere to be conmemorated and kept
alive. rß

ft should Should be restated that Leonard has used the

reality of lgbo social experience as a launching pad to

explain man,s initial propitiation of the Supreme One which

is the core of all religions. His insight into man's

psychological make up as it pertains to instincts, emotions,

and imagination is part of the preoccupat'ion of the New

story of Science which is geared towards a synthesis of

science and religion.ls What can be said for the moment is

that Leonard's approach is another way of looking at the

origin of religion" As has already been stated, the emphasis

of both Igbo corporate and individual religious expression

is prirnarily geotropic and Leonard recognizes this. His

reconstruction of the origin of religion and the

interposition of the supremacy of the Supreme Being possibly

applied t,o the Igbo people in prehistoric times and in aII

probability accounts for the ascription to the Igbo people

by both TaLbot and Major Leonard of an earlier pure religion

which suffered degradat,ion with time.

Major Leonard makes another significant observation

which could unlock the key to the foundation of Omenani. He
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indi-cates that rrÈhere v¡as in the beginning no conscious

effort, o[ man's part, to develop any religliontr.ros He

recalls that the word religion, based on its Latin root is

but [a mere label, which conveys no meaning beyond the

performance of a something bindingtt.t6 He then proceeds to

articulate his experiences in Igbo land by stating that
ttreligion is not a mere matter of creed or doqma, but a

personal and sponÈaneous outpouring and uplifting of Èhe

emoÈions from the individual to the infinite".lm

The concept of religion as an engagemenÈ in acts that

are purported to facilitate the process of "binding backrl

introduced by Leonard again, leaves many unanswered

quest,ions. The quesÈions become more poignant against the

background of a posited beginning when religion was either

non-existent or rather rudimentary. Does Leonard presuppose

a paradisiacal state or a golden era that predated the

inception of religion? As a corollary \Â¡as there a period in

time of a rrfa1l[ or sinfulness which is equated with

separation from man's divine source that necessitated a

binding-back or a progressive process of reconciliation?l08

In a positive affirnation of these questions lies the riddle

of Omenani-.

What is in keeping with the spirit of this inquiry is

that such a golden age in which spiritual beings comningled

with men existed for the progenitors of human race which

includes the Igbo people. During that period men and the
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animal kingdom coexisted in right, harmonious

relationship.ræ As a result of the declension and

consequent degradation, omenani couLd be seen as a l^tay

instituted for progressive restoration to a period of Golden

Age cherished in their consciousness.

For Omenani to be understood and appreciated, it has to

be seen against the background of the fgbo worLd view. This

world view forms the foundat,ion of Igbo philosophy and

provides the matrix for Igbo responses to its environment"
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CHAPTER 4

IGBO VTORLD VIEW

4.L" IGBO COSMOLOGY

The Igbo people do not have a central, unifying

tradition of creation myth. However, the Nri rnyth of

creation appears to be widely known. The extent of its

influence in precolonial times is now hard to determine.

There are two other major variants, which in aII possibility

came into being as result of the operations of historical

forces "

The Nri creation myth has it that at the dawn of time,

Chukwu/Chineke, God created a super human being Eri, who

mysteriously descended from the sky. Eri found hinself

standing in the morass of the world with water all around

him in the vicinity of what has nor,,.r come to be the hill-s

south of Anambara River. Eri appealed to Chineke regarding

his plight and Chineke sent down a blacksmith who blew on

the waterlogged earth vtith fire using his bellows until dry

Iand appeared. Eri is said to have married and multiplied.

Erits first son, Nri one day becane hungry and appealed

to chukwu. chukwu asked hin to kill and decapitate his

senior son and daughter, and after rnaking sacred

purification marks (ichi) on their foreheads, to bury the

heads in small mounds in sinulation of crop cultivation. Nri

complied with this order from Chukwu. Following this and
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T¡iith time out of the head of the son grel¡/ yam (ji) and out

of the head of the daughter taro (ede) grew.

The bl-acksnith sent by Chukwu to make the ground dry

and therefore fit for habitation became the progenitor of

the Awka people who in fgboland, since thaÈ time, have been

the foremost blacksmiths.l

The Nri creation myth is 1oaded with meaning and great

signification. It, therefore stands to reason that emphasis

should not be placed on the historicity, authenticity and

rational acceptability of the legend. To evaluate the

logical structuring of the rnyth in the light of contemporary

human evolution of consciousness and societal norms woul-d be

to overlook the spiritual impulse which the nyth embodied.2

First and foremost, there is the divine involvement, if
not direct participation, in the coning into being of rranirr,

land. Chukwu acted through human agency. His words impelled

Eri, Nri and the anonymous blacksmith to act with his

authority. The descent of Eri and the blacksrnith postulates

a inystical time when man interacted with spiritual beings in
a spiritual world. the creation of land by accredited divine

emissary proffers sanctity to earth and thus the

sacramentality of Ani is acknowledged. Perhaps more

mysterious and awe-inspiring is the derivation of Yams and

Cocoyam from the decapitated heads of son and daughter of

Nri. Not only does this legitimatize animism and the

religious festivals associated with the planting and
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harvesting of crops but also wide-spread cases of

metempsychosis reported by early ethnographers in rgboland

and allegedly still going on.3 By the same token, the

peripatetic Awka blacksmiths and craftsmen execute divinely
ordained function in Igbo society while the Nri descendant,s

held the key priestly initiation ritual-s and kingship

installations in precolonj-aI era.a

The Nnewi creation myth has a local fLavor and is not

as encompassing as the Nri Myth. In the beginning Chukwu

Iived in the skyey heaven with some prirnordial beings who

acted as his emissaries and carried out operations and tasks

as assigned to them by Chukwu. of these superhuman beings

Edo, a female, v/as the one that was most favoured because of

her assiduity. Tradition has it that one day Chukwu assigned

Edo the task of surveying the firmament. Before undertaking

her mission Chukwu gave her a piece of his scepter made of

Nzu (white chalk) and an earthen-v¡are pot containing water.

As Edo was in the process of executing her mission, she lost

her bearing. Using her resource, she began to grind the

white chalk and thereafter scattered the particles until
they hardened to form ani (tand). Edo descended on the land

she made. Exhausted and lonesome, she needed company and

assistance. Chukwu came to her aid and turned the four

pieces of chalk Edo left in the pot of water into human

figures. Then the breath from Chukwu's mouth gave them life
and endowed them with human characteristics. The four sons
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were named Otolo, Uruagu, Umudim and Nnewichi respectively

in a descending order of ranks. Edo is alleged to have

addressed her four sons in the following words: rrI am the

mother of you a1l - Nnewi, and this land on which you are

walking in ANA-EDO - that is, my prize from Chukwu because

the rrNzurr with which you are made is special gift and

privilege from Chukwu. tl

These four sons of Edo becane the primogenitors of

Nnewi as each became the head of each of the four villages
Otolo, Uruagu, Umudim and fchi. Tradition has it that these

four went to Aro-Chukwu, another Igbo town, and took four

beautiful sisters as their wives" Ana-Edo rrthe land of

Edorr is their common heritage and mother of all Nnewi.

Awolalu and Dopamu observes that today in Nnewi, Edo is the

greatest diviníty and her worship transcends all other

foreign religious practices. The Edo cult is firmly rooted

and observed in two vJays - one by the v/omen every seven

years, and another by men every nine years. During the

festival all sons and daughters of Ana-Edo come home to

celebrate the lkwu-Aru festival of Edo, meaning -
re-dedication of body and soul to Edo. The venue of this
great festival is at Nkwo-Edo square or spot r¡¡here Edo first
landed. This Ikwu-Aru Edo is a week-long festival and during

that period the whole town is in the gayest festive mood.s

This nyth is as old as the Nnewi town itself and shares some

common attributes with other creation rnyths which are found
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the world over. Suffice it to indicate that it gives

supernatural and sacred endorsement to the foundation of the

Nnewi town with its four villages. AIso it underlies the

integration and cohesion that exists in the town today"ó

The significance of the rnyth can be appreciated frorn

Alasdair Maclntyre's characterization of myths. He observed

that rnyths evade the sharp rrquestions about truth and

faIsity." He further states that, rra myth is living or dead,

not true or false'r. In his thinking a myth cannot be refuted
rrbecause as soon as you treat it as refutable, you do not

treat it as a rnyth but as a hypothesis or history

(Myths) express the collective mentality of a given age".7 A

myth is, therefore, what has been indicated to a group of

people and as a result conditions group behavior.

fn the Nri and Nnewi nyths the divine origin of the

Igbo man, as is the case in some parts of the wor1d, is

apparent. Constitutionally man is an aggregation of

differentiated matter plus a touch of divinity, which in

Igbo land is caLled rrg¡irr.8 In the same token, the lower

kingdorns in nature animal, vegetable and mineral - are of

divine origin. Cosmologically all things that are on earth

materialized as a result of divine impulse. This divine

impulse is the germ of interconnectedness and

interdependence which is clearly noticeable in fgbo

consciousness and manifests in their corporate behavior.e
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In the Ïgbo world, it stands to reason that God stands

at the apex of the creative process. God's position within
the universe is an incontrovertible one. He is Chineke, the

supreme God that creates. There are other loca1 variants of

His name such as Chukwu, the Great Chi or the Great God,

olisa, Itobasi di Nelu'r, Olisa, Osebuluwa and Eke.10 Chukwu

does no wrong.rr rrChukwu anabaro larurr meaning that God does

not go to bed and sleep like ordinary human beings. He is
eternally active.12 This anthropornorphic conception of God

is not surprising from the fgbo standpoint. As evidenced in
the nyths of creation, anthropomorphism flows from the

initial interaction, between God and His prirnordial

emissaries. Resort to anthropomorphism, then constitutes an

approach that renders the initial- creative act intelligibl-e
Èo the human nind and facilitates the transmission of that
process from man to man through the medium of language.

The predominant act of God in creation is already

noted. If He is not directly involved in creation, He is the
rrprime moverrr. The descent fron the skyey heaven of man

irrespective of the circumstances prompting the descent can,

at a close scrutiny, be equated with the contemporary ,tBig

Bangrr theory.13 Subscription to the big bang theory, however

does not nul-lify the supreme position of Chineke in the

created order.

It is in the descent from the abode of God that lies
the genesis and force of omenani. Granting this position,
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the definition of religion as a process of "binding backrl

becomes momentous. In this light, religion becomes an

all-encompassing and all-incl-usive preoccupation of mankind.

For the Igbo people religion ernbraces aII that a person does

on earth as a prequal-ification for u1tÍmate and eventual

unj-on with his divine source. This Igbo window on reJ-igion

is gaining currency in Anthropological researches. Charles

H. Long agrees with the critics who claim that a sui generis

approach to the nature of religion is impossible" The

position of the critics is that rrreligious experience and

expression must be reduced to the level of biology,

psychology, economics, or social structures before they can

be understoodrr. The conclusion they drew is that
ttreligion. . . functions as a sanction and an ideology for

these more essential- and prirnary human relations. What is

real or ultirnate is not the religious experience but the

economic, social, oE psychological equilibrium which

religion helps to maintaintt.14

9ühile the views of the critics of Rudo1f Otto

delineated by Long come close to the Igbo religious

experience, vestiges of the standard western approach remain

in the sense that the materialists would see religious

experience as the end of the disciplines enumerated.

Moreover an existentialist would see the posture of the

critics as a justification for his philosophical standpoint.

To the rgbo people however, all activities have obvious
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religious content in them. In other words, religion is the

motive force behind existence. Deep in their consciousness

j-s a dim recollection of a paradisiacal state or golden age

characterized by order, harmony, purity and holiness. These

recollections of divine attributes in synthesis constitute

the matrix the Igbo people seek to replicate in omenanÍ.

Thus omenani is a drive toward ttpractical godlinessrr . 15

vühile omenani is geotropic, it embodies many prohibitions

and objectionable factors tending toward rrnon-bej-ngtt. Any

behavior considered abhorrent is regarded as an offence

against rrAnirr and in turn is not only an individual but a

social pollutant.

The force of omenani still calls for further

elucidation. Any rational explanation is to be predicated on

the symbolism of the Igbo creation nyths. rn the first
place, the divine intention or purpose in the rrdescentrr that

occurred is inscrutable. What is clear from the rnyths is

that there is no abandonment of either Chukwu's emissaries

or man implicated in the accounts. !.rhether it was man's

errancy or prodigality that sequentially necessitated the

concept of sin and separation, Chukwu came to the aide of

the prirnordial beings that invoked Hin and assisted in the

work of creation. fn other words the act of forming land or

ani had his blessing. His energy rnediated through the

primogenitor and galvanized the earth with life. Although

the accounts of the myths do not give us all the details
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there is an implied sense of satisfaction with the created

order. It is that nagical moment of creation when, according

to the Nri tradition, fíre and air vtere involved in the

emergence of land from water, that is the reference point of

omenani. Nto-Ani, the foundation of the earth is the dating

of omenani. fn Igbo consciousness, therefore, customs and

practices that are said to originate from Nto ani, the

foundation of the earth are not challenged as they are

ordinations from the dawn of tirne. Nto ani is, therefore,

the inception of the conditioned and the concrete of which

the earth is the known epitome.

Two hypotheses can be posited to explain the fgbo

preoccupation with omenani. The first hypothesis focuses on

a period of order and harmony in which rnan interacted on

earth with superhuman beingsrthe animal world and the

totality of nature. But because of some form of

contamination and pollution caused by man, the interaction

was terminated by Chukwu.r6 omenani in this case is the

natural reaction of the premogenitors of the lgbo people to

the sad experience of the irnposed barrier between them and

divinity, a barrier that brought death into the world. The

post-rrbarrierrt period v¡as one of expiation and penance, a

period of pain and struggle. this would mean that man was

left to gain experience and work his way back to divinity.

The other hypothesis centers on the descent from skyey

heaven and the veil that was interposed between the human
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kingdom and the spiritual rea1m. Here the purpose of the

descent is couched in a mystery and must have been

obliterated out of normal consciousness by passage through

the rrRivers of Forgetfulnessrt.lT Man, however,

subconsciously is sensible of his divinity. Separated by the

veil, man has no choice but to engage in Omenani, that which

obtains on earth. This position gj-ves added meaning to

Parrinder's observation that the lgbo people and the

Africans in general are rrearth-af f irmingtt. The fgbo people

in particular affirm it with gusto. The Latter hypothesis

rnight give the impression of unwonted materialism and

fatalism. This impression is quite remote from the Igbo

social experience as will be subsequently indicated.

The two forgoing hypotheses are not rnutually exclusive.

They both offer insights j-nto the rational-e and the hold of

omenani on the Igbo people" These hypotheses are born of

indications from the Igbo wor1d. hlhatever interpretations

they may carry cannot uproot the reality of Omenani that
prompted then. Omenani remains the charter and goal-director

for the lgbo society.

omenani, from what has been indicated in the preceding

chapter does not inply the worship of rrAnirr - Land. Omenani

carries the connotat.ion of learning and especially ttdoing'r.

Any one engaged in the act of omenani would usually refer to

the exercise as rrime omenanirr that is, to rrdorr omenani or

fulfiÌ omenani. In other words, the individual or group
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involved in the act of omenani is implementing an imperative

urge implanted from the dawn of tirne, that is, since rrnto

anirr, the foundation of the earth" The uttimate end of

omenani j-s rrpractical godlinessrr, and this constitutes the

charter of the fgbo people as a collectivity.

4.2. IGBO CONCEPTION OF NATURE

The Webster's Dictionary defines Nature as rrthe

external world in its entirety" " For the purpose of this

investigation, nature is operationalised as the Divine

objective manifestation. It is the phenomenal world that

Ieads to the generation of ernpirical data because of its

appeaJ- to human five-dimensional sensory mechanj-sm. From the

Igbo cosmological standpoint, this definition transcends the

Realist's or materialist's conception of the ernpirical world

that is linited only to a first level of a tripartite

world.rE To the Igbo, the tripartite world is coterminous

and holistic and it is best demonstr:ated by a hologram.re

The lgbo see underlying the objective manifestation some

vitalizing force and some coherent purpose which cannot be

accounted for in terms of matter a1one.20 The manifested

wor1d, therefore, makes irnpact, on both the exoteric and

inner senses of the Igbo people. That world constitutes

nature, which for the purpose of description and better
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understanding is divided into four Earth, Water, Space and

Heaven.2l

4.2.1. ANI - EARTH AND THE EARTIT GODDESS AND MOTHER

The Igbo creation nyth has already been discussed in

the foregoing. That account stresses the supreme position of

Chineke - God in the act of creation and acknowJ-edges the

sacramentality of Ani. The immediacy of Ani in the

consciousness of the lgbo people and the resultant

attachment to it, however is not emphasized. It is

especially mentioned that Ani acquired the status of a

divinity. Focus was on the derivation of Omenani from the

foundation of the earth - Nto ani. Inference is only left to

be made that Ani as part of created order is an integral

component of nature. For a better appreciation of the views

of the Igbo people and their attachment to Ani, the Biblical

account of the creation story in the Book of Genesis which

is well-known, needs to be recalled. Important in that

sacred delineation are the facts of the rrBreath of Godrr and

the plurality of the prinordial beings participating in the

act of creation under the superintendence of God.22

Commenting on the initial outpouring of the spirit of God,

n c. I^i. Leadbeater says:

The result of this first great outpouring
[the 'moving' of the spirit] is the
quickening of that wonderful and glorious
vitality which pervades a1l matter
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( inert though it rnay seem to our dim
physical eyes) r so that atoms of the
various planes develop, when electrified
by it, all sorts of previously latent
attractions and repulsions, and enter
into combinations of all kinds."24

Another significant and relevant passage is the mystery

that St. John atternpts to decode in his gospel. Vüriting of

the Logos, the Word, he observes thattrall things were made

by hirn; and without hirn was not anything made that was

maderr.2s This text is the core of the Christian Nicene Creed

in which Christ is believed to be rrthe only begotten Son

of God, Begotten of the Father before all worlds; " ".Being
of one substance with the Fatherr' Through whom all things

tr¡ere made: Who for us men ...came down from heaventr.2ó

fn the two foregoing critical references to the Bible

lie what could be identified as the doctrinal infrastructure

of Christianity and an indicator of the pervasiveness and

ubiquity of the Christ impulse in the created order27.

A close look at the Christian doctrinal position is
very illurninating. The Christian standpoint gives added

flesh to the Igbo view. But what is of great interest is the

fact that the Igbo religious structure is of the same

philosophical foundation as it derives frorn the same God.

The idea of rfBreathrr is a common feature of the two

approaches. Vùhen the lgbo people use the foundation of the

earth as the reference point for their custom and tradition,

is it not a reference to the primary materiality of the

Divine essence with all the known ascribable attributes?
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fndeed, that reference to the foundation of the earth is, in

fact, the grounding of the ageless wisdom which is otherwise

known as perennial philosophy. In other words, it is a

reference to the time when the Logos initially assumed

form.28 Nto Ani - the foundation of the earth if reduced to

modern technological symbolism is a reference to the

launching of our planet, earth, in space at the dawn of time

on its divine mission. This mission implicates divine

purpose, will and desire.

omenani in the light of this divine mission, becomes

the constant pursuit of the pristine objective which the

remote ancestors of the lgbo people apprehended at the dawn

of time when the earth was formed. The earth - Ani not only

keeps custody of the sacred objective but in fact embodies

it and bears divine imprint.2e Heraclitus is credited with

saying that |tGod has poured himself into the world of

objectstr and that rrif we take these objective and leave God

unheeded, wê take thern in earnest as'the tombs of God,rr.3o

As has been pointed out earlier, the earth - Ani, is the

most concrete object into which this outpouring is rnost

concentrated.

This notion of outpouring brings to the fore the

metaphysical significance of "Odinanitt ($ihat inheres in the

Iand/earth). 3rlitera1ly, ttOdinanirr connotes that which the

earth embodies. It is a reference to the motivating,

recycling and regenerating capability of the earth.
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Essentially nuninous, rrodinanirr is the residual, divine

impulse resident in the earth and constitutes the main

instrument that calls for harmonY, order, and purity.

Without its coherent force the earth would disintegrate. But

suffice it to observe that the significance of rrOdinanirr as

it couches the relation between spirit and matter is not

exhausted. omenani is only a first preliminary step in the

execution of odinani.

By virtue of the repository of the divine essence in

Ani, Ani is anthropomorphized and is credited with a modicum

of consciousness.32 rn rgbo land, Ani is in fact a deity and

is caIled mother earth. In Ifemesia's \,rords,

rrThe one phenomenon which most
effectively demonstrate both the
complete integratj-on and intrinsic
humanness of Igbo cosmologY is the
transcendental cult of Mother Earth
(Ani, AIi, Ana, Ala). The earth was far
and away the most irnportant single
factor in the many-sided life of the
traditional Igbo communitytt.33

Among other things, the earth bears and harbours

innumerable pJ-ants and animals and also nourishes and

sustains them. It is the sources of springs and streams.

Into its womb are lodged the remains of Igbo ancestors and

those of their descendants. Through its inherent pohler, the

three subhuman kingdorns - the mineral, the plant and the

animal exhibit remarkabLe interdependence and
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interconnectedness and as a result establish a linkage with

the human kingdom.

fn all probabilityrthe most momentous accreditation to

Igbo with reverence to Ani comes from Pope John ff who

acknowledges the earth, Ani as the first ritual each tirne he

sets foot in any country he visits. It is t,raditional for

hin to touch the earth with his forehead soon after

disembarking from a plane. This ritual in Igbo land is known

as rrlkpo isi anirr (Bowing the head till it touches the

ground) .

It is possible for an Igbo Christian to glibly

dissociate himsel-f from any practices alleged1y tainted with
rrpaganismrr because of Christian and missionary attitudes. To

such a person, especially if well educated, rrikpo isi anirl

such as the Pope indulges in is an abhorrendum" But this

scorn from the educated Christian does not reduce or

attenuate the values and the sacred position of Ani in Igbo

consciousness, âs these are transmitted through the Igbo

language which the Christianized Igbo uses like his other

non-christianized relatives and associates. The use of the

Igbo language which embodies the meanings of rhe practices

scorned shows the spurious nature and hypocrisy of the

disposition.
The inrnediacy of Ani and the way Ani looms largre to the

point of being taken for granted is illustrated by the
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following. These usages feature in everyday speech to the

extent that the esoteric and metaphysical inplications seem

to have slipped out, of normal consciousness. But be that as

it rnay, Ani remains the matrix of verbal formul-ations"
rrToo nti n'anirt - Lay the ear to the ground earth -

Àni. easily comes to rnind" This really means to lay yours

ears flat on the ground and listen to Ani- Earth. It is an

injunction given out of hand to one who is not paying

attention or to one who is fumbling. Contextually it. is used

when mistakes have been made by the addressee as a resul-t of

not following instructions. It is also a prefatory

injunction for careful and close listening to an anticipated

statement, or advice of great importance" Metaphysically,

however, the expression derives from the fact that Ani is an

embodiment of wisdom and thereforer âD excellent mentor as

well as an instructor. Without equivocation anyone who lives
by Odinani or Omenani will not err or stray in the act of

daily living. The other point of interest is the obvious

recognition by the lgbo people that the rrearrr is one of the

sense organs for the appreciation and comprehension of

nature. By the use of this specific auditory sense organ,

knowledge is equally appropriated. lrlhile Christ as the

objectivated Logos draws attention to the utility of the ear

in the injunction, he that hath ear, let him hear, (the

word), Igbo people stress the primacy and the propinquity of

Ani as the initial source of direction and knowledge. What
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the Ïgbo man is saying is that the ear is so prog:rammed or

so constituted that it, is capable of picking up data geared

to successful living from Ani. Knowledge in this context is

both exoteric as well as esoteric being an emanation from a

deity.s

Another classic is the phrase rrAnya ilu Ani" " This in a

Iiteral sense means tteye reaching the ground - Anirr. It is

an evaluative expression for appraisal of a person new to an

environment. this person could be a house he1p, - a maid or

a servant or a would-be bride visiting the home of the

suitor for behavioral assessment by relatives and close

elders. In the case of a future bride the testing and silent

interview is subtle, rigorous and yet comprehensive. If the

informal or formal verdict is given in the form of rranya

Iuru/ruru ya anirrr his or her eyes are close to the earth,

it is a v¡arm approbation of behaviour and conduct. rrAnya ilu

anirr in reference to a person is a testimony of adequate

socialization. In other words, the interviewee has conformed

to prescribed social conventj-ons within the interactions

invol-ved in the set ring-pass-not.

It is interesting to point out that a negative

appraisal is expressed in the form of tranya idi n'enurr. In

this case the tteye is said to be up or higþtt. The eye is

focused upwards instead of downwards to Ani. The simple

meaning is that the referee has not been well-bred. He or

she is careless, mannerless and untutored in the accepted
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social conventions.3s The result of such a statement is the

rejection of the person's candidacy or the institution of

renedial procedures to bring about proper socialization of

the individual.
rrAnya iru anitt like rrito nti n'anitr, brings to the fore

the use of ani as the reference point for acceptable social

behaviours. It is necessary to recall that the Igbo say that
rrife anacho ntuko enu ka afulu n'uko ani - that which is
sought in the upper rack is right here below.

The sense of touch as perceived by the fgbo in relation
to ani connotes obvious mystical element at work. It is
generally said thaÈrrn\n/a zolue ukwu n'ani nnaya obi esie ya

ike'r - Vühen a child sets foot on the land of his father, his

heart becomes strongrr. There is an irnplied mystical

protection afforded a resident by ani. ft is understood that
this protection is predicated on good behaviour. Dr.

Ifemesia observes also that rrat the start of a wrestling

bout each contestant genuflected and touched the ground

with both hands in reverence to Mother Earth, $/hose heJ-p he

thus solicited during the precarious encounte¡.1136

The mystical poÌ¡rer of Ani has been extrapolated into
Christianity in Igbo land. rrKa anyi gbue ipkere nranirr - Let

us place our knees on the ground - ie an Igbo translation of
rrI,et us prayrr. Such a call to prayer is responded to with

such an automatism that no one hardly thinks of the

metaphysical syrnbolism encoded in these words. That act of
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kneeling, if given some thought, transcends mere humility

which it is purported to inplicate. It rrconnectsrr the

Christian worshipper to that which has been since creation

in the sense it. is articuLated in fgbo consciousness. It is
indeed kneeling before and objectivated presence to the

extent that that act alone is sufficient and efficacious
that in itself it constitutes silent an unvoiced prayer.

Also during the reading of the sentences leading to general

confession in the fgbo Christian churches, the priest or the

J-iturgist says I'ka ayi kuruputa n'obi di ume-ala(ani-)" - Let

us confess with a nind/heart analogous to the lower breath

i.e., breath that is associated with ani. This is an fgbo

translaÈion of a confession with rra humble heartrr. Ume-anirl

is the rrlovter breathrr, which is exhalation as opposed to

inhalation, the upper breath. Vthat is import,ant is the

coupling of Ani with this preferred breath and therefore a

vindication of perpetuation of Ani in Igbo consciousness.

Ani is sacred and abhors pollution rrIlu anirr is to
pollute ani, and from it is derived aruru ani which is an

act characteristic of a miscreant or a social deviant. To

pollute ani is an act of abomination. Po1lution in this
context does not necessarily mean an offence committed

directly against Ani but one directed against one,s fe1low

man. Here the yardstick of measurement is omenani.

In the man - ani relationship is found the genesis of
rrtransparent livingtt and the impulse to ordered, peaceful
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coexistence" Ani rnaintains the social balance and any

derangement of that equilibrium by humans unleashes dire

conseguences. To maintain this concept of balance and

justice on the human leveI, the Earth Deity has a priest in
various localities. rrThe priest of the Earth Deity was a

mild and modest, a peaceful and uncontroversial,

personaJ-ity". As Ifemesia remarks rrMother Earth (Aja Ani,

Aja AIa) was the most st¡torn oath a person could be called

upon to swear. Quarrels, violence and l-itigations of all
kinds \^/ere strictly proscribed during her sacred month, lest
the crops and flocks should not multip1y, and children not

be born, because Mother Earth had withheld fertility and

increase and prosperitytt3T Dr. rfemesia cites P. A. Talbot's

eye witness account confirrning not only the high esteem of

Ani but also the translation of her recognised attributes
into religious behaviour.

Perpetuation and continuity of Ani in
the hearts and minds" of the Igbo people
is made concrete in some of the names
Igbo people assume. These personal names
are expressive of lgbo world view : rrÀchebe
(Anichebe : May Mother Earth protect);
Agbogu, (Anigbogu, Anigboo ogu : May
Mother Earth settle the fight, resolve
the conf lict) ,' Akwuba (Ani kwe uba :
May Mother Earth permit increase, if
Mother Earth permits increase ... ) ;
Anikwenze (May Mother Earth permit
[the enjoyment of] tiÈIed-prestige ...)"

Major Leonard,s observation is quite appropriate at

this juncture. He states that rrwith these natives there is
no such thing as theory what they bel-ieve in they
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practise, or to reverse the order, and be stiIl more

accurate, what they practice they believett.3e Iniith Leonard's

indisputable observation in mind, âñ appreciation could be

made of Dr. Ifemesia's testirnony. He notes that
even today, in public Aatherings of
Igbo people, one can hear an elder,
be he Christian or Traditionalist,
intone the invocative apostrophe,
preceding a libation : An,Igbo mul-'ayi,
ayi ekene-i: 'fgbo land, which gave us
birth, wê hail thee!'ao

Though Ani looms large in the ninds of the Igbo people,

it is not alI that is in nature. While its key position

remains unquestioned, it does not function in isolation.
There is a recognised interaction between Ani, Space and the

Skyey heaven.

4.2.2. WATER

Irlater in the Igbo world view is part of the created order

and therefore an aspect of nature. ft does not acquire the

same globa1 deification among the Igbo people as is the case

with Ani. There is the recognition by the Igbo people that
rrthere are not many Ales (Anis) but one alone. A1l- those

worshipped among different nations are but parts of the one

great goddess".4l The oneness of Ani does not apply to the

water bodies that are rather fragmented in the form of

rivers, Iakes and springs. In some tocalities water is hard

to come by. The geographical location of the lgbo people
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precludes them from cherishing the view of massive oceans

that unite to form one mass of water body. But this is not

to say that water - mrniri - does not mean the same thing to

the Igbo people in terms of its utility and rnystical worth.

Water is generally considered sacred, as in Egypt and other

1ands. rrlrlater is used in many rites, purification is by

water and it, is associated with the production of life".a2

tlater in Igbo thinking acquired its sanctity at the dawn of

tine. The Igbo creation rnyth - the Nri nyth - postulates the

pre-existence of water before the creation of land" Equally

so, the Biblica1 creation story, already cited in the

foregoing, observes that rrthe Spirit of God hras moving over

the face of the watersrr.

Some rivers and springs are so sacred that the fetching

or drawing of water from them is prohibited on specially

designated holy days of the fgbo week. Breech of such a

prohibition provokes severe punishment and consequent

atonement. While the sacredness of water is more or less

taken for granted, what is revered most are the entities,

visible and invisible that make water their abode. Chiefly,

these living creatures that inhabit the water are fish,

crocodiles and snakes. Basden gives a vivid picture of his

experience:
rrNo such fish rnay be taken from the
stream; should one by chance find its
v/ay into a vrater-pot it must be restored
as quickly as possible to its native
haunts. If a woman inadvertently takes
one home in her pot, she must return
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!üith it to the stream without deIay, and
make an offering, seeking forgiveness on
the plea that the fish was taken

unwittingly. ttar

Basden adds that rrthese fish (and sorneÈimes crocodiles)

are conmonly spoken of as tour mother, (nne-ayi), the idea

being, that they are the protectors of the people.rr In his
estimation ttthis appears to savour somewhat of ancestor

worshiprr.4 He also recognises that rrover the greater part,

if not over the whole, of the fgbo country the python is
sacred, more especially the smaller species called ekke-

nturr. To injure any of the pythons constitutes a very

serious offence. If a man has the misfortune to kiII one

accidentally he will mourn for a year and abstain from

shaving his head".45 The situation is far deeper than the

caÌculations of Basden and in fact transcends mere totemism

as embodied in anthropological literature.46

The fact is that the Igbo people enter into mystical

relationship with these sacred aquatic animals.aT The

animals act as vehicles for the soul-s of some people. It is
claimed that the souls of some ancestors find temporary

repose in some of the water animals while awaiting

reincarnation.aE In some other cases a person can

consciously rrenterrr an animal and through the animal wreak a

vengeance on his enemy.ae some of the water spirits are

malignant to the extent of rroverturning canoes, especially
those of men of whom their aid had been invokedrf .s0
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In Igbo land it is well-known that some of the water-

spirits are rnostly beneficent. The pythons in particular,

sometimes come out at night and rrcreep into beds and sleep

by a person's siderr. If this happens it is taken to be a

good omen as well as a blessing.sr

Ànother documented complex relationship with the water

spirits exists. Some water spirits are claÍmed to have

rrearthrt brides whom they visit rrevery eighth daytt. Some of

these brides are priestesses who are obliged to keep

themselves holy on the days of the inpending visits. In

exceptional cases one or two of the priestesses have in
addition human husbands. Tal,bot was told that:

In the olden days the spirit, of such a
woman used t.o go down into the water for
the space of seven days after which she
usually returned to her own people" Vühen
the serpent husband comes up to visit
his wife he is invisible to ordinary
eyes, but the priestess herself can see
and talk with hin in his shrine".s2

This mysterious marital relationship with water spirits
has lingered into the-present time. A canon in the Anglican

Church, interviewed by this researcher in Onitsha in l-988,

disclosed a confessional statement from a young Christian
girl who was a victim of such an under water matrimonial

relationship.s3 A native doctor interviewed in the same

period at Nnewi gave a parallel account of a sixty-five year

old Christian(woman) under his treatment.
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This strange underwater marriages with supersensible

entities would appear incredible. Marriage with water

spirits is a social reality in Igbo land. Vühen such a

relationship is established and detected, efforts are made

by qualified native practitioners to detach the victirn from

such a tie especially when the connection affects orthodox

marriages of real, normal life adversely. The general

symptom is mulÈiple personalities or schizophrenia. Some

suffer from dissociation and lack of identification with

reality of every day normal consciousness.

There is no doubt that many philosophical and

phenomenological questions are provoked by the idea of

human, underwater spouses. Of crucial importance is how and

when are these relationships entered into and are the

victirns fully conscious when they contract the relationship?

Again it. is outside the scope of this investigation to probe

the subject further. Hovrever, the phenomenon has tremendous

potential for an interesting study.

[Vater in spite of a1l that is clairned to be going on

within it that is not visible to the naked eye remains a key

factor in human survival on earth. While it, is recognised as

a sustainer of life, the Ïgbo also dread it as a dispenser

of death. For instance death by drowning in water is

regarded as bad death and the victin is denied decent

sacramental burial. !'Iater generally is credited with various

powers. one of such powers is the ability to neutralise some
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dangerous charms and bad medicines. on the basis of this
potency, harmful and dangerous nedicines/charms are thrown

into rivers and lakes. Some of these are claimed to have

burst into flames on touching water.

!ühichever vray water is viewed, it is f rom Igbo stand

point part and parcel of nature and shares the duality that

is inherent in nanifesÈed order.

4.2.3. SPÀCE

Space as part of nature is difficult to define as its
tangibility is not apparent to the sense organs in the way

rrAni'r and water are to the lgbo people. This difficulty,

however, is rnininized by the fact that space is seen as a

medium in nature through which tangible and invisible
entities manifest themselves. The principal manifestation of

nature in space is rrlkukurr - wind. Sometimes rrikukurr is
taken to be synonymous with space and this element of

intangibility and indefiniteness is clearly expressed in the

proverb -rrlkuku ama n'onyarr- The wind cannot be trapped or

snared. This is an indication of the wind's lack of

concreteness even though it is a powerful force in nature.

The breath that is taken and which symbolizes life in
an individual- emanates from space. When breath is abstracted

as a denotation of death, that life essence returns to
space. This vital interaction between space and man gives

the fgbo person a reinforcement ín his attribution of
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sanctity to nature. Moreover, the connection between this

breath that stimulates the rhythnic inhalation and

exhalation in man and the rrGreat Breathrr which assumed rrthe

character of pre-cosmic fdeation rr at the tirne of creation
s4 has lapsed into a taken-for-granted status in people's

consciousness. The recession of the link between the human

breath and tt fons et origorr of force into the back-burner of

daily eonsciousness does not in anyway imply severance nor

interruption of the purpose back of rrthe vast scheme of

cosmic Evolutionrr. The continuity of that link in space

gives added mornentum to the Igbo people's operationalisation

of animism. In Christian parlance it is nothing short of an

exernplif ication of "spiritual ubiquity".
Space acting as a link between the skyey heaven and ani

assumes importance as the abode where rain is formed and

through it rain faLls to the ground. All the phenomena

associated with rain such as rainbow and lightning pass

through space during their manifestation. The Igbo people

exhibit their penetration by the indication that thought or

ideas which are now known to bettthings'reside in space. It
is generally said that rrUche ebiro ebirr. The statement

categorically notes that "thought or ideasrr do not dwell in
a person but come from space. This netaphysical apprehension

calls for further amplification but for the moment the lgbo

perception throws some Iight on what spiritual masters call
rrRain-cloud of knowable thingsrt. These rrknowable thingstt are
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real and as a totality constitute the source of various

forms of impressions. These are ideas that come from the

universal mind and are supposed to floaÈ in space. The

Iocation of these ideas which are spiritual in space is made

meaningful by lgbo word for understanding.

A further analysis of the word understanding as used by

the Igbo people gives the irnpression of life in the

environing space but this l-ife is of high order. Very often,

in a group or gathering assembl-ed for problem solving or for

the resolution of a conflict, the presiding elder be he a

Christian or a traditionalist invokes the impartation of

'rMmuo nghotarr (the spirit of understanding) At the time of

the invocation, the ttspirit of understandingrr had not

settled within the group. The hope is that as the meeting

progresses the invoked spirit or atmosphere will prevail.

Underlying the expression I'mmuo nghotarr is the inplied
belief that understanding is the positive manipulation of a

spirit. The spirit in question establishes its residency in

space and comes into operation when.readiness is

demonstrated by the invoking group. The spir'it is moved by

the law of attraction, a law that is basic in Igbo peoples'

interaction with nature.5s

The spirit functions under the sarne scientific
principle that produces wind as a result of pressure

dif f erential- .56
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In another sense the spirit is rnediated through words,

words that penetrate the hearts and minds of the individuals

that compose the group and there effect the change thereby

inducing rrunderstanding" . Vlords embody thoughts or ideas. As

has been indicated in the foregoing tl" fgbo say that rrUche

ebiro ebirr . Thoughts, ideas do not reside in the individual

but flash forth on demand. These ideas float, in space and

are spiritual in nature.

The opposite of mmuo nghota is rrmmuo nkposart the

spirit that scatters or causes confusion. In some prefatory

invocations the desire is expressed that. this type of spirit

be not allowed entrance into the hearts and minds of the

people assembled in a meeting.sT

In space as in other aspects of nature the Igbo people

contend with duality but in general the collective will is
polarised on the side of order, the good and the harmonious.

If the group thought is good, it is obvious that good

spirits wil-1 be attracted.

It can be posited that it is this idea of good and

harmony which is back of the Igbo effective use of Sound in
large gatherings to achieve group solidarity. The classic
usage of Sound is epitornised in the famous |tIgbo Kwenurr.

Again in a large gathering of lgbo people, the chairperson

sounds out rrlgbo kwenurr three tines and each sounding draws

forth a loud echo of response ttya ! tt This process involves

prolonged alternating inhalation and exhalat.ion that
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respectively fill and empty the lungs with air for the

production of the loud responses that send vibrations

through space. The magical effect of the sound is

inrnediately perceived in the calm that generally supervenes

in the group.

To the lgbo man, reality is ascribed rrboth to the here

and now (of time and space) and to the beyondrr.ss To them

(Igbo) space is constitutive of nature and equally

conditioned by transactions and activities that occur in

space "

À question could be raised as to the mode of perception

in space. How do the Igbo people become aware of the

activities of the entities that live in space? An Igbo

proverb readily provides the answer to the mode of

cognition. Very often it, is said thatrrukv,¡u n'aga wala wala,

anya naga wala wala ntafu ya". (Fast moving feet are seen by

swift/rapid rnoving eyes). In other words, a correlation

exists between speed, movement, activity and the instrument

of measurement or registration" Modern technology

corroborates the idea behind the proverb.se rn Igbo land

there are initiate seers, native doctors (dibia) and elders

who have the faculty of seeing entities that inhabit space.

The Igbo response to the aggregation of energies (cod

in nanifestation) assumes many forms when a person is

forbidden to squat, sit or lie between the door posts, the

reason is that by being in such a position, one is denying
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access or entrance to the unseen visitors, an act that would

bring adverse repercussions. For the same reason, Do elder

whether he is a host or a visitor sits in the Obi (ancestral

tenple) T¡iith his back to tlre front yard. He either sits

facing the front yard or with his back to the side wall.

Contravention of this practice is regarded as disrespect to

the invisible visitors. other precautionary measures are

taken, sornetimes in the form of rituals to ensure that

harmonious relationship exists between human beings and

spatial entities.60 Some of the rituals take into

consideration that negative force is transrnitted through

space, and measures are taken to either counter them or

neutralize them.6l

There is another form of travel through space. When two

or three people engage in a discourse, the expression

ttejirim ntalumanya je Uromirr is heard (f was able to

travel to (Uroni) a distant and faraway place through the

faculty of imagination). This expression is based on the

operation of the principle rrfrom the known to the unknov/nrr.

Based on the vivid description given or the analogy

presented, one is abte to build mental pictures and indicate

an rrunderstandingrr of something that is remote and not

physically present.ó2 Hanlon illumines the situation when

he observes that no

real step in understanding the nature
of tirne and space could be taken without
voyaging, oD the one hand, into uncharted
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regions of, space , and, on the other,
into the mysterious depths of nature...
Space was not only basic to the universe,
it was equally a necessary condition of
my oh¡n existence as a conscious being.
At tirnes it seems there is no division
or barrier the space in which the stars
move and myself as soul or spirit, and
the Kantian doctrine of ti¡ne and space
as models of the rnind becomes a simple
though powerful experience.ó3

Hanlon contemplates the spatial structure of his room

and notes how he appears physically confined in it. He then

adds that although the room encloses his body his inind is

not sirnilarly restricted rrfor my imagination extends beyond

them (the dimensions of his room) to the externaL world, to

the east and west, the north and south, and t'hrough the

earth and overhead to the stars, in all directionsrt.ø The

experience of Hanlon is all too faniliar to the lgbo man who

though geotropic in orientation is nevertheless fully

conscious of the environing space. His close and intimate

interaction with nature gives hin first hand knowledge of

the peculiarities of space. He appreciates space as a link

between earth, water and heaven, thereby establj-shing the

unity of nature. Being of nature its rnodality is of a

different order and its rarefaction and reduced density are

recognised. The property of space is clearly made concrete

by the visibLe, winsed insects and animals that f1y in it.

llithout wings none of these creatures would operate in

space. Spider, which does not possess a wing, bY iÈs own

ingenuity constructs a web in space and even traps some
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flying insects. The morphology of the spider's web by itself

endorses the modatity of space. space therefore imposes its

own category of requirements on man. Man unaided by physical

apparatus accesses space by the instrumentality of the rnind

faculty" In his dream he flies and floats in space an

experience which is another confirmation of its elevated

ranking in nature. It is through that direct contact with

space that ideas are tapped for the social construction of

reality on the physical plane of human existence.

4.2.4. THE SKY

The sky as an aspect of manifested nature refers to the

supernal spheres. In Christian terminology it is identified

as heaven which is popularly accepted as the abode of God.

Its precise location in this Christian context defies

specificity even though each and every one points upwards as

the direction to look. In lgbo land rrEnu fgwe" - heaven when

closely examined gives greater clarity to the meaning of

heaven. But this is not to say that the specific location is

concrete and describable in meaningful human terms.

rrlgñ,re,' refers to the sky and it, is the sphere in which

the sun, stars and the moon are purported to exist. rrEnu

Igwett then means top of heaven or above heaven. God dweIls

in rrEnu Igv/err. Contact with Christianity has popularized

this concept of God dwelling in heaven. The often said rrOur

Lord's Prayerrr starts with rrNna anyi nke bi n'enu igwsttó5
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Our Father who lives or dwells in heaven. But rarely is

attention paid to the distinction between heaven as

conceptualised by the West and the Igbo meaningful rrEnu

Igwerr.

Enu-Igrwe, for the purpose of this investigation is to

be taken in its strict lgbo meaning as beyond space. It is

relevant at this juncture to cite Juan Donso cortes'

indication that the classical Greek world view is the

product of pagan preconceptions about the Absolute. The

osmotic absorption of these Greek Ideas I'into Christian-

Catholic preconceptionstr and subsequent transmission into

the middle Ages is not a significant question at this point.

!'Ihat needs stressing then is the accretion which those

pristine pagan ideas have gathered in the West. Vühile these

ideas have virtually gone underground in the West, in the

Igbo world, they are fu1ly active and current.

The survival of the fgbo Language, a language that is

constitutive of lgbo reality again endorses the thesis of

this work. The concept of Enu-Igwe is not only a classic

case but also crucial. PiÈrin Sorokin distinguishes rrthree

basic rnetaphysics that, prevaiting in given societies,

colour all their thinking.ó6 fnterestingly, one of the three

categories is 'ra realm beyond space and timerr. Enu-Igwe f its

perfectì-y into this realrn that is beyond space. It is,

however to be observed Èhat Enu-Igwe, and Ig'we Sky can in

some situations be used interchangeably. Among the Igbo
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people, sky as a classification in nature is the supreme

paradigm. It acquires this supremacy by virtue of its

veiling the abode of God. It is the motive spring of the

Hermetic principle of I'as above so belowrr. The sky is the

source of order, regularity, pattern and rhythn. The sun,

the moon and the stars set the example for the human beings

below and in fact inpel them to comply. Their compulsion

cannot be restricted. Their remoteness precludes any human

rebuttal. Essentially, this aspect of manifested nature is

the concretised mainsprj-ng of evolution in nature.

Behind all the manifestations in the sky is the Prime

Mover, God, Chukwu. He is all pure and powerful. one of the

variants of his name is rrOsa ebu uwarr - He that carries the

!,Iorld/earth.ó7 As has been indicatedrHe is righteous and

never sleeps. God 'can never do evil (He) gives

protection against bad jujus and punishes vJrong doersrr. As

Talbot observed, rrChineke is held, through almost the

whole region, âs the power at the back of everything - the

great First Cause'from which gods and men have sprungtt.ó8

Numerous Igbo names testify to the ornnipotence of God.

Chukwu gbo ogu - Let God settle the fight or conflict,

Chukwu ka dibia - God is more powerful than the native

doctor. !{ith Chukwu at the hierarchial apex, everything else

flows from hin.

Within the sky - fgwe - there are divinities/deities

that work on behalf of Chukwu. One of these is Anadioha or
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Kamalu which is the God of Thunder. In Igbo land, the God of

Thunder is regarded as the divine agent of destruction. ft

metes out justice by eliminating crystallized evil and

social poÌIutants of many classifications. It originates

from the sky and in fact it is called I'Egbe Igwstt - the gun

of the sky and traverses space to be grounded. once it

touches the ground, Mother earth neutralizes its force. But

before that, its work is usually accomplished.

The victims of thunder strike are suspected of

harbouring evil machinations or of keeping dangerous and

harnful medicines. Any trees destroyed are claimed to be

temporarily tenanted by souls of evil- men" In some cases,

its target is only the bad medicine.

The rrMbari houserr which r¡/as a common feature in some

parts of the Imo state area is a cl-assic symbolization of

the god of thunder.óe The house contained figures

representing aII sorts of animals and strange monsters,

rrthe like of which l¡tere never seen on land or searr. These

creatures rralternate with life-Iike reproductions of

denizens of air and earth in every stage of development,

from procreation tiII the final laying to rest in the arms

of the Earth Mothertr.?O The house is erected in honour of

Amadioha, the thunder god and this deity is usually the

prominent figure within the rnain entrance. Amadioha is

seated, rrwhite from head to foot, and bearing in the right

hand, a sword, spear or bayonet and in the left, âD
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imitation of one of the old stone axe-heads thought by the

natives to be thunder boltstt.Tr

It is interesting to note a tinge in the conception of

Amadioha in Imo st,ate area based on Talbot's descríption of

the Mbari house. Amadioha is characterised as having a

consort, to whom various names are given. These names are

synonymous with the rrEarth Goddess AIe, Ala, Ana or Ajatt.

Talbot observes that:

When Amad'ongha (Amadioha -the Thunder
God) is paramount, he appears to arrogate
to hirnself the functions of Igwe, the sky
god proper, thus following in the footsteps
of his Grecian prototype, 'Zeus, God of the
bright sky' who is also 'Zeus, God of dark
sky'; and it is in this capacity as Lord
of drenching rain-storm, that he ferti-
lizes his consort the Earth Goddess.T2

I^iith the exception of Anadioha, the god of thunder, the

Igbo people do not preoccupy themselves with super-celestial
gods.73 Both the sun and moon are recognised but are not

reg:arded as gods. Occasionally there are private rituals and

therapeutic modalities that tap the energies/forces that

emanate from them" It is noÈ surprising that super-celestial
gods are given scant attentionTa since the lgbo people are

earth oriented. Moreover, they clearly say that it is

necessary to fulf i1 rrOmenanirr before trOmenenurr. In other

words graduation in the customs of the land will qualify a

person for ttthings aboverr. on the other hand, it could be

postulated that the fgbo people are engaged in the

observance of the hermetic axiom rras above so be it belowtt.
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This postulation is corroborated by the statement already

expressed which indicates that, that which is in the upper

rack is found right below.This postulation is tenable

because the Initiates who subjectively contact the higher

realms are forbidden to disclose the ontological status of

the entiÈies they encounter. they either code their

encounter in a cryptic symbolism or dramatize it through a

rnodality that gives out the meaning.

one such materialization of subjective realities is the
rrigwe ka alarr oracle - The sky/heaven is greater/more

powerful than earth. The name of this oracle has far
reaching significance. ft endorses the primacy of frye sky

over rrAni' earth. By implication it portrays the long

evolution ahead of the Igbo people. fn Igbo religious

expression, the immediacy of the earth has priority over

Igwe in spite of the supremacy of IWe. Vüith passage of

time, hov/ever, evoLution will bring them to the stage where

the rrlaws of heavenrr will become operative for them.Ts For

the present, and as it was in the past, Omenani holds the

key to that progressive evolution.

Igwe Ka-a1a as the name indicates is an oracle thaÈ

symbolises the superior power of the sky over earth. rt was

one of the Oracles that exercised considerable svray in pre-

colonial times. Located in Umunneoha about twenty Kilometres

north of Owerri, it had powers to look into the future as

well as the ability to adjudicate and spot the culprit
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between disputants. the oracle resisted ttpacificationrr by

the British at the turn of this century and was as a result

dynarnited in L9o2. But that military operation did not

totally extinguish the oracular activities which are stilL
carried on to the present.

fgwe ka-ala serves as a reminder of human potential to

ground that which is perceived as operative in the higher

real-ms of nature. ft raises as a result some fundamental

questions such as what is the constitution of man? Is the

central point in religion the evolution of man or the

worship of God? These questions will be attended to

subsequently from Igbo standpoint.

4.3" UNITY OF NATURE

Earth, water, space and the sky are four components of

nature. These components are not mutually exclusive in the

eyes of the Igbo people. Only Earth - Ani - appears to have

a definite boundary but apart from that these components are

interconnected and interdependent. They all derive their
origin from one source and as a result of that derivation
they all participate in the essence on the Prime Mover

Chukwu.

Talbot. drawing from his experience of the Igbo people

comes to this conclusion:

Contrary to general opinion, the
religion of the V'test, African negro does
not seem to be animism in the sense that
all the forces of nature are personified
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and the universe is a congeries of un-
correlated and independent, entities. To
him the world is a vast organisation and
all phenomena are set in motion, and
controlled, bv hierarchies of beincrs,
rancring in power and responsibilities
from the highest conceivable God down to
the lowest rock elemental, each in
strict subordination to its superiortt.T6

Talbot implies thaÈ there is a vitalizing force that holds

the world together. He appears to accept that force as

animism so long as it is not interpreted as isolated forces

operating in separate entities that have no affinity for

each other" He gives the impression of a dynamic law that
guarantees correlation in the internal world organizatj-on.

Whatever shortcomings his conclusions might have, they

obviously stem from the fact of his being an [outsid.errr. He

acknowledges that rrafter months or years of careful study,

one fondly dreams that the bed-rock of religious ideas has

at length been reached, a chance wordr or vague hint shows

that, beyond a1-1 yet learnt, Iies a deeper depth stiIIrr.77

Major Leonard's ascription of rnonism to the fgbo

world view is apt and cogent. This ascription in essence

endorses the unity of nature. Marc Edrnund Jones defines

monism as I'the view in METAPHYSfCS reducing aII REALITY to

one uniform componentrrTE Monism in the context of the lgbo

world view is to be accepted in its rrpre-logica1ity"

category. Monism in this regard is seminal and inclusive of

reality in its totality and is divested of the hair-
splitting arguments that have typified western philosophical
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concepts. Monism as used by Major Leonard embraces both
rrsubstantivaltt and ttattributiverr nomism. Substantival nomism

holds that rrthe apparent nultiplicity of substances is

reaIly a manifestation of only a single substance in

different states or from different points of viewrr and its

leading exponent is rrspinoza, with hj-s cod - or - Nature.Te

It is claj-med that rrspinoza rejected attributive monism,

which maintains that all the substances that there are,

whether one or many, are ul-t.imat,e1y of a single kind.8O A

typical Igbo response to this type of argument is: rrWelu ewu

manye ogbu na welu ogbu manye e$Ju bu ofu iferr (Take the

goat and put to a leash and take the leash and leash the

goat all mean the same).

In the Christian Nicene Creed, the concept of monism is

implicated. Christ is said to be of one substance with the

father, and of Christ's substance all things are made. Under

this Christian belief system it is then incontrovertible

that we live and move and have our being in Hin. This

characterization is totally in accord with the delineation

of nature from the lgbo standpoint.

It is again necessary to recapitulate Major Leonard. He

considers rrNaturismrr as a word that rrmost expressively and

comprehensively definestt the Igbo situation.
rrNaturism stands for Nature pure and simple,
as represented first of a1l by her four great
divisions of the human, animal, vegetables and
mineral, and then by the elements, forces, and
energies within her, including even the minutesÈ
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material objects, animism is its animating
principle which endows naturj-sm with soul or
spirit.8r

The insights and observations credited to Talbot, Major

Leonard, and Athanasiuss2 in the foregoing, when objectively

and meditatively distilled, point to the essential

commonality in nature. Not only does that distillation

confirm the view that what Is is eternally present, but also

the popular expression that nothing is new under the sun.

Monj-sm then stands as a densification or symbolisation in

word of an abstracted veritable reality which j-s universally
perceptible and applicable. Such variants as animisrn,

spiritual ubiquity, monotheism, pantheism and emanations are

other vrays of articulating monism and are at times

reflective of cultural- bias and therefore a validation of
rrconsciousness of abstractingrl

A new word that surfaced in the early twentieth Century

is rrHolismrr. Holism when properly examined means the same

thing as monism. Holísin is applied to the world view of

aboriginal and traditional societies which of course

includes the Igbo wor1d. Recent studies of such societies

have come to the understanding that such worlds do not

separate the sacred from the profane and where a modicum of

boundary exists, it is very thin. It is this Ìack of

appreciable division in nature that, has warranted the

ascription of holisn to the non-lrlestern wor1d.
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Marilyn Ferguson states that the architect of ilHoIismrr

was Jan Christian Smuts, the Boer general and twice prime

minister of South Africa. In her words:

Jan Christian Smuts...formulated a
bril-Iiant concept that antj.cipated
many scientific breakthroughs of the
late twentieth century. In 'Holism
and EvolutJ-ont, Smuts called
attention to an invisible but powerful.
organizing principle inherent ín nature
...There is a whole
rnaking principle in nind itself , Smuts
said. Just as living matter evolves
to higher and higher levels, so does
mind. Mind, he said, is inherent in
matter.83

Smuts, âs noted by Marilyn Ferguson, was describing rra

universe becoming ever more consciousrr. Smuts' insights
that led to his categorical and defensible assertion of an

invisible but powerful organizing principle latent as well

as act,ive in nature, do not come as a bolt from the blue.

Again the fgbo man has a quick response to Smuts' rra\^/akenedrl

consciousness: rrMgbe onye jiri teta ura ome ututu yatt.

(Whenever a person awakens from the níght,s sleep he

performs his morning ritual-s which include breakfast. ) fn

this particular context, there is no synchronization of the

av¡akeninq of consciousness to that which already exists and

known for eons. Moreover, Plato is said to have conceived

thinking as trparticipating in eternal pre-existent ideas".Ea

Thus, Smuts did not say something ne$r. The credit, he has,

derives from the timing and the forceful mode of

articulation which had some impact on the western audience
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f ollowing on the heels of lliorld War I. It is interesting to

note that Smuts heÌd the view that mind is inherent in
matÈer and that mind is a whole-making principle. This is a

deep metaphysical-religious staternent. The interpretation
is that God is the Universal mind. This conception

resurrects once more the idea of anirnism, spirit and

consciousness which are in a sense synonymous.

Modern Sciencer âs Marilyn Ferguson has indicated, has

waded into the area of holism or wholeness in nature.

Results are confirrning the concept of Unity of Nature.

Excursion of modern science which otherwise is known as

rrexact sciencett into a domain or dimension hitherto regarded

as either the exclusive preserve of faith and belief system

or the negative pole of superstition for verification and

possible validation strengthens the mainstream of this work.

In the Secular Abyss, Gerald Graham and John Alexander

set out to explore questions relating to the human situation
by reconciling ttmanv ancient beliefs with modern scientific
knowledge and philosophical understanding".s5 Writing in
L967, they stated that rrNature has proved inexplicable to

us, and the human constitution and individual destiny are

also beyond our understandingrr. In their attempt to solve

the riddle of nature, they turned their ttattention to the

drawing of analogies from the observable patterns in
Naturerr. They invoked what they called I'Natural Lawsrr to

arrive at rrholistictr conclusions.s6
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A bolder approach to scientific progress relative to
nature is adopted by Dr. PauI Churchland. He says:

rrThe curiosity of Man, and the
cunning of his Reason, have revealed
much of what Nature held hidden. The
structure of space, time, the constitution
of matter, the many forms of energy, the
nature of life itself; all of these
mvsteries have become open books to us.
To be sure, deep questions remain
unanswered and revolutions await us stilI,
but it is difficult to exaggerat,e the
exposiÈion in scientific understanding
we humans have fashioned over the past 500
years. t'87

lrlhile Churchland is warm and exuberant about the
rrencouraging progressrr modern science has made in revealing

some of the secrets of Nature, he makes an assertion which

paralle1s true pantheisrn within the bracket of monotheism or

monism:

rrThe phenomena to be penetrated are
now the common focus of a variety of
related fiel-ds. Philosophy has been
joined by psychology, artificial
intelligence, neuro-science, ethology,
and evolutionary theory, to name the
principals. All of these sciences
have made contributions to what used
to be a purely philosophicat debate.r'88

Some observations appear proper on Churchlandrs

posture. All the disciplines Churchland cites and alludes

to are rnainly philosophy decentralized and are now

reaggregating in the guise of inter-disciplinary co-

operation in order to cast a search light on nature.

Philosophy, as WiII Durant points out, rronce summoned all
sciences to its aid in making a coherent image of the world
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and an alluring picture of the good¡r.ss Science with all

its branches is essentially a bifurcation of philosophy;

being a part, the part is never greater than the whoLe. The

impression given by Churchland that science is making all

these marvellous discoveries about nature, while correct to

some extent, needs some adjustment. It is necessary to

indicate that the era of a dichotomous world artificially

separated in the West is virtually over. Serious

consideration has now to be given to the reality of an

incontrovertible rrmono-animisticrr world revolving and

rotating on one inclined axís.m The discoveries of modern

science can onJ-y serve to illuminate nature and at the same

time corroborate the quintessence of philosophy and the

rootage of religion anchored in traditional societies which

find exemplification in the lgbo world. This, therefore

calls for a sense of focus on one indivisible wor1d.

Í.iithout this focus, the Igbo world will continue to elude

the outside investigator" A universal sense of focus can

be drawn from the revelation of rrOneness and of Unitytt given

out by that ldentified Being !Vho, speaking in the Bhagavad

Gita, says "having pervaded the entire universe with a

fragrment of Myse1f , I remaintt.er

By inplication then, God, Chineke or the Prime Mover

can no longer be abstracted from science or from the world

of human endeavour or even from Nature. üIhat can be

inferred is that what Smuts calls the rrinvisibl-e but
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poh¡erful organizing principle inherent in naturerr and the
rrwhole-making principle in mindtr are alI emanations from

God, the Prirne Mover. The world of Nature which is the

field of scientific activity is aLso the same world that is

penetrated by the Shaman. And it is worth noting that the

fgbo counterpart of a Shaman is called a native doctor

(Dibia) and in some cases is styled an ordained priest as

wetl. The sacred art of the Igbo native doctor has now come

to be known as African science.n The knowledge acquired by

the !'iestern Orthodox Scientist and by the Shaman can only

serve to add to the pool of knowledge available about

Nature.

The fgbo people have known for a long tirne that various

aspects of nature are interconnected. This knowledge

conditions their behaviour. A clear illustration is

arLiculated in this proverb: rrofu nkpisi aka luta manu

ometu ndi ozott. A literal translation runs as: If a finger

touches oiI, the rest of the fingers will equally be soiled.

This proverb is often sounded as a warning or a reminder

against any act that may be tantamount to pollution. The

repercussions of pollution or anti-social behaviour normally

would contaminate others. The proverb is predicated on the

knowledge of the invisible side of nature. This esoteric

knowledge presupposes a balance in nature and any

derangement of that balance triggers off an equilibrizing

activity which is analogous to an iIl-wind. Restoration of
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equilibrium is contJ-ngent on the elimination of the

pollution or performance of the prescribed appropriate

ritual that offsets the disorganization.

The western orthodox scientific understanding of this

balance in Nature has been called the rrhomeostasis modeltt.e3

Homeostasis is defined as rra relatively stable state of

equilibrium or tendency toward such a state between the

different but interdependent elements or groups of elements

of an organism or grouprr.% The concept of homeostasis is

based on the view that rrAll is Energyrr. Spiritual

scientists rrand our modern scientists agree, that all

manifestation is energytt.es Roland Peterson goes on to

state that rrBack of each visible structure or form in all of

the kingdoms of nature is said to be an invisible pattern of

energies and forces that serves to direct the formation of

the formrr.eó Based on this idea many hypotheses have been

formulated by biologists regarding the existence of

'rrnorphogenetic fields". Rupert Sheldrake, a biochernist, has

postulated that rrthe persistence of material forms depends

on a continuously repeated actualization of the system under

the influence of its morphogenetic field; at the same time

the morphogenetic field iq continuously recreated by morphic

resonance from sirnilar past formsrr.e

fn a sense there appears to be a meetinq of the ways

for the modern scientists, the fgbo initiate and the easÈern

metaphysical traditions. The belief that patterns of energy
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underlie form is now held by many and moreover, rrthere is a

growing body of belief that health stems from a balanced

flow of energy through this underlying web, and that disease

becomes manifest when the flow is disturbed, blocked or out

of balancett.e8 It is not, after all, primitive superstition

when the Igbo attribute illness or the outburst of an

epidernic to pollution in one form or the other. The lgbo

man, Iike the Eastern counterpart, holds the view that rrthe

etheric dimension extends beyond individual form and that we

are each embedded within an etheric realm, spanning the

cosmos, in which every individual etheric body is part of a

vast web of energy relationshipstt.rs For this reason no

Igbo person sitting down will all-ow another person to step

over or cross his leg. loo

The concept of a vast web of energy relationships in

nature is also endorsed by modern physics. Triangles

Bultetin 93 notes that:
ttFritjof Capra writes that, from
the angle of the particLe physicist,
'the whole universe appears as a
dynarnic web of inseparable energy
patterns'. In the chaos theory
physicists, nathematicians and cos-
mologists are suggesting that aJ-I
nature is fundamentally interconnected,
that the slightesÈ movement or change
in one place is part of a much greater
movement of energy, and not an isolated
event. At the turn of the century the
poet, Francis Thompson, wrote of this
web of relationships that 'alL things
by irnmortal- power, near or far, hiddenly,
to each other linked are, that thou
canst not stir a flower without t.roubling
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a starr.lrl0l

While there is an acknowledgernent of some traces of the

meeting of the ways between modern science and some of the

observations of ITR and religions in general relative to

Nature, many problems of common identity remain to be ironed

out. the Igbo people posit Mmuo-rrspirit" as the rrwhole-

making processrr or that spirit constitutes what Smuts termed

an invisibl-e but powerful organizing principle inherent in

nature" The lgbo position asserts without equivocation the

existence of inner, subjective adjusters and manipulators of

energy which are hierarchically structured in nature. These

entities or spirits operate under Iaw. lrlebster's New

Collegiate Dictionary defines spirit as rran animating or

vital principle held to give life to physical organisms; a

supernatural being or essencerr. The dictionary points out

that spirit derives from the Latin word Spiritus which

literally means breath and that there is a relationship with

the Latin word Spirare which is to blow or breathe. From

its etymology, spirit as articulated by the rgbo people is

part of the Great Breath of God already traversed in the

foregoing "

Increasingty, many researchers are either awakening

to this sense of oneness underlying all phenomena or at

Ìeast have caught some gÌimpses of it even though they

suffer from some form of astigrmatism as they are only seeing

through the combined eyes of the flesh and mind.
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Fragiments are seen but in reality these fragi'ments are

subjectively interconnected. The Igbo people recognize the

erroneous perception that results frorn conclusions drawn

frorn one-dimensional, sensorimotor view or from one fragment

of reality. This error is avoided by the prescription of

the symbolism of the masque dance. An Igbo aphorism would

summarize it as ttAdi ano ofu ebe ekj-li mmorr (spirit-masks

are not viewed [and enjoyed] from one standpoint).1Ø The

observer or viewer has to move around to get a clearer

picture of the masquerade. There is another proverb that

discredits an arm-chair view or an opinion based on isolated

fragrmentary knowledge. It is said that rrmkpaghari ka nwata

ji eburr (a child grows by getting around). Growth results

from interactions and expanded contacts with as many

individuals and environments that one can possibly achieve.

The Igbo people are aware of consciousness but have no

specific word for it. The closest phrase is rrima ife'r (to

know) or rramam iferr (knowledge, wisdon) . The Igbo

understanding of consciousness can be vivified by Ken

!'fil-ber's conception of rrA Mandalic Map of Consciousnessrr.

!,rilber's objective is to apply his comprehensive paradigrm to
rrproduce a broad-spectrum map or model of consciousness on

the whole...stretching from material and sensory stages to

mental and verbal stages to transcendental and spiritual

stagestr.l03 Wilber, in his construction and investigation

of this map of consciousness like Marilyn Ferguson, invokes
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Jan Smuts' rrholismrr. Reechoing Smuts, Wilber states that:

rrEverlrwhere we look in nature v¡e
see nothing but wholes. And not
just sinple wholes but hierarchical
ones: each whole is a part of a
larger whole which is itself a part
of a larger whoIe. Fields within
fields within fields, stretching
through the cosmos, interlacing each
and every thing with each and every
other...The universe is not a thought-
lessly static and inert whole - the
cosmos is not, Lazy but energetically
dynarnic and even creative. It tends
to produce higher - and higher Ìeve1
wholes, ever more inclusive and
organized. rrl04

!.iilber cites Werner, Jakobson and Bateson as scholars

who have validated Smuts insights as they apply to human

psyche. I^Iilber on his part is in agreement and observes

that rrAs a general approximation, then r¡/e may conclude that

the psyche - Iike the cosmos at large is many-layered

('pluridimensional'), composed of successively higher-order

wholes and unities and integrationstt.l05 In conf irmation of

the evolution of consciousness in psychology by which rrthe

whole of any leve1 becomes merely a part of the whoLe of the

next leve1 which in turn becomes a part of the next wholerr.

Wilber indicates that Koestler devised a rrholonrr as a model-

of consciousness" A holon is an rrentity which, J-ooking

down, is whole, looking up is part'r.16

From the Igbo standpoint, consciousness in nature is

both qualitative and quantitative. From Igwe (sky) to Ani
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(earth) differentiation in the levels of consciousness is
posited. The supremacy of fgwe over ani is articulated in
ItIgwe ka a1arr, rrHeaven is superior/greater than earth) ,

already indicated. The kingdoms in nature are

hierarchically structured in terms of consciousness. with

the human kingdom at the top a declension in consciousness

is experienced sequentially in the animal, vegetable and

mineral kingdoms. Most of the proverbs about Nature embody

this thought. The gap in consciousness between a man and a

tree is reflected in the saying that, rrobu osisi nuru na aga

egbu ya kwurut' (A tree on recogrnition of the fact that it.

will be cut down or killed refuses to budge and move ar^tay or

even take a defensive action). The inplication is that a

man with a higher level of consciousness reacts to the

threatening idea. Also it is said that "Ogologo abughi na

n$/am etolarr (physical height is not an index of growth or

maturity). The fgbo people go beyond external appearances

to assess an individual. The qualitative ontological status

of consciousness is the supreme criterion of assessment. In

other kingdoms of Nature, whatever state of consciousness

that is registered remains a secret guarded by the Igbo

initiates. There are reports of talking plants and walking

trees.lø

Some research has actually demonstrated Èhat plants

talk or emit sounds that are capable of being monitored by

sophisticated computer systems.los In the same vein, Laura
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Thompson uses a significant proem for her chapter on

Languages of Symbolism. She quotes Panchanan Mitra: rrsome

day these stones will speak to us and tell us their

story.trræ rt is, therefore, not surprising that when the

Igbo elder engages in the act of instructing a minor, he

uses the expression: [Toonti n'anitt (listen to the earth) "

The assurnption is that a state of consciousness and even a

symbolic communication mode is ascribed to ani-earth. The

Ojibwa and the Cree peoples of Canada, on their part say:

rrThe Creator has given you the knowledge. Listen to the

trees, the streams, the birds, the animals. Listen!

Look! "ll0 This call to listen to Nature in its

differentiated manifestation goes beyond the affected

symbolisrn. rt refers to a higher level of meaning and

significance where the call becomes literal and cannot be

intepreted any other $/ay.rrl

one of the contemporary scientists who are

transforning our conception of nature is a British scienti-st

Dr. James Lovelock who in 1979 published a book entitled

Gaia, A New Look At Life on Earth.rr2 James Lovelock took

the title of his book from Gaia who was the ancient Greek

goddess of the earth. Lovelock rrargued that our planet

constitutes a single, self-regulating system which is

naintained by and for life, that the earth, in other luords,

is a rr. tl3 The Gaia Hypothesis is
predicated on the observat.ion that the rrearth's atmosphere
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and oceans are maintained as highly sophisticated buffering

devices by the totality of lif e on the planetrr.lla There is

an inference in the Gaia hypothesis. If the earth is a

living being, it is natural to credit her with a measure of

consciousness.

The weight of evidence nol¡¡ seems to endorse the Igbo

geotropism and fgbo conception of consciousness. As Paul

Churchland puts it:

'rAccordíng to a broad and growing
consensus among philosophers and
scientists, conscious intelligence
is Èhe activity of suitably
organized matter, and the sophisticated
organization responsible for it is,
on this planet at least, the outcome
of billions of years of chemical,
biological, and neurophysiological
evolution. . .Basica1ly, it requires a
system of physical elements (such as
atoms) capable of many different
combinations, and a flow of energy
(such as sunlight) through the system
of el-ements. this describes the
situation on the pre biological earth,
some 4 billion years ago during the
period of purely chernical evolution.
The flow or flux of energy, into the
system and then out again, is absolutely
cruci-al . " 

ll5

Churchland appears to be an exponent of natural

evolution of a materialistic cast. He recognizes the

importance of energy in the evolution of conscious

intelligence. He, however, remaj-ns to be convinced that the

energy he refers to is God in rnanifestation.

Be that as it may, both science and religion nov/ seem

to be going in the same direction. The observations of each
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discipline point to the "unity of all in nature, in its

Ultimate Essencerr. It is one mono-animistic natural world

spawning from Igwe to ani. To the Igbo people, there is but

one indivisible and rrabsolute omniscience and

InteJ-tigencerr. Any differentiations are only apparent" fn

their world view , all things are interconnected and

interdependent.
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CHAPTER 5

IGBO PEOPLE ' S TIOIJTSTTC INTERACTION !ÍITH THEIR WORIJD

In this chapter, wê sha1l have a closer look at the

Igbo man especially in the light of the fact that Wilfred

CantwelLr âs earlier indicated, has pointed out that rrthe

study of a religion is the study of personsrr. Vühile working

on Cantwell's premise, there is the added recognition that
the Igbo man is part of the created order. His human kingdorn

tops the animal, vegetable and mineral kingdorns which in

their aggregate form the Igbo quaternary as well as part of

nature. His world in its totality is a symbolic one and

bears the imprint of divinity. ft should also be put into
consideration that, âS Talbot observed, rrthe constant

presence of these symbols must affect the conscious and the

unconscious por,Jers of the mind and give these an urge to

action. rl

It stands to reason that the psyche of the Igbo man

deserves some attention. As the principal actor endowed

with the power of speech and slmbol rnaking propensity in
his holistic environment, it becomes necessary to determj-ne

how he apprehends and appreciates his wor1d. What lessons

has he learnt from his world? !'fhat meaning has he distilled
from the world that surrounds and influences him and how

does he interact with that world?

It needs to be pointed out that underl-ying the entire
discussion are two other considerations. Vüilliam Alston
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recalling tüil-liam James' view states rrthat in every religion

there is some sort of awareness of what is called divine and

some sort of response to this divinity". He further

maintains that based on that reasoning it, is necessary to

ask in each case: rrt¡/here is the divine (the object of

religious responses) primarily sought and located, and what

sort of response is prirnarily made to it?"r

To make meaning out of Al-ston's ideological tapestry that
suffuses this investigation, it can only be restated that

the divine in the Igbo world is in nature which also

includes the Igbo man/person hirnself. The other

consideration is Leonard's critical assessment of the lgbo

people which is summed up in the these words: tt!.fhat the Igbo

people believe they practice and what they practice they

believerr.

The Igbo people in the estimat,ion of Major Leonard are

sons of Nature. According to him, as already noted, the

word that most expressively and comprehensively defines the

entire Igbo religious situation is Naturism. The integrity

of Naturism as coined by hiin remains valid to the present.

Naturism tenaciously holds as the infrastructure of the fgbo

world view and in spite of contact with the Vtestern Worl-d

constitutes the skel-etal structure of any abstracted or

segregated designation of the Igbo religion such as animism,

fetichism, juju and totemism. Naturism as rrNature pure and

simpJ-err is an illustrated and well-articulated statement of
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Leonard. It is worthy to observe that the description of

Nature in the preceding chapter as a unit with many

differentj-ations is quite in accord with Leonard's

perceptive digest.

Naturism is not a popular word, nor is it in the

dictionary as a known designation of any world religion.

Although it appears to be an obscure word, it should not be

confused with rrnaturalismfl which is a western philosophical

term tainted with materialism and which denies rrthat an

event or object has a supernatural significancerr. Naturism

to the western mind is as curious and inexplicable as

omenani which is the Igbo name for Naturism in this context.

The validation of the nexus between Naturism and omenani was

made by Leonard himself when he gave out that what the Igbo

people believe they practice and what they practice they

believe. That practicer âs has been stressed all along, is

essentially geotropic with focus on Ani/Earth and holds out

that Ani embodies all constituents of Nature. ft is further

stated that through practice and farniliarit,y with what

obtains here on earth, one can become acquainted with the

laws of the skyey heaven and eventually evolve to gain

mastery of those laws.

this futuristic postulate of eventual conformity to the

higher laws and order constitutes the end of religion. In

this position, there is the validation of the definition of

religion as that of ttbinding backrr. But this is a future
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event which has significance in the fact that omenani is

evoLutionary, and that while it is preoccupied with here and

no\./ in a pragmatic sense, iÈs dynamism cannot be overstated.

Constancy of response to Nature presupposes perpetual

irnpact of NaÈure on the fgbo people. It will be wrong to

conceive this response as what is generally regarded as

rrnature worship'r. AIso the perpetual impact of Nature on

the people is not unidirectional. As will be ill-ustrated

later on, the relationship is interactive. the designation

of the people as rrsons of Naturerr not only provides some

illurnination into the rel-ationshÍp, it also indicates that
the people are part and parcel of nature and also accept

nature as their teacher.

Whatever views others might ho1d, the fgbo people cJ-ing

to their belief and practice that belief. If the Igbo man

says |tToo nti n'anirr (place your ear close to the earth

listen to the earth), he is indeed saying: rrBe instructed

by Mother Naturerr.

Such Igbo statements as I'Anya ilu anit' (to focus the eye on

earth) and "Obi ume anirt (hurnble nind) , have the earth as

their reference point. This form of geocentricity expressed

in words by the Igbo people serves to emphasize the key role
of earth in the process of socialization which is synonymous

with teaching.
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The fgbo people are not the only ones who ascribe

teaching function to Nature. More than three thousand years

dgo, the Psalmist te1Is us that:
rrThe heavens are telling the glory of God,'
and the firmament proclairns his handiwork.
Day to day pours forth speech, and night
to night declares knowledge.
There is no speech, nor are there words;
their voice is not heard;
yet their voice goes out through all the earth,
and their words to the end of the worLd.
In them he has set a tent for the sun,
which comes forth like a bridegroom ì-eaving
his chamber, and like a strong man runs
its course with joy. "2

This personification of nature articulated in Psalm 1,9

by itseLf shows Nature in its fuII por^/er to teach and to

instruct. This view of Nature is not lacking in modern

times. Dorothea Cochran quotes Albert Pike as poignantly

saying that:

rrThe first scriptures for the human race
were written by God on the Earth and Heavens.
the reading of these Scriptures is Science..
Familiarity with the grass and trees, the
insects and the infusoria, teaches us deeper
lessons of love and faith than we can glean

from the writings of Fenelon and Augustine.
The great Bible of God is ever open before
mankind. [3

From the standpoint of Christian religious orthodoxy,

Albert Pike's observation woul-d mark hin out as blasphemous,

sacreligious, iconoclastic and profanatory. Such

characterizations made by votaries of orthodox Christianity

in their struggle to insulate Christianity from apparent

pollution and dilution by I'paganismrr or dissenters obscure
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the profoundity of the Èruth such as Pike seeks to assert.

This Christian attitude is a sharp contrast to the practice

in the Igbo world where the initiates who are the custodians

of knowledge abstracted from Nature are revered and

respected. These initiates are under moral and social

obligation to spread the knowledge to the rest of the

society. The truth remains that the instructional
potentiality of Nature cannot be hidden.

The core of fgbo world view remains relatively

constant. their beliefs and practices which are interactive

are predicated on that cosmology. Ani-Earth, which is t.he

concrete anchorage of their customs is eternally present,

confronting and challenging them to live up to their

sonship. their persistent faithfulness is epitomized in

omenani and in Omenani is lodged the rrGolden Threadrr, that

continuity of the perennial philosophy which constitutes the

infrastructural arcanum of all religions.a

5. 1. NATURE'S IfETHODOIJOGY

Nature presents itself holistically with sirnplicity for

human edification. That aspect of it that appears to be

concrete and therefore perceptible to human sensory

apparatus is only a symbol of an inner, subjective aspect.

The inner and the outer aspects are inseparable in spite of

many differentiations and gradations that exist within the

broad spectrum that constitutes nature.
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Nature presents three levels or phases of itself in its

encounter with man. Each leveI/phase is a facet of the

diamond analog. In the Ïgbo world, the tangible aspect of

Nature is meaningless without reference to the subjective

realm that has impulsed form. To them, the inner aspect is

ever-present and this means that the concrete and

perceptible aspect of Nature is always syrnbolic of the

invisible, hidden portion. In this regard, the analog of

the tip of the iceberg is quite valid"

Nature's symbolic mode of instruction has given rise to

three methods of understanding it. The unj-versality of

these methods not only confirms their antiquity but also

their constant and persistent application in the Igbo world.

Patanjali who supposedly compiled the ancient teachings of

the East about IO,OOO BC5 sees a symbol asrra form of some

kind which veils or hides a thought, an idea or a truthrr.6

In one of his Sutras he posited that:

The consciousness of an object is attained
by concentration on its fourfold nature:
the form, through examination; the quality
(or guna), through discriminative partic-
ipation; the purpose, through inspiration
(or bliss) and the soul, through identifi-
cation. T

The point that Patanjali seeks to drive home is that

any meaningful symbolic interaction has to be engaged

simultaneously 'and holistically at the fourfold levels he

has identified. This caÌls for an appreciation of the three

aspects of body, nind and soul all at once. Patanjali,
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however, recognizes thaÈ this high level of consciousness is

only attained by an adept or an initiate. For the

uninitiated, a step-by-step approach is recommended until

he/she is able to cultivate total cornprehension facul-ty. To

arrive at the t'objectl-essrt enbodied in form, the aspirant

has to build hirnself rra ladder by means of which he arrives

eventual-ly at the objectlessrr. The starting point is

therefore, the concrete and the manifested and this is the

method adopted by nature.

Increasingly in the West, Nature's method is gaining

ground among those who have transcended the mere tangibility

of Nature. Matthew Henry, commenting on rrsacred writingstt

observed that such variety of methods has Infinite Vüisdom

seen fit to take in conveying the light of divine revelation

to the chiLdren of men, that this heavenly food might have

(as the Jews say of the manna) sornething in it agreeable to

every palate and suited to every constitution. If every eye

be not thus opened, every mouth will be stopped, and such as

perish in their j-gnorance will be left without excuse.s

Although Matthew Henryts comment focuses on the rrSacred

Vlritingsr', his observation is fully relevant when applied to

Nature which is the rrsoulrr of the Sacred Scriptures. In

other words what he says of the scriptures is a veritable

commentary on Nature. fn this connection he says that the

method he has identified I'directs us in what order to
proceed both in studying Èhe things of God ourselves and in
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teaching then to othersrr. This method is equally the nethod

of nature. this methodological structure presents at the

first encounter, rrvery plain and easy, narratives of matter

of fact, which he that runs may read and understand, and

which are milk for babies, such as they can receive and

digest, and both entertain and nourish themselves.r'e Matthew

Henry sums up the three methods in a powerful imagery:

The waters of the sanctuary have hitherto
been but to the ankles or to the knees,
such as lamb night wade in, to drink of
and wash in, but... (fron this level) we
are advanced to a higher form in God's
school, and have books put into our hands
wherein are many things dark and dark to
be understood, which we do not apprehend
the meaning of so suddenly and so certainly
as we could wish, the study of which
requires a more close application of mind,
a greater intenseness of thought, and the
accomplishing of a diligent, search, which
yet the treasure hid in thern, when it is
found, will abundantly recompense. The
waÈers of the sanctuary are here to the
Loins, and stilt as we go forward we shall
find the waters still risen...waters to
swim in, not fordable, nor otherwise to be
passed over - depths in which an eJ-ephant
wiII not find footing, strong meaÈ for strong
men. to

It is interesting to note that. Matthew Henry wroÈe in

LTLÙ and used a symbology of man's interaction with water, a

situation all too familiar to an Igbo person to il-Iustrate

the method of making meaning out of scriptural writings. In

doing this he unconsciously highlights the method by which

nature teaches his lessons, which is that of direct
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encounter leaving the individual to draw, accordingr to his

or her capacity, from the many leveIs of meaning proffered.

Ken l.Iilber's comprehensive para.digm is a bold atternpt

at a synthetic method which paralle1s nature's mode of

presentation. lüilber describes his paradigrm as dealing with
rrempirical science, philosophy, psychology, and

transcendental- religion; about sensory knowledge, symbolic

knowledge, and spiritual knowledge; and about how they night

all fit together".ll He identifies three categories or
rrEyesrr in his rrtranscendental paradigmtt. The ttEye of the

fl-eshrr deals with the rrgtross realmrr, the realm of space,

time, and matter. ft is the ttempirical êyê, the eye of

sensory experience. rl

The second category is labelled the "eye of mindrr 'or

the "eye of reasontr and this eye participates in a [world of

ideas, images, logic, and conceptsrr. The third eye, the
tteye of contemplationrr is .rrtransnational, translogical, and

transmentalrf . The eye of contemplation focuses on 'rthe

Immutablerr, the SeIf which is Reality. Wilber adinits that

this transcendental paradigm woutd encounter the problem of

verif ication and proof demanded of rf empirical science[ .12

Vthat needs to be observed is that what Vüilber sees as

complex from the perspective of nature is simple and well

sequenced. To the fgbo adept, the simultaneous use of the

three eyes constitutes no problem. The facitity in their

use is a function of training and experience as will be
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demonstrated later on. As it was the case with Kepler, to

the fgbo initiate rrnature's simplicity and unity was a

commonplacett .13

5. 2" LESSONS OFFERED BY NATURE

The subject matter of all the lessons delivered by

nature is the idea of rrevolutionrr. The theme of evolution

is so driven deeply into the consciousness of the lgbo

people that all social activities are subservient to its
goaI.

It needs to be recalled that the Ïgbo environment is

like other traditional societies in which no separation

exists between the real and the unreal and as a result is
said to be rrholisticrr. HoIism, according to the Webster's

New Collegiate Dictionary, is rra theory that the universe

and especially living nature is correctly seen in terms of

interacting wholes (as of living organisms) that are more

than the mere sum of elementary particles".14 Underlying the

concept of holism is the idea of evolution. It is

therefore, relatively easy to see that the Igbo holistic

orientation is indeed a lesson learned from nature.

fn spite of the apparent differentiation which is most

diverse at the concrete level of manifestation, the

underlying unity is known by the Igbo initiate. Vühat

appears to be fragrments in nature are symbol-ic holograms

which, when seen with the rrthree eyesrr, reveal their wholes
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and their inextricable linkage with the one, the source of

all things or rather with the_ One Life" Thus any lesson

Nature offers at the concrete level and in any form

resonates and draws attention of those whose faculÈies have

developed to the undertying, unifying essence. fn other

words, rrNature expresses invisible energies through visible

forms".15 This is equalÌy a thinking that undergirds the

meÈaphysical foundations of modern science. As Burtt points

out,

the sun, according to Kepler, is God
the Father, the sphere of the fixed
stars is God the Son, the intervening
ethereal medium, through which the
povter of the sun is communicated to
impel the planets around their orbits,
is the HoIy chost. ró

Burtt's comment on Kepler's insight is worth quoting because

of the illurni-nation it carries:

rrTo pronounce this allegorical trapping
is not to suggest, of course, that Kep1er's
Christian theology is at all insincere;
it is rather that he had discovered an
iLlurninating natural proof and interpre-
tation of it, and the whole attitude with
its anirnism and allegorico-naturalistic
approach, is quite typical of rnuch thinking
of the daY' rtt7

The far-reaching implications of Kepler's view cannot

be overestirnated. He more or less restated views held by

people of antiquity in a manner that was amenable to

theological ears as well as to the incipient scient.ific

rnentality. In his explanation the implication of spiritual
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ubiquity mediated

clear enough. It
the rrsonrr through the HoIy Ghost is
the sarne spiritual ubiquity that was

earlier denigrated as rranimismrr in the tradtional societies.

The important fact j-s that regardless of what labe1 is used

to depict this perception of divine immanence in nature, the

v¡orld view of the fgbo people as well as other traditional-

societies essential-ly rernains unaffected.

Animisrn in Igbo world view can be equated with divine

irnmanence. The Ïgbo person can easily identify with Kepler's

thinking that the Sun is God symbolized. Moreover, rrHeliusrl

in ancient mythology is said to be rrthe god of fire in the

suntt.18 Deep reflection on the words t'heliotaxisrr, and

ttheliotropismrr with the rrthree eyesrr fully awake show the

power and irnpact of the sun on the vegetable kingdon. It

stands to reason that the attribution to the sun of divine

qualities is not pagan but religio-philosophically and

scientificaì-Iy sound.

The sun then, âS part of manifested nature seen in

isolation, is the prime teacher and the rnajor lesson is

evolution. The sun is the symbolic regulator of evolution

which pervades nature. The lessons which the sun teaches

are immense and inexhaustible and range from physical laws

to moral and spiritual laws. To the Igbo people, who have

been called by Major Leonard the Sons of Nature, the

expectation is that they have been steeped in the ways of

nature as a result of first hand instructions from nature.

by

1S
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The lgbo people, like everyone else, are part and

parcel of nature. However, distinctions come when the

faculties are developed that enable one to penetrate the

physical plane of existence and behold the subjective world

back of manifestation and make meaning out of the

manifested, symbolic world. Success in naking this

penetration results in holism, the ability to rrseerr in

wholes and not in fragrments. The Igbo people, who are sons

of nature, live and move and have their being in nature.

They know the ways of nature and respond appropriately to

the evolutionary process in nature.

Nature, among other things, has taught the lgbo people

rhythm, cycles, mathematics, harmony, beauty, music of the

spheres, the concept of tine as weLl as both physical and

natural Iaws. All these lessons have been delivered by

nature as a result of ceaseless interaction between

rrAnyan$/urr, (the sun) and rrAnirr (earth) .

The prinogenitors of the fgbo people lived in a

pristine and virgin natural environment and their knowledge

of nature vtas first hand. What they learned has been handed

down and transmitted from generation to generation.

The fgbo people knew early in tine the significance of

the sun in their daily living. vüith the sun rising in the

morning and the setting at night the duality of day and

night was established, creating as well the concept of tirne

and numbers. The repeatability of this day-night rhythn and
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the apparent coursing of the sun around its orbit, set the

cycle of seasons (okochi na udummiri, rainy and dry

seasons) and pointed to the existence of inexorable laws of

nature.re Each episode, apparently complete by itself in

tirne and space, is but only a cog in the wheel of

evolutionary process. The responses of the vegetable and

animal kingdoms to the impulses emanating from the sun

equally constituted instructj-ons to the lgbo people.

Nature presented thern with intricate geometric,

beautiful patterns, sounds and melodies as well as the

mystery of tife and death. These experiences of nature were

not documented by the Igbo people but have been preserved

verbaÌIy and in other symbolic modes.

5.3. ÀPPÃRATUS AND !.ÍECHANTS}Í OF RESPONSE

5. 3. l..EXOTERIC SENSE ORGANS:

The fgbo man, like any other person, initially uses his

five well- known sense organs to reach out and appreciate

nature. As he matures and grov/s in consciousness, other

inner faculties awaken in hin. These exoteric sense organs

and the inner faculties link the objective world of

phenomena with the subjective world that is not visible to

the naked eye, thereby establishing in the consciousness of

the Igbo initiate one indivisible world which is his only

apparent differentiations.
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Thus, through the exoteric senses the objective world

of experience, the tangible, physical world "in which he

dwells in the flesh,rr provides hirn an adequate field of

unfoldment. It goes without saying that the Igbo man like

any other man is sensitized to what exists. The degree of

sensitization and appreciation depends again on which rreyerr

out of the rrthree eyesrr the individual is focusing. The

determinant of the eye that is dominant is a function of the

evol-utionary process as it is the case with the Igbo el-ders.

other variables include the conscious acceleration of

growth through training and initiation, and the rare cases

of ínfant prodigy. In the latter situation, the newly born

has the faculties of an adept held in a state of latency and

ready to be triggered into functioning by environmental

stimuli.20

5.3.2 INSTTNCÍ AND THE BODY OF DESIRE

Interposed between the physical sense organs and the

nind is a body not, fully recognized in the west - the desire

body. This body in a sense is also known as the body of

emotion.

In Igbo land the awareness of this body is demonstrated

in habit of not allowing another person to cross over one's

Ieg while seated as this would lead to astral contamination.

fts development among the elders is also stated in the

proverb I'Nwata chuo Nna ya oso ibubo akwatue yar' (if a child
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or young man chases his father or an elder the

father's/elder's aura overpo$¡ers the young rnan) . This

indicates the force of the Aura or astral body.

The Igbo man like other men, is programmed with this

subtle apparatus of response. ff, according to medieval

thinking, rrthe world of nature existed that it night be

known and enjoyed by manrr2l the body of emotion is part of

the instrument of knowing ie of acquiring knowl-edge. That

body, âs Dante pointed out, is a natural equipment given to

man to rrbear (hin) onrt. Noting that "411 things whatsoever

observe a mutual orderrr, Dante makes this observation about

instinct:
rrThis beareth the fire toward the moonr'
this is the mover in the hearts of things
that die; this doth draw the earth
together and unite if.nzz

The lgbo world view, no doubt antedates the medieval

line of thought" But both are similar, the only significant

difference is the christianization of the medieval thought.

As said earlier, the Igbo people are earth-affirming and

enjoy the earth with gusto. But another dirnension brought

out by Dante is that instinct draws the earth together with

the rest of nature. Instinct from the orthodox scientific

point of view is a force because it defines force as push or

pull. fnherent in the force demonstrated by the body of

emotion is the law of attraction and repuÌsion. In

religious and social terms it is equated with love or hate.

Dante credits the earth as also possessing instinct. Is
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this instinct the same as the force of gravj-ty exerted by

the earth?

The Igbo man wouLd respond in the affirmative and state

that what is called instinct in the vegetable, animal and.

human kingdoms can be equated with earth's gravitational

force. fn a literal sense he confirms gravitational force

by saying rraku fecha odalu anirr (the winged termite, after

its Iexuberant and acrobatic] flight,s eventually falls to

the earth) " In a more esoteric sense the earth, from the

perspective of the lgbo initiates, displays the law of

affinity. The earth accepts what is congruous to its
prescribed laws. This is, in other words, a manifestation

of the 1aw of attraction. AnyÈhing in opposition to this

1aw is repulsed. In the operation of this law Ij-es the root

of pollution. The reality of this situation is ernbodied in

a proverb which states that rrokuko rua ani, ani achuba ya

osorr (if a chicken pollutes the earth through abominable

behaviour, the earth pursues/repels her). Up to the first

four decades of the twentieth century people among the lgbo

who died of suspicious causes, or rare and abnormal

diseases, v/ere not buried. Their remains were disposed of

in such a v/ay that contact with earth was prohibited.

Another concrete validation of this belief is couched

under the expression: rrani naru okurr (the portion of the

earth that is rrhotrr or furious) . This is usually a spot

where either murder was committed or an abomination of the
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deepest dye was perpetrated. If no ritualized

decontamination occurs in such a pIace, the penalty paid by

those who inhabit the area is occasional mysterious deaths.

If the incidence of such mysterious death increases in

frequency, the area is abandoned as rrani naru okurr" It is

this belief in part that accounts for the rrfoundation

ceremoniesrr that precede the erection of any ne!'t house.

Before a house for human habitation is built by anyone,

regardless of religious affiliations or social status, a

ritual involving the killing of a goat or prescribed

domestic animal has to take place.

What is important is the recognition by the lgbo people

of a force which the earth emits, a force that can reward or

punish. This force is dual and therefore can be positive or

negative. It has the capabilities of attracting and

repelling, and contact with it, is through the body of

emotion.

To give added insight into this vehicle which has been

allowed to sink into virtual oblivion in the west, Alice

Heim formulates her thesis as rrthe inseparability of the

three aspects of experience".23 one aspect of experience

flis the cognitiver'. Cognition rrcovers the thinking and

knowing aspect of experiencerr. The other two aspects of

experience are covered by the word rrorexisrt which denotes

Itthe affective and conativerr components of experience. Four

major attributes are identified as manifesting orexis
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rrimpulse, appetite, desire, emotionrr. Some other qualities

such as rrmotivation, prejudice, mood, attitudert are added to

the list. fn a further clarification of orexis, she

isolaÈes rraffectrt (the noun of affective which includes rrthe

emotional and feeling aspect Ieg. anger, fear, pleasure]tt).

She applies "conatationrr rrto the sÈriving, doing aspect of

experience (eg. running a race, keeping order in the

classroom, trying to attend to two things at once)rr. She

claims that in all probability rrall human experiences

include the three aspects, but their relative importance

varies with the circumstancesrr. She then proceeds to give

an illustration which is ttsitting for an intelligence testrr:
rrThe subject is ar¡tare that he is taking
a test and he thinks about the problems
(cognition); he is also eager or appre-
hensive, co-operative or antagonistic,
enjoying it or disliking it. (affect); he
may be putting forth little effort or he
may be striving to do well (cognition) . rr24

She cites the case of a student sitting for an

intelligence test

three aspects are

AS

in
a good example of how inseparable the

practice

The importance of Heim's thesis centres on the fact
that attenti-on has been drawn to a fact of life which has

been taken for granted. The body of emotion is the power

house back of the activities of most people. This body is
the next stage of activity soon after contact is established

with an object with the physical- senses. The affective and

the conative dirnensions take over after physical contact to
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determine one's reaction which is either negative or

positive. This body, therefore institutes the response

appropriate to the individual and the occasion. It is

equally in this vehicle that the religious phenomenon takes

root. For the initiat.e it can be posited that the emotional

body is also the first level of contact in any altered state

of consciousness.

The concreteness of the emotional body is rnade visible

in the names given to its manifestation. A name shared

through convention is a denotation of an existence of a

force visible or invisible. The name rranya okurr (hot eye)

is a vivid designation that amounts to covetousness. As the

Igbo see it, it, is a powerful irnpulse originating from the

emotional body and literally rrinflamesrr the eye. Close1y

t,ied with covetousness is jealousy. The fgbo name for
jealousy is rranya ukv,rurr (excessively large eyes). rrAnya

okurr (hot eye) and rfAnya ukv¡urr (large eyes) presuppose, âS

in the case of an Egyptian Cobra, the emission of negative

force that forcibly and aggressively desires another

person's rightful property or possession. fhe outcome of

such a negative interaction is usualJ-y disruptive.

Similarly rrÏ\iìlerr or |tOnumatr (anger and violent anger) is

emotional force/steam that explodes through the sense of

touch. fn the same vein, ttAkpiri ogologtort (long throat) or

simply (akpiri'r is a social label for gtuttony. Here again,

the irnplication of inordinate desire is expressed in strong
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terms and indicated as concentrating in the throat. All

these forces are easily detected in social interaction.

All said and done an understanding of the emotional

body as an apparatus of response does throw some light on

the problems some late nineteenth century researchers such

as Lucien Levy-Bruh1 and R. R. Marett experienced in

understanding ttprimitiverr people.

5.3.3. ÍtHE I{IND

There is much information in the West about the mind

even though there is considerable and endless debate about

its ontological status.zs Arnong the rgbo people the mind is

a reality and is accepted as such without argument. It is a

faculty that is regarded as a natural endowment of man, but

a problem arises as to its exact name. Sometirnes it is

identif ied with rrobi'r (heart) , and in some contexts it, is
sinply called rruchetr (faculty of thought). Another form of

reference to the mind is rrakonaucherr (wisdon, reasoning

faculty or intelligence) . The identification with rrobirr

(heart) not only indicates the considerable resources of

that organ but also the combined activity of the heart and

rnind which is characteristic of the initiate group.

The reality of the nind, 'âs known in Igbo land, is
demonstrated in its activities or through what is considered

in the Irlest as rrmental statesrt.26 Through introspection one

comes to a knowledge of one's mind. It is generally said
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that I'itua onwegi mbo imalu ka onadit' (if you pinch yourself

you knoel how someone else hlould feel it). This statement is

particularty significant because it points out the

intermediary position of the body of emotion between the

physical body and the mind.

The mind is of a higher order when compared to the body

of emotion. In its uncontrolled nature the astral or

emotional body obscures reasoning. It creates a type of fog

that blocks mental illurnination. An expression such as

rrlsim di ka abuburr (my head is f ibrous) , is indicative of a

confused state. However, through structured training, the

emotional body can be regulated and the powers of the rnind

allowed to come Èo prorninence. When the nind is fully

developed it calIs into action the powers of the soul (chi).

This means that the individual has an instrument of contact

and response extending from the physical world of

tangibility to the subjective, forrnless world.

Much credit should go to Lucien Levy-Bruh1 for accurate

delineation of the mentality of the ttprirnitivesrr. His

insighÈs and observations apply to the Igbo people. of

necessity his words will have to be quoted at great length.

He recognized that in the study of the prirnitive mentality
rra fresh terminologytt would be required because the western

world had placed enphasis only on the "intellectual or

cognitive phenomenonrr. vtriting about the prinitives, he

said that:
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Their mental activity is too little
differentiated for it to be possible
Èo consider ideas or images of objects
by themselves apart from the emotions
and passions which evoke these ideas
or are evoked by then...By this mental
activity in primitives we must under-
stand something which is not a purely
or almost purely intellectual- or
cognitive phenomenon, but a more complex
one, in which what is realIy 'represent-ation' to us is found blended with other
elements of an emotional or motor
character, colored and inbued by them, and
therefore inplying a different attitude
with regard to the objects represented.2T

rn his graphic details of the prinitive mentality he

uncovers the root of what makes the prirnitive rrrelj-gioustr at

all tines and rrincurablyrr so. He goes on to say that:
rrnot only that the prinitive actually
has an irnage of the object in his
mind, and thinks it real, but also
that he has some hope or fear connected
with it, that some definite influence
emanates from it, or is exercised upon
it.. This influence is a virtue, âD
occult power which varies with objects
and circumstances, but is always real
to the prinitive and forms an integral
part of his representation...I should
say that this mental activity was a
rnystic one. tt28

Lucien Levy-Buhl was careful to make a distinction

between the primitive man's mysticism and rrthe religious

mysticism of our communities, which is entirely differenttt.

This type of mysticism "implies belief in forces and

influences and actions which, though imperceptible to sense,

are nevertheless real".2e Summarizing this view he observes

that:
rrthe reality surrounding the
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primitives is itself rnystical. Not
a singÌe being or object or natural
phenomenon in their collective
representations is what it appears
to be to our minds. Al-mosÈ everything
that we percej-ve therein either escapes
their attention or is a matter of
indifference to them. on the other hand,
Èhey see many things there of which we
are unconscious. . .Since everything that
exists possesses mystic properties, and
these properties, frorn their very nature,
are much more important than the
attributes of which our senses inform us,
the difference between animate and
inanirnate things is not of the same
interest to primitive mentality as it is
to our ovtn.rr3o

Whether the target people are called rrsavagtesrr or
ttprimitivesrr is not the question. !,Ihat Levy-Bruhl said is
what is important and particularly rel-evant" His main

thesis book is that rrthe mind of the non-literate is
mystical, oE magical, in its identification of causation.

Behavioral patterns that have perplexed lVestern observers

become perfectly cÌear when $/e accept the supernatural

epistemology and phenomenology of the tribesmenrr.3l Because

of lack of understanding of the mechanics of this prirnitive

mentality as Levy-Bruhl understood it, most nineteenth

century and early twentieth century scholars saw that

nentality as "prelogicalrr. Rather than prelogicalrty, the

term that is most appropriate for this nentality is
rrseminalitytt. It is a mentality, when fulIy functioning,
that ernbraces the three eyes articulated by Ken !{ilber. It
is an all-inclusive nentality in which the eye of
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contemplation overrides and at the same tj-me empovJers the

eye of the intellect/mind and the eye of the fIesh. Indeed

this type of mind which Levy-Bruhl sharply portrayed is the

mind steeped in holism. This mechanism cannot be properly

understood without an insight into the fgbo belief in a

sou1.

5.3.4. SOUIJ (CHf)

This is the highest known apparatus of contact and

response available and known to the fgbo people. Moreover,

it is the fact, of chi that is the substratum of the study of

a person as a means of studying the person's reJ-igion. chi

is on the tip of everybody. It is rare to have a household

in which chi or its nodification is not, a constituent of the

name of any one member. There is no argument as to its
reality. Rituals exist that are dj-rectly associated with

Chi. All considered, it, is the root of Igbo holistic
psychology - that is exoteric as well as esoteric
psychology.

Chinua Achebe asserts that ttwithout an understanding of

the nature of Chi one would not begin to make sense of the

Igbo world-vie$/tt.32 In addition, Ejizu sees the most

striking aspect of chi as its ttreligio-moral character'r.

Ejizu highlights this significance on the grounds that
t're1igion...is the most essential factor of life in the

traditional background underpinning a highly integrated
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cosmologyrr.33 f^¡ith all Èhese observations in mind, wê shall
go further to show that chi is the highest rrorganrr avaj-lable

to the individual for sight and response to the

supersensible world. To achieve this, wê shall rely on the

pool of meanings provided by Igbo names and proverbs.

Most common names of people have chi either as a suffix
or as a prefix. Such names as it is the case with other

Igbo names are compLete sentences with significant meanings.

Some of the commonly used Igbo names that bear on chi have,

for the purposes of this research, been arbitrarily put

under three broad categories. fn the first group names such

as rrchinedutt (the SouI leads/guides) and ttchidube" (let the

soul lead/guide) are cLassified. The names in this category

clearly show Igbo strong bel-ief in the trusted pov/er of the

soul to lead and direct. In a sense chidube is more of a

supplication whereas chinedu is an assured certainty
grounded on the por¡rer of the soul to provide adequate

protection. The individual so named is surrendered and

cornrnitted to the guidance and leadership of the soul. This

assurance that direction comes fron Chi is predicated on at

least a modicum of omnipotence inherent in the soul.

The second category includes such names as Chibundu

(the soul is life), Chibuogwu (the soul is a medicine),

Chidiebere (the soul- is merciful), Chilaka (the soul ordains

or rules), Chinazo (the soul saves or rescues from danger),

Chibuike (the soul is strength). fn this category the
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attributes of the soul are illustrated. The soul- is life;

it is rnedicine that heals and restores and is merciful and

kind. At the same tine, it ordains .and 
makes ultimate

decisions in the life of the individual. The soul exhibits

strength and rescues one frorn danger.

other soul qualities are articulated in names in the

third grouping. The ability of the soul to recreate and

make good human imperfections is expressed in rrchikezierl

(Iet the soul rightly create). The soul also has the power

to bless as indicated in the name of rrchigozierr (Iet the

soul bless). The soul is the acknowledged bestower of gifts

and bounty. Names such as rrNwachinemererr (the child whose

path is smoothened by the soul or the beneficiary of the

bounty of the soul) and "Nkechinyeretr (that which is given

by the soul) are illustrations of this act of soul

benevolence.

fn the third category could be added two other names

that reflect the contemplative aspect of the soul.
ttChinelott (the soul- thinks through and plans or meditates) ,

rrUchechi" (the thoughÈ/p1an of the soul) and rrChinarr (t,he

soul knows) are indicators of the thought process of the

soul and border on the accreditation of omni-science to the

soul by the Igbo people.

Each of the names cited above is only a fragment of the

qualities and attributes of the soul. $fhen aL1 the rneanings

of the names are brought together, the reality and the
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synthetic, transcendent power of the soul in Igbo

consciousness stands out as the pivot, of Igbo Traditional

Religion. fn these names can be traced the root of fgbo

philosophy and psychology. These names go beyond the Igbo

exercise of creative intelligence to highlight their

understanding of the rnetaphysical activity of that which is
unseen by the naked eye and yet ever present and

ever-acting.

l.ihile the names, as they are given at birth, symbolize

some form of prefiguration, the actual materialization of

the thoughts embodied becomes subject to other variables of

daily living. In most cases the individuals bearing such

names live the meanings intended. But where the expectation

is not met, the delineated characteristics of rrChi[ remain

inviol-ate whi-Le the frustrated visi-on is ascribed to other

psychological problems.s

fn addition to the ontological status of Chi revealed

in names, there are proverbs that add to the illurnination of

Chi in the Igbo world. One of the most significant proverbs

that add to the knowledge of the soul is rrefi enwero odu chi

ya na egbulu ya ijiji" (any cow that has no tail, its soul

kills the fIÍes that come to harass her). Under normal

situations, cows chase off flies and harassing bugs with

their tails. Shou1d the tail be missing or non-existent for
any reason, the soul- of the cow offsets the deprivation by

meeting the need. If the soul of a cor¡/ is able to meet
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needs in such a miraculous way, the human soul on a higher

state of consciousness has powers to work miracles. The

human soul is all seeing and powerful and knows when one is

harassed and acts promptly to save the individual from any

ugly situation"
rrofu nne n'amu na ofu chi ada ekerr is another proverb

of importance. The literal translation of this proverb is
rralthough one mother gives birth to many chj-Idren, each

child is the product of one specific chi/soulrr. The

irnplication is that there are as many souls as there are

individuals. When this proverb is used, one is generally

reminded that one should not expect uniforrnity of behaviour

from children of the same mother" Furthermore, the proverb

attributes specific characteristics to each soul thereby

opening up complex philosophical and psychological- issues

which are explained in other proverbs, statements, idoms and

the overall rgbo world view.35

The soul/chi is perceived as an indwelling, spiritual

entity that, brought the individual into incarnation. In

daily expressions the impression is given that the chi and

the personality, the human physical body or what the modern

esotericist calls the lower self , or the rrlrr of the modern

psychologists are two interacting entities. There is an

inplied recognition of the christian doctrines of free will

and what can be termed the errancy of the lower self. The
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situation is best appreciated again from what the lgbo

people say.

Sometimes to inspire and motivate a person it is said
rronye kwe chi ya ekwert (if one resigns to a situation, one's

soul also resigns to it) " The individual, the actor on the

physical plane of human existence, is assumed to make a

decision and the soul accepts that decision. At the face

value of the statement, there appears to be an apparent

contradiction based on the pov/ers of the soul. But when it

is realized that the objective of the statement is to

flagellate the addressee into action, it becomes obvious

that the soul does not cherish indolence. In other

situations it, is said rrama ife ya na chi nya kpalur' (no one

knows the agreement the individual has with his/her soul).

This statement is generally provoked by an abnormal

situation in which a person appears to be neutral to life

occurrences by the exhibition of a disturbing passiveness.

The person listens to advice but does not act on it.

The sense of duality is sharply brought into focus by

the often heard exclamation rrchim egbuem'r (my soul has

ruined/killed ne). this is another paradoxical statement

which, if put into proper perspective, unleashes ideas that
go to support the strength and power of the soul in a

positive commendable sense. On the other hand, it

highlights the emotional fog that obscures the reasoning

faculty of the one who makes the exclamation prornpted by a
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inishap. The general belief is that I'chirr is aÌways good,

dynamic and on the side of order. The polar opposite of
rrchim egbuemrr is rrchi ya mu anyarr (his soul is fully awake) .

"chi imu anyatt (the alertness of the soul) is applied to a

situation in which a danger or a serious accident has been

providentially averted. Such escapes from danger usually

amounÈ to the miraculous and defy ordinary rational

explanation and are only possible through the intervention

of the soul.

Underlying the whole conception of the soul, in lgbo

Iand, is the idea of duality. There is the instinctual,

almost animal man propelled by desire and there is the real

man, the chi/soul. The soul indwells in the natural,

physical man. ft can be postulated that the activity of the

soul depends on the nature and quality of the rrformrr, the

lower man that veils it. If the eye of the flesh is

dorninant the impact of the soul is ninimaL and one could be

said to be very responsive to the law of gravity without

regard to a puII from above. Vüith the progress of

evolution, however, the lower man equips itself to respond

to the soul.

Another dirnension of the soul/chi is brought out by Dr.

Ilogu. He notes that to the Igbo people

Man is believed to be created by
Chi-ne-ke, the creator God who also
is the great spirit or the world's
Over Soul. At the tine of birth
this great spirit Chukwu gives to
each man a part of his divine nature
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called Chi which becomes the spiritual
double of the man throughout his 1ife.3ó

chi in this case is the "divine sparkrr in man. In Christian

circles, this divine spark is said to be the christ

principle which dwelts in human heart.37 If a careful

consideration is given to St" Augustine's observation which

is universalistic, more insights into chi as an apparatus of

vision could be gained. St. Augustine said that rrour whole

business in this life is to restore to health the eye of the

heart whereby God nay be seentt " 
38

The concept of chi as the divine spark in man, paves

the ground for an effulgence of the spark when the heart is

rendered pure.3e Suffice it agan, to indicate that when the

radiance of the soul manifests then one can acquire inner

sight or vision.a0 The credibility of Meister Eckhart is

enhanced by his comment:

Philosophers say the SouI is doubl-e-
faced, her upper face gazes at God
alI the tirne and her lower face looks
somewhat down, informing the senses;
and the upper face, which is the
summit of the soul, is in eternity
and has nothing to do with time: it
knows nothing of tirne or of body.ar

These philosophers of ageless Wisdom confj-rm that the

soul is an apparatus of vision. The lgbo people not only

believe Ít but demonstrate its practicality through the

process of initiation.

5.3.5. TNITIATTON AND THE INNER MECHANISI{ OF CONTACT
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Initiation connotes expansion of consciousness. In a

strict sense, rites of passage which are essentially

religious exercises, form part of the organised instrument

of initiation. In a broad sense, the art of daily living

with its implied interactions contributes to progressive

expansion of consciousness and each significant initiation

adds a milestone on the path of evolution. As stated

earLier, the Igbo people do not regard physical growth as

real unless growth correlates with expanded consciousness.

In Biblical terms, initiaÈion can be said to be a

conversion experience. Moses, Isaiah and St. PauI are said

t,o be initiates. Christ hinself is indicated as undergoing

five major initiations.42 Initiation, then is an identity

altering experience.

Among the Igbo people, rrincreased av/arenessrr or

expansion of consciousness can be accelerated through a

structured process. The initiation elements rnay vary but a

universal pattern involving three phases has been

identified. Victor Turner, citing Arnold Van Kennêp, the

one who made the discovery, denotes the phases as those of
rrseparationrr, rrmarginrr and aggregation.a3

The separation phase implies the detachment or the

removal of the neophyte from his faniliar surroundings.

This is a form of deprivation that facilitates greater

concentration on the objective of the initiation. The

margin or the ttliminal" phase is the intervening moment in
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the cycle. The candidates are in a state that is analogous

to the Chrysalis. They are rrneither here nor there, they

are betwixt and between the positions assigned and arrayed

by Iaw, custon, convention, and ceremonialrr. This phase j-s

usually likened to I'death, to being in the womb, to

invisibility (and) to darkness".4

The third phase is that of rrreaggregation or

reincorporationrr into the socieÈy. The candidates are

supposed to have achieved altered state of consciousness.

They are rrexpected to behave in accordance with certain

customary norms and ethical standards binding on incumbents

of social position in a system of such positionsrr.45

one of the initiations currently documented is the rrlsa

Akarr (washing of hands).4ó The initiation is exclusive for

adolescent boys of fifteen to eighteen years. As determined

by the kindred elder of the village, the affected boys are

isolated for four days under a hierophant of the village.

Vgithin this period, the boys are mentally conditioned for

the ordeal that awaits them. On the eve of the fourth day,

the neophytes are tattooed by the hierophant using a sharp

knife. Each boy receives a straight line cut along the

right hand starting from the shoulder to the tip of the

second finger. on the chest, rrtwo paraI1el Lines running

from one end of the chest to the other crossed by four to

eight vertical linesrf are incised. The same pattern as on

the chest is duplicated on the back of the candidate. The
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candidate is not expected to flinch from the resulting

excruciation. severe restrictions are then rrimposed on them

for four days (fgbo week) in preparation for the public

event in Èhe village sguare where they undergo arduous

tests "

When the prospectíve initiates emerge in the public

square, each is made to stand at a designated spot in a

demarcated circle. Each is given an animal horn which he

holds for hours in the outstretched right hand. Palrn wine

is spat into their eyes to obscure their vision and

initiation music played to bolster them. Each remains in

the erect position with the right hand/arm horizontal to the

ground until a rrtremor of the right hand begins...and

gradually, the entire right arm begins to shake violently".

At this juncture the tremor forces hin out of the circle and

the right hand "directs his stepsr'. I^iith this occurrence he

has symbolically broken a\¡tay rrfrom the circumscribed world

of the children into the world of adultsrr.

It has to be observed that up to this point in the

process some boys who are unable to stand the test fall out.

There are morning and evening sessions and the process may

be spread over four weeks until complete eligibitity is

established.

The next phase after returning to their camp is to

uproot the |tNwanyi Urerr, the proud woman, under the

prescribed conditions. The rrNwanyi Urerr is a shrub that
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gro\^rs in a thick forest. It has to be located by psychic

means since neo-initiates have never Seen it before, and has

to be uprooted intact and carried to the camp. The root

radiates its force that inpels the carrier to stagger" The

carrier, hov/ever, draws inspiration from the initiation

songs from other supportive initiates.

The I'Nwanyi Urerr is used in preparing the new initiates
rrodu-Aka, the Eduma or the Ebitt (untranslatable) - the

insignia of initiation which he is made to test by locating

a hidden buried wt¡ite cock. on passing this final test, the

initiate is assumed to possess rra permanent ability to

interpret events and phenomenarr. The rnajor feature of this

process is that the initiate is enabled to develop an inner

eye as well as benevolent po$ters that are used to help the

society especially in locating rnissing articles.aT

Another variant of fsa-aka is rrltu-Anyar' (conditioning the

eye). This type focuses on the development of the rrinner

eyett inplying that graduation from the rite confers on the

initiate the faculty of prevision.aE

While Isa-Aka stretches over a period of three to four

weeks, another specialist initiation covers a period of two

to three months. This initiation is associated with rragl,rlurl

(divination force/emanation). There are two distinct

beneficient types.ae one is [agvlu nkatf (carver's or

artist's divination force). This initiation links the

artist (carver) to the rrcreative fountrr. The other rragv,ru
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isirr (divination force of the head) applies to diviners and

"dibiarr (rnedicine man/shanan). Unlike Isa-Aka, it is not an

age set initiation. It is rather individual and the period

of confinement inside a room is about two to three months

during which a rrteam of rnedicine men set to work purifying

and vitalizing the spirit/body of tne iovice[.50

The importance of "Agwu Nkarr is highlighted by the

descriptive word rrnkarr. Nka gives some insight into the

realm traversed by the initiate. rrNkarr is generally used

for an expert/adept and especially for one who has

manifested a high level of creativity. rrNkail is the noun

while the adjective is rrokart. rronya oka okl^turris one who is

a very inspiring and fiery speaker. Such a speaker

literally moves people v¡ith words. rrNkarr as shown in the

initiation process is of divine origin. The meaning of
rrNkarr is clearly shown in the translation of the New

Testament Book of Revelation in lgbo: rrNkpughe Ekpughere

Jon onye-oka n'ihe Chineket' (That which was

uncovered/unveiled to John Ionye-oka] the artist/the adept

in rnatters concerning God) .

John the divine $/as not an ordinary man. He was an

initiate (onye-oka). An lgbo initiate can easily relate to

the Book of Revelation. The content of the Book of

Revelation is not only illuminating, it also places

initiation as the structuraL apex on the path of evolution.
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Any discussion of initiation in rgbo land is incomplete

without a reference to the ttozott title. The rrozorr initiates

command a high social status and social respectability.

They have precedence over others at social gatherings and

are hedged.in by taboos. The taboos are instruments that

enable them specifical-Iy to maintain the level of sanctity

and "enlightenment'r achieved through the structured path of

initiation. After initiation they assume symbolic title

names. Most of the names are prefaced by the word rrezerr

meaning king.5r

The significant. point to be stressed is that initiation

is the mode by which the eye of intellect/nind and, above

all, the eye of contemplation are developed. Each eye is

sensitive to light., and light, whether exoteric or

subjective and inner, reveals. For the initiate what is

revealed is predominantly subjective and very real. The

initiate is, therefore abl-e to see the objective, tangible

and physical worl-d and the inner, invisible world all at

once. The power of insight varies from initiate to initiate

and the Igbo peopJ-e make this recognition when they say rrOna

afu uzo" (he sees clearly). This statement is usually in

reference to an initiate especialfy a rrdibiarr

(sharnan/rnedicine man) who has developed the power of

prevision to the extent that his predíction or the diagnosis

he makes is marked by pinpoint accuracy.
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The powers and faculties developed by the initiates are

not only diverse buÈ also tremendous. Some initiates
demonstrate the powers of intuition. "Initiation is the

source or the bestower of revelation. Through the

intuition, progressive understanding of the ways of God in
the wor1d, and on behalf of humanity are revealedrr.52

As a result of initiation the individual aura acquires

refinement (as it, is the case witn saints). The aura can

then be used as an rrantennarr to sense the environment.

Increased rarification of the aura and its consequent power

correLate with the point of evolution of the initiate. The

expression rrarum anataro ifearr (My body does not accept this
thing) is an indicator of negative vibration which is
incongruous with the high energy leve1 set up through

initiation.53
All in all, initiation is the mode per excellence by

which the mature fgbo man gains mastery of his personality

and subordinates it to his chi. Initiation also opens the

way to soul-infusion or the attainment of psychosomatic

unity as evidenced in the calm of the initiate. When the

Chi is in control as a result of initiation, those

attributes of omniscience, omnipotence and omnipresence

embodied in Igbo names begin to manifest in varying

proportl-ons.

5.4. UME - BREATH
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one rnajor activity that links the lgbo man with his

universe (as is the case with all human beings), is the act

of breathing. It, is through the knowledge of the Igbo

initiates that the inner meaning, and therefore, the

irnptications of the act of breathing is preserved in rgbo

language.

The permeation of nature with consciousness of varying

degrees as a function of relative density has been

postulated in the foregoing. A parallel penetration of all

planes and levels in nature by ume-breath is posited by the

Igbo people. Iku-ume is to breathe. rrona eku ume?rt (fs

he/she breathing?), when posed specifically addresses the

question as to whether the referee is alive. Iku-ume

becomes a prepositional expression denoting being alive.

Granting the proof that one is alive it is common to ask

rrinwere ume?tt (Do you have strength or energy?). on a more

metaphysical level, when the strength to accomplish a task

of a herculean nature is lacking, the expression of rrlgba

umerr is heard. This literally means "joining or adding

strengthrf. It is a type of mental or esoteric mathematics

by which extra energy sufficient to achieve a specific task

is generaÈed.

These references to Ume are, not surprisingly,

anthropocentric. Knowledge of oneself and human

interaction, forms the basis of approaching the knowledge of

other entities and forrns in nature, and is in keeping with
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another Herrnetic injunction rrknow thyself".s the Igbo

man, therefore extrapolates the faniliar knowledge to the

realm apparently unknown. The general and universal

principle of working from the known to the unknown is

embodied in an Igbo proverb which states that 'ruzu amaro

akpu ogene ya ne anya n'odu egberr. (The smith that does not

know how to construct a gong should look closely at the tail

of a hawk).55

Using human experience as a referent, the animal

kingdom is next to the human kingdorn in an order of descent,

and the application of the idea of breath - ume to that

kingdorn is proper and even objectively demonstrable. The

plant kingdorn on a lower scale shares in the process of

respiration. Modern science has taught beyond doubt the

exchange of rrumen between plants on one hand and animals and

humans on the other" The involvement of the lowest, the

mineral kingdorn, in this interchange and exchange of ume is

clearly j-Ilustrated in the nitrogen, carbon and oxygen

cycles within the context of nature.5ó Modern science,

agai-n has demonstrated that oxidation takes place in the

mineral kingdon. The knowì-edge of exchange of rrumerr within

this kingdom in rgbo land is kept and preserved within the

initiate circle. The uninitiaÈed can only infer from the

uses into which that kingdorn is put and what is said about

it and the prohit,ions about, the object.57
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Surrounding the entire four kingdons in nature is a

vast envelope of air which leads to the presupposition of

one universal breath. This envelope of air is the source of
rrumerr, the distinguishing mark of life in nature. The

ubiquity of air. in nature conjures up the idea of the Great

Breath. The Great Breath being the initial activity of the

Prime Mover is the fountainhead of force and of aII

individual consciousness. In the Nnewi creation myth, it is

the breath of God that gave life to the four sons of Edo.

The created order in nature resembles modern appliances

that carry out various functions when plugged into

electrical outlets. The Great Breath in this analogy is

mirrored by electricity. As electricity provides the energy

for work so also does ume in a human being"

rrThe breath not only serves as a
Iink between a person's body and
rnind, but is also the most direct
channel of interchange between
the person and the surrounding
medium. Through breathing we take
in oxygen, tying ourselves into
the larger ecoJ-ogical system which
connects plants and animals in an
overall cycle of energy exchange.
The act of breathing unites us with
this larger energy pool and
integrates us into the greater
context of nature. rr5E

The four kingdoms in nature through which the Great

Breath continues to flow presuppose a type of
rrpreprogrammingrr as in the case of a man-made CRT of a

computer system. In other words, forms in nature are so

made that they are not only sensitive, but also responsive,
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to the Great Breath. The Igbo peopl-e in their daily speech

talk of "igba umerr joining or adding energy. In other

v¡ords, one is encouraged to become energized. In the Igbo

world, this process does not involve any formalized and

conscious breathing exercise. It is a kind of.self-

interaction at the end of which the affected individual is

energized. The person is usually psyched up and ready to

act swiftly based on the specific situation. The resultant

behaviour is an expression of increased energy within the

body system. It is beyond the scope of the present work to

postulate the interior mechanism by which the energy is
generated.5e

The end product of rrlgba umerr is the energization of

the physical body as registered by the Igbo man. In other

words the registrant of the said energy is inspired.

The fundamental relationship between
breath and 'spirit' is reflected in
most languages. vizz our 'expiration'
and 'inspiration', the latter meaning
not only to inhale, but to become
fi1led with creative energy or spirit
(inspired).60

Again, the relationship between ume-breath/inspiration and

spirit is articulated in the Eucharistic Collect for Purity

when God is invoked to rrcleanse the thoughts of our hearts

by the inspiration of thy Holy Spiri¡tt.ot on the issue of

breath, the modern scientist, the Christian and the Igbo

traditionalist make reference to one indivisible source and

expect the same effect in daiJ-y living. The Igbo standpoint
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vrhen fully decoded refers to a rnetaphysical mathematics and

a type of chemicalization process that leads to a

Èransformation and conversion of energy.

This internal process by which breath is transformed

into energy is experienced throughout nature" The equation

of breath with spirit calls for a rethinking of animism and

the consequent identificat.ion of aninism with spiritual

ubiquity. This ident,ification facilitates the appreciation

of the fact that 'raIl is energyrr, âr appreciation that opens

the window into the rrarchaic[ wor1d. In this archaic world,

which the Igbo world participates in vivifying, the breath

energy is grounded in varied forms in nature. In human

forms it correlates with the degree of purity and level- of

consciousness attained by the individual and manifests as a

type of radiance or aura called lbubo in Igbo. It is the

source of charisma, a distinguishing mark of true lgbo

initiate"ó2 rrThe chinese called the energy chi; the Hindus,

Prana...; the Polynesians, Mana; and Anerindians, Orenda.

In modern times it has been called Orgone (wilheln

Reich)...and bioplasrn¿.1163 Paracelsus, credited to be the

father of Western medicine describing the same energy

phenomenon stated; rrÎhe vital force in man...radiates within

and around hin like a luminous spherert.s

The discovery by a contemporary neuropsychiatrist of rra

'vital energy body or field' which substands the dense

physical body, interpenetrating it like a sparkling web of
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light beams"r65 parallels the same discovery in plants and

other forms in nature.6 The more recent postulation of the

Gaia hypothesis is another vindication of this energy

deriving from the GreaÈ Breath. The agelong witness by the

Igbo people as well as other small societ,ies of the

pervasiveness of energy in forms in Nature again accounts

for the sacramentality of all things. It is Èhis

sacramentality that translates into what Mircea E1iade has

termed hierophany, the rnanifestation of something of a

wholly other, a reality tnat does not belong to our wor1d,

in objects that are an integral part of our natural

'prof ane' worl-d. ó7

Mircea E1iade further confirms the standpoint of the

Igbo religious traditionalist when he observes that:
rrThe man of archaic societies tends
to live as much as possible in the
sacred or in close proxirnity to
consecrated objects. The tendency
is perfectly understandabl-e, because
for prinitives as for the man of all
pre-nodern societies, the sacred is
equivalent to a power, and in the
last analysis, to reality. The
sacred is saturated with being.
Sacred power means reality and at the
same time enduringness and efficâcy.tt6E

Mircea Eliade's works vibrate with the sensed reality

of divine manifestation and revelation in Nature. He strove

to disabuse the [rlestern nind from regarding this reality as

aberrations.

Talbot on his part is amazed at the persistence of the
I'beliefs and waysrr of the Igbo and Ibibio religious
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traditionalists. He thinks that these beliefs and practices

had hardly changed rrsince, the childhood of the world." He

maintains that:

rrFor such the commonplace does not
exist, each object is tinged with
wonder and mystery, while forces
beneficent or malignant are to be
felt on every hand...Before their
mental vision the path stretches
broad and clear; familiar as that
which leads to farm or homestead...
To (them), everything, from the
smallest stone or humblest plant to
the nightiest rock, river or tree,
has an indwelling soul or 'Mana',
which is capable of projecting itself
in a nultitude of ways in order to
influence the lives of those with
whom it comes in contact.rróe

Dr. David Tansley, after extensive researches in

traditional societíes has come to a conclusion that is

similar to Talbot's observation. Tansley observes that:
rrAll forms, be they human, animal,
pJ-ant t oY even the apparently
inert mineral, radiate a surrounding
field of energy into the environ-
ment. This field or aura expresses
the quality and nature of the form
which it interpenetrates and
surrounds. rrTo

A review of the contemporary scientific discoveries

relative to nature can only draw forth from an Igbo

religious traditionalist a fit,t.ing proverb: 'rAku fecha

odalu anirr, (the winged termite after all its elegant flight

must faII to the earth). It implies that, in the final
analysis, one has to face the reality of that which has been

in operation since creation. The Bible also offers an
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appropriate expression which a contemporary exponent of the

fTR could easily cite as the present standpoint of the Igbo

world:

The stone which the builders
rejected has become the head of
the corner.Tl

5.5. EXPRESSION

In a classroorn setting, at the conclusion of each

episode of planned interaction by the teacher, the term

rfexpressiontr is specifically designated as activities which

the pupils engage in as proof of their comprehension of the

lesson delivered. fn nature this same process holds. For

the purpose of this investigation therefore, rrexpressionrr is
taken to be the reproduction by the fgbo people of that
which they have learned from Nature. Expression as a result
is predicated on experience. In Igbo, the statement [Imalu

ife imulu igbarr or ttgba ife imulurr (dance out what you have

learned) is an excellent synbolic mode of depicting

expression. fn other words, one (within a specific context)

is asked to show what one knor¡¡s. Expression as

conceptualized is integral to the experience of Nature.

The fgbo experience of Nature is holistic in spite of

the divisions into earth, water, space and sky. This

wholeness or unity is based on the Great Breath that

impulsed all there is into existence. There is one dominant

energy source that points to the interrelationship and
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interdependence of all apparent aggregations of energy or

force. The visible sun is only a symbol of this divine

energy source. Man, oD his part and as part of Nature, is

equipped with diverse rnechanisms for experiencing Nature.

The development of these apparatuses of learning from Nature

is influenced by progressive growth and accelerated by

structured initiations. Like spiritous }iquor that ag'es and

acquires greater potency with time, the Igbo man cultivates

more faculties of apprehending nature with the passage of

tirne. At a very old age the Igbo man/elder is said to act

as a link between the living and the spirit world of the

ancestors.

Beyond the physical and visible aspects of

manifestation only the initiate and elders have the

apparatus for gaining experience and consequently for

building up the corpus of knowledge available to the average

and ordinary fgbo person. This phenomenon is not the

peculiarity of the fgbo people alone. Berger and Luckmann

state that only a very linited.group in any society engages

in theorizing, in the business of

ideas and the construction of
lleltanschauungien. But everyone in
society participates in its 'knowledge'in one $ray or another. Put differently,
only a few are concerned with theoretical
interpretation of the world, but,
everybody lives in a world of some sort.?2

is also a conmon phenomenon that initiates are forbidden

disclose what they have contacted or experienced in the

rt
to
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supersensible and subjective world. st. PauI who is a

Christian initiate, makes this clear:

f know a man in Christ...who was
caught up to the third heaven -
whether in the body I do not knovl,
God knows. And I know that this
man was caughÈ up into Paradise.. "
and he heard things that cannot be
told, which man may not utter.73

Following this age-oId tradition Christ taught His disciples
privately and secretLy things that can only be seen with eye

of the mind and the eye of contemplation.Ta This universal

preservation of the confidentiality of the things known and

seen in the supersensible world is symbolically ernbodied in
Igbo provert: rrDi ochi ada ekwusi ife ofulu n'enu nkwurt,

(the palm wine tapper does not disclose all he sees high up

on the palm tree). Vlhile this fgbo thesis is exoterically

true it, is equally valid when applied to the high altitude
subjectively attained during the process of initiation. fn

other words, physical locomotion that lands one at the top

of the palm tree broadens onets horizon of vision. fn the

same wây, a controll-ed altered state of consciousness brings

one closer to God or Source of aII energy manifestations.

In each situation the perceiver has to guard his integrity

by keeping his lips sealed.

The silence which the rrl^Jayrr of initiation imposes on

the graduates raises a very important question. If silence

is mandatory following initiation experience, how then can

expression be coupled to experience? There is also the
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added problem of verifying and affirming the content of

experience. Perhaps the best answer to the question of

reflection of experience in expression is provided again by

St. Paul.
rrFor one who speaks in a tongue
speaks not to men but to God ¡ for
no one understands him, but he
utters rnysteries in the spirit. . .
So with yourselves; if you in a
tongue utter speech that is not
intelligible, how will anyone know
what is said?...Therefore, he who
speaks in a tongue should pray for
the power to interpret...I thank
God that I speak in tongues more
than you alJ-; nevertheless, in church
I would rather speak five words with
ny mind, in order to instruct others,
than ten thousand words in a tongue. rr75

In this brief instruction, St" PauI summarizes the

whole story of revelation as rra shared experiencerr and at

the same time discloses the mode of cornmunicating and

expressing experience. A careful study of St. Paul implies

that the initiate holds a position of responsibility.
Moreover he is under obligation to cornmunicate what he

experiences with the ultirnate objective of fulfil-Iing the

old Hermetic injunction of rras above so belowrr. In

Christian terminology, this amounts to ttThy will be done on

earth as it is in heavenrr. In sociological terms it, is rrthe

Social Construction of Realityt'.

Vùhile not ignoring some ¡:iaradox which is evident in
rrsilencerr of the initiate and the responsibility of the

initiate/eIder to communicate the content of experience, the
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focus of attent,ion is on the mode of communication of that

which is contacted. This noted paradox exists in Igbo

system and it is stated in strong redolent terms. rrAfu

n'ekwughi n'egbu okenye'r (seeing and not communicating kills
an elder) . There is really no contradiction in rrsilencerl

and the injunction to communj-cate. In Igbo land what is
stressed is the obligation of the initiate/eIder to lead,

and point direction in the light of subjective experience.

The apparent paradox resolves itsel-f in the caution which

must be exercised in not Èeaching caLculus and mechanics to
a nursery child. St. Paul has the same instruction when he

teaches that revelation must be reduced in a meaningful way

to the level of understanding of the auditors.

The issue of verification of experience triggered by

the paradox inherent in the confidentiality of that which is
experienced is resolved in the Igbo structure of experience

and expression. It is only sufficient to observe at this
juncture that fgbo rnethodology caIls for individual
experimentation and validation. What is more critical is
the content of experience from the lgbo standpoint.

Although the experience is individual and private its
presence within the initiate radiates and is recognizable by

one in close contact with the ini-tiate.?ó Freud is indeed

writing about all creative writers and artists when he

observes that:
rrThey are apt to know a host of things
between heaven and earth of which our
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philosophy has noÈ yet let us dream...
(They are) far in advance of us every
day people, for they draw upon sources
which we have not yet opened up for
science. rrz

Freud, by this statement, acknowledges the reality of

the experience which finds expression in creative work. ft
is significant that Freud sees the sources from which those

artists draw as Located between heaven and earth" Freud

however, does not acknowledge the sources as dj-vine. That

gap is easily covered in the Igbo experience and practice.

The ttagvru isirt form of initiation, as has been indicated, is
a process by which the initiate establishes connection with

the rrCreative fountrr. And f inalIy there is an inplied
apparatus or mechanism for drawing frorn those subjective

forces which the rreverydayrr man has not developed.

Moreover, a modicum of subjective light is imperative for
sight in the domain of those rrsourcesrr.

lrlriting in the same vein, but in a much more explicit

fashion, lVill Durant comments on ttgreat men[.

We too have had the experiences
they had, but we did not suck these
experiences dry of their secret and
subtle meanings: $/e were not
sensitive to the overtones of the
reality that hummed about us. Genius
hears the overtones, and the music of
the spheres; genius knows what
Pythagoras meant when he said that
philosophy is the highest music.78

There is no doubt that Durant is lamenting the decadent

state of philosophy in the Western World. This posture

indeed acts as a foil that. highlights the fgbo philosophical
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system. The lamentation indicates the limitation of a

rrnarro\n¡r' vision with only the eye of the flesh. The

genius/the initiate employs the three eyes. In his note rrTo

The Readêr", Durant rrhopes for the tine when the study of

the knowledge-process will- be recognized as the business of

the science of psychology, and when philosophy will again be

understood as the synthetic interpretation of all experience

rather than the analytic description of the mode and process

of experience itself rr.7e

Besides the apparent criticism of philosophy as

practised in his time, Durant gives in a nutshell an aspect

of the content of rrrnysticalrr experience. The rrgenius hears

the overtones, and the music of the spheresrr, and according

to Pythagoras, rrphilosophy is the highest musicrr. Further

elucidation of this content of experience is furnished by

Burtt,. Burtt, recalls that early in the Middle Ages, rrthe

synthesis of Christian theology and Greek philosophy was

accomplished with the latter in a predominantly Platonic, or

rather Neo-Platonic castrr. He goes on to say that:

"AII the irnportant thinkers of the
school liked to express their
favourite doctrines of emanation and
evoluÈion in terms of the number
theory, following Plato's suggestion
in the Parmenides that Plura1ity
unfolded itsel-f from unity by a
necessary mathematical process. rt80

The synthetic act of expressing that which is
experienced originates in the menÈal l-aboratory of the Igbo
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man as it is the case with other human beings. Affirming

the same thinking, Catherine Marshall states that rrone of

the most provocative facts I know is that every man-made

object, âs well as every event in anyone's life, starts with

an idea or a picture in the mindrr .8r The rnind in Igbo land

is generally described by its activities which are by

themselves very instructive. They point to the metaphysical

dj-mension of the fgbo mind and also simplify the

philosophical ptrzzles that have baf f led Èhj-nkers f or ages.

The key activlty of the nind is said to be rrogrugtu j-sirl

(counting in the head). This means thinking in western

terminology. Thinking as used in the West is absÈruse and

does not clearly bring out the extent of this mental

activity. rrogugu isirr is mental calculation, or mental

mathematics. Another word for this activity is neditation.
A variant of rrogugu isirr is "isikwu iferr (adding or joining

sornething). The person engaged in 'risikwu iferr is usually

silent, motionless and lost in thought. He is not really
adding 'rL + ztt but adding rrideasrr. He is planning and

organizing nentally. A type of chemicalization process is
initiated by which various rnultivalent, mental el-ements are

forged together, recast and reforged in readiness for
visible expression when the need arises. The recasting and

reforging process is called ttitughari ucherl

(turning/changing the nind) . Again, rrchanging mind"

woefully fails to bring out the meaning of ttitughari ucherl
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which is a mental process that involves recasting and

reforging of ideas

This phase of mental activity is what has been called
rrinternalizati-onrr, a process by which the objecivated social

world is retrojected into consciousness in the course of

socialization. Internalization as defined by Berger and

Luckmann is a form of mental activity. This activity

involves the reappropriation by human beings of the meaning

and essence of the objective world and the subsequent

transformation of the meanings into the structures of their

subjective consciousness.E2 Internalization as a mental

activity is partially descriptive of the Igbo situation.

Berger and Luckmann are egually concerned with the

transcendent; their stated task is to determine the

"empirical genesisrr of knowledge in society, and how that

knowledge comes to be socially established as rrrealityrr.

Their model provides a good theoretical frame for the social

dirnension of rgbo religious expression.

The internalization process, from the fgbo standpoint,

involves the abstraction of the meaning together with the

divine emanation embodied by the physical, tangible, natural

object in his world. The animal, the tree or whatever the

phenomenon is viewed as a whole and the essense in addition

to its rrcolourrr, behaviour and qualit,ative reality, in other

words the idea that is objectified becomes part of the

element for rrogugu isitr. rrOgugu isirt or rrisikwu iferr is a
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symbolization of the mental process of separating into

component parts (analysis); joining and eliminating to make

a coherent, meaningful, mental whole. In difficult
situations, the mental exercise sets up a tension that
magnetically at,tracts or draws chi/soul" This phenomenon is
explained by the concept of rruche ebiro ebirr (thought is not

resident in the mind) , and the idea of rrunderstandi-ng,rl

(ighota ife) which in Igbo is descriptive of plucking

something from rraboverr. fn the case of the initiate, this
tension opens the faculty of intuition or pure knowledge.

For I'ogugu isirr to be pure thought, the subjective

light resulting from initiation must be taken into account

meaning that the eye of contemplation is fully functioning.

It is then that the Igbo initiate/elder, depending on the

degree of his initiation and ãgê, draws from the order,

beauty, harmony and rrmusic of the spheresrr. In some cases

rapport is established with the "spirit worldtr of the

ancestors. Practically, these initiates, as a result of

this penetratj-on into the subjective world, are of this
physical worldrrand yet not, of it'r. They see the dark side,

the disorder, chaos and the instability of the concrete

world. The natural irnpulse for them is to work at the

creation of order. In other words, they have to
rrexternalizerr the experience of the subjective worId.
rrOgugu isirr by extension becomes a mental, creative activity
which has to be grounded on the objective world.
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This creative work is imperative. It is not only an

adjunct of the process of sel-f-actualization which is

inplicit in initiation, but also a means of avoiding psychic

congestion. rrWhat goes in has to come outrr appears to be a

natural law. Moreover failure to practise what one has

learned or achieved causes frustration. Revelation

contingent on initiation is a shared experience and to keep

to oneself the knowledge acquired is to travesty the very

principles of initiation and it therefore, leads to

declension in status and even instant death. The initiate

holds his status as a trust. He is under the watchful eye

of the ancestors, and his subordinate members of the

village depend on his rrlightrr. If he fails the living, he

is in jeopardy of not joining the rank of the ancestors.

Under the impress of the evolutionary urge or the

rrDirective Principlett the initiate has to rrserverr his

community through his Ìeadership which involves creativity.

The Directive Principle which is symbolized externally by

the physical sun and subjectively by his own chi/soul

propels hirn into actíon. It is here that the Second Law of

Thermodynamics becomes actively operative. This law is

triggered by a rnultitude of ambivalences and dichotomies.

The initiate is not yet perfect; he is onJ-y a divine spark

in a world/society striving for order in the midst of

disorder. He has to reincarnate and seeks to create a

better environment for his next 1ife. Thus, the initiate is
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entangled in a dialectic in which he is a medium for

creating in Èhe physical word that order and experience that
prevail in the higher levels of the subjective world.

The Iot of the initiate is, therefore, not an easy one.

He is surrounded by taboos that protect his sanctity. On

the other hand, he has to interact v¡iÈh the ordinary,

average and unpurified persons. The young'er ones around him

have not developed the eye of contemplation. He is under

obligation to teach and lead thern and yet, he is Èo be

rrsilentrr on the precious knowledge or rrpearlsrt that should

not be trampled upon by the uninitiated. The knowledge he

possesses is abstract, powerful and of high voltage. of

necessity, the formless and the unconditioned, has to be

clothed, veiled, insulated and given form and density in
order to appeal to the senses of the ordinary person. fn

other words, ideas which are spiritual are stepped down.

Through this mode, experience is externalized and given

expressi-on "

5.5. 1- " SYMBOLIC REPRESENTATION

The product of rrogugu isi" is usually targeted for
externalization. Vfhat was synthesized in the inner recesses

of the rnind becomes public property through symboÌs. As

intimated by St. PauI and as universalty applicable, the

communication of the subjective experiences and the outcome

of rnental activity is through symbols that are intelligible
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to the auditors within the particular environment. !,Iithout

this element of intelligibility through conventionally

shared symbols, the experience becomes sterile and

therefore, useless.83 It is j-nstructive that Christ used

this symbolic mode - parables and allegories - to get across

to his audience"

A symbol veils or imprisons the incarnating idea and

has the potency to appeal to all states of consciousness.

Its objective aspect that is in direct touch with the human

physical senses is an aspect of truth. Tracing the symbol

back to its source where it was synthesized and integrated

through rrogugu isit' and rrisikwu ifetr, the realization comes

that the symbolized truth was a fusion of "light". When the

symbol is understood for what it represents it brings

illumination because it has been "cl-arif iedrr. In fgbo the

ability to understand is rrinwe mmuo nghotorr (to possess the

spiriÈ that plucks). ff this nmuo (spirit) plucks the idea,

the idea is appropriated and leads to the enlightenment of

the individual. This process, were it to be given

appropriate reflection in the West, could be couched in the

characteristic western jargon of rrthe interpersonal transfer

of illunination through the process of mentation'f .84

To the fgbo person, rrsymbols are the outer and visible

forms of the inner spiritual realitiesrr.s5 In Paul

Tillich/s analysis of symbols, the great function of symbols

is:
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rrTo point beyond themselves, in the
povrer of that to which they point,
to open up levels of reality which
otherwise are closed, and to open
up levels of the human rnind of
which we otherwise are not ahlare.tts6

It is important to note that Tillich and Freud are

emphasizing the lack of awareness of some other levels of

reality and other levels of the nind in the West and at the

same time adnit, the existence of such higher l-evels. The

point that ís being stressed in this investigation is that a

structure of rrknowingrt of the higher leve1s in question is

avail-able especially to the initiates, saints, masters of

spiritual life and thinkers of renown; and as a result of

the persistence of the traditional man's religion such as

the ITR, much attention has shifted to the traditional man's

rrpsychomental Iife and his cultural creationsrt " The

essential observation is that man has rrsymbol-forming powerrl

and all Èhat he produces is ttsymbolisrr.sT

Eliade on his part confirms that I'religious symbols are

capable of revealing a rnodality of the real or a structure

of the worLd that is not evident on the level of immediate

experiencett.EE He then makes this all-irnportant remark:

For the primitive, symbols are
always religious because they
point to something real or to a
structure of the world. For on
the archaic levels of culture, the
real - that is, the powerful, the
meaningful, the living - is
equivalent to the sacred.se
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on balance, Tillich, EÌiade and Long among other
rrcertain philosophers, epistemologists, and linguists"m

have taken a position which amounts to the view that all

activities of the human spiriÈ, rrfrom rj-te and myth to art

and sciencerr including language are of symbolic. character.el

Generically, they have noted that man has rrsymbol-forrning

powerrr. For the prirnitive man, his symbols are rralways

religious and as a result his cultural creations are, as a

totality, sacredrr. These are accurate observations that are

fully relevant in the Ïgbo Wor1d" It is very significant

that the persistence of the ITR Traditional Religion as well

as other traditional religions has cont.ributed to what Long

caLls the rrne\nr hermeneutical situationrt. And by

hermeneutical he means rrthat attempt to underst.and the human

reality in history" in the light, of the challenges posed to

the hlestern !'iorld traditions by exotic thought forms and

behaviors" One of the outstanding benefits of the probe

into IlR and other similar religions is that the lrlest has

come now to rrunderstand the profound expressions of human

existence as symbolsrr.e

fn the light of this growing ahlareness in the l^Iest, the

Igbo man would add that mere understanding of human

outpourings into the world as symbols is not sufficient even

though it is a necessary sÈep in the right direction. He

would go on to assert that in the fgbo !{orId, these symbol-s

are sucked ttdry of their secret and subtle meaningstt, and
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that they open up other levels of consciousness that lead

into the worl-d of meaning, a world that is not separable

from the world of symbols. In the Igbo wor1d, any human

activity that upsets the equilibrium in the visible,
tangible world of symbols, sets up vibrations that threaten

the known order of the subjective world especially the

domain of the ancestors. Of necessity, there is a constanÈ

struggle for order in the world of symbols and the constant

effort to redress any known destabilizing variables.

Moreover, in the fgbo world view, the outer, objective

symbols partake of the sanctity of the inner world. When

the fgbo man creates anything, he utilizes exj-stent

forms/symbols that already have natural, sacred qualities,

col-our and specific energy leveI. Creation resulting from

rrogtugu isitt and ttisikwu iferr can then be posited as the

product of thoughts abstracted from naturaL symbols plus
rrucherr (thought/ideas) corning from other higher l-eve1s of

consciousness mediated by chi (souÌ) and brought into
synthesis by the rnanipulation of the subjective light.e3

The newly created symbol becomes a qualitative alteration on

a higher turn of the spiral of the original material

utilized and, therefore, acquires its ov/n sanctity. on the

other hand, the innate or inherent energy of a natural

object of man-made/rnan-[recycledr! symbol can be devitalized
in the same way a magnet can be demagnetized through abuse

fn the tangible world of daily
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living and human interactions, such a devitalization is the

function of pollution and therefore, requires specific
prescribed rituals for the restoration of balance.

If the words rrsuperstitionrr and rrmagic[ and the more

perjorative ones rrprimitiverr and rrpaganrr are revisited

with the eye of contemplation (which embraces the two eyes

of the mind and of the flesh), the act of creation or

recycling by the Igbo man who like other men is part of

nature as well as a rrmini godtt, being made in the image of

God, is seen in its right perspective as a sacred function.

All those activities of the Igbo man's spirit in their

various symbolized gradations serve the purpose of

fostering man's harnonious existence on earth and as a

result they are sacramental. This goal-directed existence

is regulated by Omenani

5.6.CULTURAL HERITAGE

In the context of lgbo mants environment, culture can

be conceptualized as a mental framework on which to hang all

the Igbo man's symbolic creations. These creations are such

that they have their distinctiveness that makes them

typically fgbo even though the creations result from the

utilization or recycling of pre-existent and natural symbols

that are universally available. These cultural creations

constitute the Igbo man's ongoing struggJ-e in the

externalization of what is |taboverr here rrbelowrr. In other
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hrords it, is the lgbo man's contribution to the social

construction and grounding of Reality.
This grounding of reality or divinity involves constant

mutation and the dialectics of symbolic interactj-on at all-

levels of consciousness open to man. While it is geared

toward human existence and survival, there is the underlying

irnpulse of progression toward perfection which is embodied

in the evolutionary process. The knowledge gained from the

totality of nature is appÌied in this process of rrbecomingrr.

fmpJ-icit in that growth process is the recognition of

deterrents or forces of disorder. Inevitably, the Igbo

man's cultural creations enbody tools for the construction

of Reality as well as tools for the protection of that which

Ís constructed.

The fgbo understanding of the goal of evolution can be

equated with rromenenutt (that which occurs in heaven/above) .

The superlative quality and superiority of Omenenu is
articulated in rrfgwe ka ala'r (heaven/sky is mightier than

earth). Since what, occurs in heaven is unknown to everybody

with the possible exceptions of some intuitive initiates,
Igbo pragrmatic approach prescribes working from rrknown to

the unknownrf. The approach is embodied in the proverb which

states that, rrUzu amaro akpu ogene ya nee anya nodu egberl

(the blacksmith that does not know how to construct a gong

should look closely at the tail of a hawk for a nodel). fn

the struggle to construct Reality in the Igbo social
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context, Omenani constitutes that which is known and proven.

Guided by the balanced and ordered structure of Omenani, the

fgbo man engages in the ongoing construction of Rea1ity"

Inna Corrine Brown gives an insight into the

conditioning effect of a cultural heritage such as omenani:

r¡The sinple fact is that people
usually think, feel, and act as
they do because they were brought
up in a culture in which these
ways vrere accepted, noÈ only as
good and right, buÈ natural.rrs

She further observes that the ways of life of peoples

¡rcustoms, oE folkwaysrr cannot be judged as right or wrong.

Because such social patterns are known and observed by

everybody, large areas of life can become predictable. To

her, rrsuch patterns of life are like traffic laws... it

becomes a matter of life and death that all drivers in any

given place foll-ow the same rules'r.e5

Based on Brown's observation, the inference is that

culture is a function of cognition. Cognition in this sense

embraces the three inseparable aspects of experience

(cognition, affect and conation) identified by Heim.e6 This

observation is nothing nel¡r in the Igbo world where it is

rather taken for granted. The observation can only serve to

reinforce the already known fact that among the Igbo people

culture is inextricably bound with the tot,ality of

knowl-edge.

The discovery of the bond between cognition and culture

in traditional societies such as the Igbo world has
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heightened the dynanics of the new hermeneutical situat,ion

referred to by Long. Keesing suggests that
rranthropologists must view cul-ture both as a cogniÈive

system organized in individual rninds and as a system shared

within a community, a system of publ-ic and collective

meaningstt.e Eliade recognises the spuriousness and the

artificiality of a world dichotornized between the sacred and

the profane. He has come to discover that every known human

activity of psychological, economic, spiritual and social

dimensions rrbeg'an as something holyt ot has, over the years,

been invested with religious valuerr. Dances, giames,

hunting, agriculture and even rrwords of the languagerr derive

from religious impulse.es

When the content of the inner consciousness of the Igbo

man is fully appreciated through its expression in Igbo

culture as a facticity, then will light come into the

hlestern phenomenological debate. In the meantirne, it is

sensibl-e to aqree that |tthe man of culture relates the

world of meaning to the world of appearances and regards

them in his mind...as constituting one world with two

aspectsrr . s
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5. 6. 1.IGBO CULTURAIJ CONTINUIÎY

The symbotogy of the seed clearly illustrates the

potentiality of the lgbo culture which is rooted in omenani"

The Igbo proverb which states that omenani has to be

fulfilled before Omenenu sums up the current geotropism of
the Igbo culture. As the seed at the tirne of germination

first sends its root down into the soil for anchorage and

basic nutrition, the Igbo have simiJ-arly, in a geotropic v/ay

anchored themselves and therefore, are earth-affirming.
The fgbo society as a seed with its radicle firnly

secured in the soil is a good description the fgbo

situation. Although it appears embryonic it has in fuII
seminality all the factors of healthy growth and

development. The basic j-nfrastructure is holistj-c and with
rudiments of the three eyes in p1ace, the society is poised

for progressive evolution.

As sons of nature, the Igbo people express rraccepted

relatednessrr with other kingdoms in nature. The four

kingdoms in nature make up their four day week cycle, and

four in numerology is rrthe number of the matter aspect of
man, the quaternaryrr.rm The persistence of this quaternary

- the number 4 in fgbo culture veils some meanings which

no one has successfully decoded. This continued rnystery is
closely related to their attachment and identification with
¡nother earth.
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Mother-Earth is the matter symbology as incarnated and

personified in Cassipeia, the Enthroned Queen, in the Virgin

Mary and in Andromeda.ror It is staÈed that Mother-Earth

symbology rrconcerns the whole goal of the evolutionary

process, which is to shield, nurture and finally reveal the

spiritual realityr' . lÛ2

Mother-Earth, Ani has never ceased to loom large in the

consciousness of the fgbo people. As the key enunciator

through the intermediaries of the ancestors, Ndichie, of

Igbo peoples' rrsystem of prescriptive ethics, which defines

what the lgbo ought to do and what they ought to avoid",rO3

her hold is quite strong on the fgbo peopl-e. Moreover, the

triangular relationship between Ani, the ancestors/Ndichie

and the Igbo people remains unbroken and is constantly

Iubricated. rs

One of the obligations inposed by the Ani-

Ndichie/ancestor relationship translates into ceaseless

endeavour, struggle and labour. This has become

institutionalized into the dignity of labour and the

recognition of achievement. A forn of salutation is rrDa1u

O1urr (lhank you for working). This form, as Basden notes,

is used rrwhen one meets a person at workrr. The salutation
is rrrepeated as often and used as vigorously as the work

appears to warrantrr.l0s This salutation is another mode of

'rIgba umerr (joining breath) . Metaphysically it, is a form of

inspiration. Persistent labour, and ceaseless endeavour and
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doing sets up progresslve rhythm that leads to graded

rrperfectionrr. This process is inherently initiatory. ft

l-eads to mastery and domination of lethargy and converts the

person to a real man, whose effort is crowned by the taking

of the ozo titl-e when other requirernents are met. This is

the fulfilling of nature with elegance.16

Perhaps in this fulfilment lies the secret of the

number five. Five is said to be the number of completeness

or perfection. fn Igbo five is rriserr. Ise is the word

sounded in chorus by the el-ders after the consecration of a

kola nutlø or at the conclusion of a powerful ritual

involving verbal oblations for the corporate good. Five is
rrthe number of man, because man is a divine son of God, plus

the quaternary which consists of the lower fourfold

naturett.los The implication here is that through evolution,

the ordinary man has come to the stage where the soul (chi)

is in control. This evolutionary process holds the key to

the dramatized father-son-mother relationship in Igbo

land.læ

The peak of the evolut,ionary process in a life cycle of

the Ïgbo man, therefore, correlates perfectly with the seed

synbo)-ogy. The rgbo society, if it emerges fron the

geotropis¡n of omenanj. will go through the whole cycle of

thinking, f l-owering and fruitage.
5.6.1"1.THE GOLDEN THREAD ENDURES

The seed syrnbology in its ongoing life cycle transmits
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its Ilfe essence (genetlc code). That, invisible quality

that contlnues to glve the seed its distinctlve denotatlon

as a specific seed can be equated with the golden thread.

In the context of the fgbo society, this golden thread

symbolizes the Ancient, Ageless Wisdom. Natalie Banks sees

this thread as a I'spiritual life-line waxing or waning in

clarity and intensity from century to centuryil.¡¡o To the

rationalist this golden thread can be likened to the

mathematical propositions which constitute the archetype of

truth, because rrmathematical propositions do not change in

content fron age to age and from country to countryrt.l¡t

To the Igbo people this golden thread is grounded and

anchored in Ani. This positlon gives a deeper meaning to
ttodinanitt lthat which inheres ln earth) which has been

popularized as customs of the Land or omenani. A possible

clue to the potency of Odinani is the reference to rrThe Lanb

slain from the foundation of the worldrr.ll2 rt is, however,

inpossible to assert categorical.ly that this reference is

the genesis of lgbo creation myth and subsequent, special

sacrifices offered at cross-roads. Be that as it nay, the

fgbo belief in odinani persists and Edgar Caycets thinking

lends weight to odinani:

Everything without is within;
everything that resides in the
heavens resides in the earth;
that the pl-anets and starsr âs
welÌ as our bodies, are corpuscles
in the body of God; that it is aII
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one. ll3

Vühat is interesting, however, is that the fgbo people

have a tradition of this golden thread. Aldous Hux1ey calls
this thread rrThe Perennial Philosophy,t which is:

the metaphysic that recognizes a
divine Reality substantial to
the world of things and lives
and minds; the psychology that
finds in the soul something similar
to t ot even identical with, divine
Reality; the ethic that places manrs
final end in the knowledge of the
immanent and transcendent Ground of
all being - the thing is immemorial
and Universal "l¡a

Huxley Índicates that rrrudiments of the Perennial

Philosophy nay be found among the traditionary lore of

prirnitive peoples in every region of the worl-d".lls In the

mind of the Igbo person, the golden thread is a whoLe and

that holistic conceptÍon embraces the designated strands of
ttspiritual life-linerr, rrmathematical propositionsrr and the

unalterable facts of nature whether meÈaphysically or

psychologically conceived.

In the fgbo World, this golden thread derives from the

Monad, already defined. The Monad has variously been ca1led

the Universal Mind, the Supreme Intelligence and the Energy

Source. The branching out, of the thread, therefore pervades

the created order, pervading space and the heavens and yet
rrremainsrr. fn the f inal analysis the golden thread is the

substratum of holism and the Igbo conception of spiritual
ubiquity.
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Under Èhe esoteric name of "Eriri ji ndurr (the thread

that holds life) a whole world of philosophy is opened up.

It is significant to recall that in the Igbo environment

everything is said to be living. This rreriri'r (thread),

therefore holds together what is regarded in the West as

animate and inanimate objects. Ànd as J-ong as there is the

created order, this thread persists"

Knowledge of this rreriri j i ndurr presents endl-ess

possibilities. Knowledge is power and the fgbo people are

not lacking in the. exercise of this po\Árer. It needs to be

stated, ho$rever, that this knowledge remains esoteric and is
in the custody of the initiates. ft enables them to
manipulate life in both inanimate and animate objects. It
is sufficient to posit that this knowledge is aLso the

source of magic in the Igbo world.116

5.6.L.2. fGBO LANGUAGE

One of the most tangible expressions of the golden

thread is the Igbo Ìanguage. The Igbo language, like any

other language, is sacred because iÈ is the vehicle for
conveying the inner subjective realities for mutual sharing

and interaction. It is a symbol that enables the Igbo men

to understand each other and the world of meaning

surrounding thern.
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The Igbo language as an aspect of the Igbo heritage is
the greatest treasure of the Igbo people. It is the one

singular thing that distinguishes the Igbo man from any

other man and is, therefore the encyclopedic repository of

the Igbo culture. In everyday life, the language is so

taken for granÈed that its pivotal place as a vehicle for
the acquisition of knowledge is hardly given attention
because of habitualization. Berger and Luckmann clearly
point out thaÈ the dialectical process between man and

society is mediated through the instrumentality of language.

Language is constitutive of reality and it is through

language and on the foundation of language that what passes

for knowledge in any given society is built up" The sum

total of rrwhat everybody knowsrr about a social world, ,,an

assemblage of maxims, morals, proverbial nuggets of wisdom,

values and beliefs, myths, and so forthtf is mediated through

language. Thus rrlanguage provides the fundamental

superimposition of logic on the objectivated social

v,¡or1drt.ll7

On a more netaphysical level, the Igbo language as a

language that has been in use since the dawn of creation,
rr8 in all probability, has its root from the one universal

language.rre consequently, it is a fragmented and

conditioned point of the Logos, the Word. It is indicated

that the Greek noun Logos, derived from the root found in
the verb Lego, ,,I sayt,. Thus,
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r¡tord, speech, argument, explanation,
doctrine, esteem, nurnerical computation,
measure, proportion, plea, principle,
and reason (whether human or divine)
all represent standard meanings of
the one Greek word.l2o

It is noteworthy that, all these meanings of Logos, in the

fgbo wor1d, are the producÈs of rrOgugu isi'r (menÈal

mathematics/cogitation) and'risikwu ifetr (abstract

calculation, addingrweighing and subtraction), a process

which is creative as well as spiritual in Èhe sense that it
is a human extension of the initial act of God.

Further ill-urnination comes from the mystery revealed by

St. John when he asserts thatrrfn the beginning was the

!üord, and the Word was with God, and the Word was Çedít. r2r

The personification of the [.ford, categorically states thaÈ

He is the ttway, and the truth, and the 1ife".r22 The Igbo

people traditionally have preserved this metaphysical

knowledge and made it current in their own words. First,
there is rreriri ji ndutt (golden thread, the thread that
holds Iife, oE life line) " Another important recog,nition

which is a name given to people isrrNdu bu isirr (1ife is
prime). Then, the revealer of the rnystery is ttezi okwu by

ndurr (right word is life or truth is life). In these three

sentences r¡¡e find a perfect correlation between Christian
nysticism and fgbo metaphysics.

In addition, in the Igbo world words have specific
energy, colour, vibration, and power. Benjamin Ray cites a
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similar recognition of vitalism in words among the Dogon of

Mali in l,Iest Africa. He narrates that Amma, the Supreme

God, in his activities on earth dispersed a sacred life

force-nyama. This nyama or life force permeates all things

both animate and inanimate as the power back of their

existence" This life force rris manipulated and controlled

by the ritual Word'r, especially during the periodic rrrenewal

of life'r symbolized in loca1 sacrifices. "This Word has the

same properties as the Word originally spoken by Amma which

fertilized the Cosmic Seed at the beginning of creation".123

The Dogon experJ-ence is a paralleI to the Igbo

recognitions.

Every day speech in lgbo land evidently points to the

mystical pov/er of words. In rrOnu okenye bu afarr (the

mouth/word of an elder is divination), a classic is
presented. The expression indicates that the words of an

elder are magical and efficacious. When an elder sounds a

note of danger, if precautionary measures are not taken, the

prediction materializes. Another variant is rrOnu nne/okenye

bu mmuorr and it means that the word of a mother or an elder

is rrspiritrr. It is also strongly believed that rrokwu/onu

okenye ada eme ntanarr, (the mouth/word of an elder never

dries uptt. His words not only survive him after death, but

remain powerful and inspirational. The general belief is

that the eLders are close to the spirit world of the

ancestors and as a result, are in comrnunion with them.
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Another current belief is the idea of I'Chukwu igbanye mmadu

afa n'obirr (cod putting insight into a man's heart through

direct intervention). Literally, God is playing the role of

a shaman and through the faniliar process of divination
reveals to the individual that which would not have been

known in the normal state of consciousness. lrlords are the

usual means of communicating such experi-ences to others.

Freud is noted to have paid attention to the power of

words. In his General fntroduction to Psycho-Analysis,

according to Duncan, "he points out that psychoanalytic

technique is dependent on symbolic ana1ysis...Freud bel-ieved

that words and magic hrere in the beginning one and the same

thing, and even today words retain much of their powerrr.

Freud points out that words spoken by one person to another

can cause greatest happiness or has the capability of

bringing about utter despair. rrThis is because words evoke

emotions and are universally the means by which we influence

each other.ttlza Dr. Azikiwe, âD lgbo man, adds another

dimension to the power of words (printed words) . lnlriting

home from Pennsylvania in l-930, he described his extensive

researches in the library as rtcommuning with the ghosts of

literateurs of antiquityn.t25

Dr. Azikiwe,s observation is typically Igbo. Ideas

contained in a book are supposed to vibrate as they contain

some force.126 This belief revealed in the idea that
domestic animals - dogs, cats, sheep and chickens are able
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to tap into the unexpressed thoughts of their ovrners

especially when plans are afoot, to sell then. The popular

belief in Igbo land is that words carry energy with them.

The saying rrfke okwu adiromrr (I have not the strength ¡ener:gy

to talk), is a reflectlon of the idea of energy utllization

in tatking. Also the exhaustion or the depletion that

accompanles a long speech is an indication that the energy

has been transferred from the speaker to the auditors. This

can be validated by the law of conversation of matter which

states ltthat matter can be neither created nor destroyed,

but can only be changed from one forn into anotherrr. r'

This transferred energy is symbolized by the expression

rrmkpuru okwurr (seed of word, or seed-word) which of course

is expected to gerrninate in the individual. The noted

depletion of energy on the part, of the speaker, especíally

rronye oka okvrurr (a¡r adept, at the effective and productive

manipulation of words), creates a rrlott pressurerr which is

bal-anced and repl-enished through the process of spiritual

infusion or spiritual Ímpression. Here the rhythn of input

and output that is set up guarantees the rronye oka okwurl

ascent on the l-adder of evoLution while the group/segment of

the fglro society he is interacting with is equally

ttupliftedtr.

5.6.1 .2.L. VERBAI¡ AND NON-VERBÀL LANGUAGE

Igbo language, the prlnclpal heritage of the lgbo
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people, has many forms as a means of communication. The

usage of any forms or combination of forms is situation

determined. The popular expression: rrto teach somebody in

the language he can understandrr opens up a wide variety of

forms:

A clearer aspect of this broad form of language is

indicated in the root of the Greek verb Lego rrf saytr which

has been pointed out in the foregoing. This form then has

to be said or verbalized using words that are conventionally

shared by the Igbo peopl-e" It is constitutive of everyday

speech and is intelligible to one who is adequateJ-y

socialized in the lgbo environment.

PROVERBS

Proverbs constitute the pinnacle of lgbo verbal node of

expression. rn proverbs verbal communication is brought to

its highest elevation" The Igbo people are proud of this

heritage because it is the cornerstone of their intellectual

baggage as well as the doninant, furniture in their mental

archives. For the Igbo people, materials of greatest

antiquity are todged in proverbs. fndeed as Berger and

Luckmann observe proverbs are rrnuggets of wisdomrr.

Scattered throughout the Bib1e, proverbs are identified

with Wisdorn. I{isdom in some sense antedates the foundation

of the world. God is sometimes seen as fnfinite l^Iisdorn and
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Christ is also the personification of Wisdom and in the Book

of Proverbs, he speaks as wisdom and as the Lamb that was

slain at the foundatj-on of the earth; he brought wisdom down

t,o earth. A deep reflection wilI, therefore, reveal that at

the centre of every created object or thing is wisdom.

Commenting on Chinua Achebe's Thincrs FalI Apart,

Carolyn Nance notes that rrThroughouÈ the novel, one is
struck by the innate wisdom of the Igbo elders who use

proverbs to teach their kinsmen the sanctioned pathsrr. The

paths, of course, derived from a cosmology of rrunity within

a tight, Iittle universe of moral and material ba1ancerr.r2s

It should be added to this observation that there is no

human situation that does not have an appropriate Igbo

proverb to reflect it. The entire fgbo philosophy which

branches out in science, natural laws, the mystery of tine
and number is embodied in proverbs.

Proverbs preserve in the Igbo world, the ancient

structure of cognition. A proverb is not a nilk for babies;

it is a nut one has to crack to get at the meat veiled

within it.. Like the initiation process it weeds out the

weak, the foolish and the unintelligent. The proverb is
usually presented in a speech or ordinary conversations in
the same manner that Christ taught in parables. No

explanation is usually offered and the individual has to
wrestle with it; decode it and decipher the meaning. This

process is usually an individual activity which entails
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self-interaction - talking to oneself. -1" Igbo way of

stating the process again centres on mental, nurnerical

calculation. The idionatic expression is ttiji ire we gua

eze onurr (counting the teeth with the tongue) and this means

the use of one's imagination - a process which is
reminiscent of rrogugu isitt (counting in the head) , and other

associated phenomena such as rritughari ucherr and ttisi kwu

ifetr "

The art of decoding a proverb is a necessary prelude to

a major initiation and is, therefore a spiritual process.

The fgbo man $rrestles with a proverb until the meaning dawns

on him, and once the meaning is gained, it becomes a

permanent feature in his consciousness ready for use in
interacÈion with others. Moreover, through this symbolic

interaction with words, the individual achieves a personal
rrtransf ormationrr .

The irnportance and value of proverbs can be appreciated

when it is recognized how they are formulated and who

formulates them. fn Igbo land it is clear that proverbs are

the preserve of adults being the formulations of initiates
of antiquity and to some degree, of adepts and men with the

faculty to penetrate the world of meaning. Sharp witted
children can of course use proverbs, but this is a rarity.

Proverbs are formulated by initiates who have developed

the inner sight that enabl-es them to suck the meaning back

of any presented situation, event or interaction. These
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initiates, because of the high mental altitude they have

attained, become rrthe spring, and soul and centre of

revealed religion" in the Igbo world. At that high

altitude, they contact "things to enlighten our

understandings, to acquaint us more and more with the things

of Godrr. The proverbs, Iike the biblical proverbs, leave rra

monument of prinitive theology - the first and great

principles of the light of nature, on which natural religion
is f ounded tr . l2e

It is on the basj-s of their high spiritual content,

didactic structure and above all the element of

impersonality ernbodied in them, that proverbs remain the

apotheosis of Igbo means of communicatj-on. Proverbs are

stil1 used in schools to teach students and to stimulate

thern to engage in abstract reasoning. Ogbalu testifies to
this fact: rrI was fortunate to have come under the

influence of a headmaster who delighted so much in proverbs

and who greatly stimulated my interest. He is no other than

the Rev. J. c. Nwankwort.r30 The presenÈ writer recalls his
grade teacher who always started the school year by invoking

the law of reciprocity as a means of setting ground ruLes

for the year. He always said rroke amana ama ata akpa dibia
ma dibia amana ama ahu oke onu ntokurr; (Let the mouse not

deliberately chew up the medicine man,s bag and IeÈ the

medicine man not purposeLy singe the mouse's mouth). In
fact, there is no meaningful gathering of Igbo people that
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does not call for the use of proverbs. Sermons in Christian

churches enbody proverbs. Where ever the Igbo people

interact the world over, the use of proverbs makes their

conversations spicy, and cherishable.

souNDs

The use of sounds and the interpretations attached to

sounds cut across the artificial boundary of verbal and

non-verbal language. In a sense, all voiced, verbal forms

of communication are based on sounds. On the other hand,

non-guttural sounds made by man are all significant and do

convey specific meaning. A hollow wooden gong (ekwe/ikoro)

when sounded, according to set patterns, either summons the

community to a meeting or alerts people to aII kinds of

public announcements.l3l Also the firing of canons as part

of funerary rites is said to assist Èhe spirit/sou1 of the

deceased in rnaking a srnooth but speedy passage into the

worl-d of the ancestors/Ndichie.

One of the most intriguing and wide-spread use of sound

is the response to rrlgbo kr¡¡enurr. In any assernbly of adults,

the main speaker raises his voice and sounds rrfgbo kr¡¡enutl

(Igbo people, agree/ sound, respond or reverberate) and a

loud chorus of "Iya...lrr follows. The call goes out three

times and after each caII the l-oud response is sounded. A

careful observation of the manipulation of this sound
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technique reveals its magical/nystical effect on the

audience. soon after the sounding, a remarkable calm

settles over the assernbty/gathering. A sense of peace and

harrnony prevails while the audience becomes more receptive.
rrlgbo kvrenurr is the traditionaL form used in large

gatherings. Vfhile that forrn remains in current use, many

versions have surfaced which are either variants or

adaptations that meet the needs of smaller organizations,

but in the main, the effect is invariably the same.r32

Music by itself is a form of synchronized sounds.

Music is said to be divine and sacred. It is a stepped down

version of the rrmusic of the spheresrr. It becomes

indigenous as a result of its expression in locally

available slmbols. Igbo music is as old as the Igbo people.

Basden, from his eye-witness account, points out that |tthey

(the fgbo people) certainly have inherited a fair share of

the art originated by the 'Father of Music' (Juba1-Cain)tt.

Arguing that the people, prior to contact, never had any

intercourse "with the civilized worldrr, he concludes that

"their musical proclivities, their instruments and their

songs, remain practically as they existed in primitive

times, or at any rate that, they have developed

spontaneousf yrr . r33 The instruments in use then included
rrugenerr a kind of whistle made of clay, trAvrjarr - Oja which

is another wind instrument that produces sound like a

piccolo. The more complicated ones vrere percussion and
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string instruments - native xylophones, rrubo-akwalarl

native guitar. The playing of each instrument calls for

specif ic s.kiIIs.

Vthat is important is what the Igbo people make of the

sounds that constitute music. Basden, writing about rrufierr

- the native xylophones, saYS

the beating of the instrument is
always significant; sornething is
conveyed to the native mind which
is uttêrIy incomprehensible to the
European, and our inabiLity to grasp
that meaning in no way detracts from
the importance of the drum in everY
Ibo function. l3a

Basden further comments on the val-ue of the wind

instruments. rrlt is supposed to instil energv into the

labourers and help them to forget the burden of their task,

and the effect makes a difference, and natives work much

better when inspired by its sounds.t'135

Singing is an aspect of music. In Basden's estimation,
rrthe native singing is more fascinating than the

instrumental musicrr. He notes that the leader of a chorus

is held in great esteem as $/as the case with rrthe minstrel

in ancíent days in Eng1and". The description he gives of

the leadership qualities and methods of the song leader is

insightful:
rrHe must possess not only the
musical gift, but the poetical
instinct also. He creates his
theme as the song proceeds, and
great ingenuity is displayed in
fitting words to tirne and tune
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on the spur of the mornent,. Any
unusual incident is seized upon
and utilized as material by the
leader, and when this fails he
has recourse to the retelling, in
song, the exploits of old.ttl36

As to what the peopl-e sing, rrcouplets appear to be the

most in favour with the Ibos, the leader chanting two lines
as a solo, and the fuI1 company joining in with a

double-lined chorustr. Sometímes a four-Ij-ned song without a

solo or chorus features. AIso some songs are intended to
be sung as solos. t3? He further adds that rr it is
fascinating listening to such a party (of singers) and the

foreigner is astonished at the precision with which the men

singrt.

Songs have the same effect on the lgbo people as the

playing of musical instruments.
ItWhen canoeing it, is extremely
he1pful, and paddLes which have
been inclined to lag quickly liven
up to the strains of music. It is
anusing to watch the effect of a
song upon a cre\,{. At first it makes
no apparent change in the situation,
then gradually chatting ceases, and
one here and there begins to hum the
tune. Vüithin a short time the songt
grips the men, and at once the
paddles begin to strike in tune with
the rhythrn, and a good stretch of
water wil-L be covered without conscious
effort on the part of the men.t'r3E

Basden is very accurate in his observation of the Igbo

music experience. fn spite of his effort to convert the

Igbo peopJ-e to Christianity, he does not fail Èo see that
the native songs engendered a ttliving soul-stirring effectrl
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on the people. rrEuropean music, âs they interpret it, has

not yet succeeded in gaining access to the inner being of

the fbo; it may have the form of music, but it lacks the

essence.rr His assessment is indicated in these words:

The more one listens to native
rnusic, the more one is conscious
of its vital power. It touches
the chords of man's inmost being,
and stirs his primal instincts...
It is intensely passionate, and
no great effort of the imagination
is required to realise that. such
music could only have originated
with the son of cain!r3e

The conclusion that can be drawn from Basden's account

is that in the lgbo world, the ancient art of music is
preserved with all its power. It, is sufficient to say the

leader of the chorus in each group/community, like other

artists, is an initiate of some degree. Again such artists
draw from sources not revealed and known to the average

person. The same universal structure of cognition is

mandatory for the leader to be able to effect a bridge

between the objective world and the invisible world. What

is contacted is part of the Logos and it behooves the

contactee to step it down and make it intetrligible through

symbols - words and instruments. rn this regard it should

not be forgot,ten that Matthew Henry, has noted that rrsuch

variety of methods has Infinite Vlisdorn seen fit to take in
conveying the light of divine revelation to the children of

menrr. Any such expressions are divine and music is no

exception:
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rrThey have a poetic force and
fl-ame, without poetic fury and
fiction, and strongly command
and move the affections without
corrupting the imagination or
putting a cheat upon it, and
while they gratify the ear, they
edify the nind and profit the
*ot"' bY Pleasing. rrraô

On the basis of Henry's insight, it is possible to
posit a relativity of the l,Iord. This relativity is
strengthened by the fact that Jeremiah says that rrthe word

of the Lord was a fire in rny bonestt.l4l Here, wê are moved

into the realm of metaphysics where heat, light and sound

are interchangeable. The impact of music as a form of
rrinflamedrr word (energy), therefore, should not be

surprising.
Under its influence, and that of
the accompanying dance, one has seen
men and v/omen pass into a completely
dazed condition, oblivious and
apparently unconscious of the world
around them...It lifts men and women
out of themselves r' it, may l-eave them
almost prostrated with exhaustion; it.
may bring into activity all the baser
instincts. ra2

In spite of rare cases of over-stimulation caused by

music referred to by Basden, fgbo form of music

instrumental and vocal continue to be used to lift the human

spirit. The music is heard in most churches and in
Christian wake-keeping. In various forms it ís still used

in public assemblies. During the Nigerian civil war, many

insightful songs !,/ere composed by the victirns, the lgbo

people, and these were not only inspiring, they were indeed
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rrenergy-boostersrr that made the lgbo soldiers fight with

self-sacrif icing heroism.

A song formulated by an unknown prisoner in the

colonial era deserves some comment. The songi is rrOnye gbube

achara onye gbugbe, onye akpona ibe ya onye ikol-i (Let each

person keep on cutting the grass, Let no one call the other

prisoner). The meaning behind this song is very powerful

and could constitute the theme of a sermon. The prisoners

are all in the same boat; it is a waste of tirne to call

names and denigrate the other as a prisoner" fn other words

t'why do you see the speck that is in your brother's êyê, but

do not notice the 1og that is in your own eyelttr43 In

addition, each is egged on to do his duty without

cornplaining. The sirnplicity of the song is amazing. It is
sung soLo by one of the prisoners who, ât the same time,

keeps the rhythn by knocking a piece of metal on his knife.

ft sounds like a syncopated running waItz. The prisoners

synchronize the cutting of gras.s by allowing each sl-ash of

the knife to fall on the heavy beat. The sound from the

synchronization and the solo produce such an energízing

rhythm that the assigned port,ion of grass is cut with

speed.l4

In all probability, this practice of deriving energy

from music must have inspired the contemporary vogue of
Itmusic while you workrr. Whether this adaptat,ion is
effective or not is not the concern.
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5.6. L.2.2. NON-VERBAIJ IJANGUAGE

Non-verbal language is predicated on the fact that some

of the experiences of the initiates cannot be.disclosed in

their nakedness to the ordinary person" I^tere they not

forbidden to make disclosures of such identity altering

experiences, there would be the problem of adequate

vocabulary to articulate the experiences for easy

communication. There is the added problem of the

credibility of the disclosure" All these factors in

combination, necessitate the use of symbols for the

expression of subjective experiences"

The non-verbaÌ symbolizations are externalj-zations and,

therefore add t,o the Igbo cultural creations" They are

veiled, subjective, non-discursive outpourings that engage

each individual either privately or publicly as part of a

collectÍvity in the process of ttsymbolic transformationrr.

Each engagement contributes to the social construction of

Reality. The constitutive symbols come under the

subheadings of art, and ritual. In some of these

subcategories some overlapping occurs.

ARlT

Art, as expressed in the Ïgbo worLd, includes dancing,

music, painting and carving.

Dancing: There are many forms of dancing for boys, for
girls, for men, for women and for rnixed companies. Atthough
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some dancing appears to be for recreation, behind it aII

the religious factor. Basden paints an accurate picture

a typical fgbo dance:

is
of

rrthe instrumentalists squat on the
ground.. .with neither progranme nor
ðonductor. Presently one of the
musicians sounds a few desultorY
notes, which graduallY evolve into
a recognized melody, the others join
in, and tirne and tune are thus
established. The dancers range them-
selves and begin slow rhythmic move-
ments, unconsciously swaying their
heads in tine with the music" Às the
dance proceeds they appear intoxicated
wittr the inotion and the music, the
speed increases, and the movements
bécome more and more intricate and
bewildering. The dancers work them-
selves into a veritable frenzy and the
spectators keep silence from sheer
eicitement. The twistings, turnings,
contortions and sPring movements,
executed in perfect tine, are wonderful
to behold" Movement succeeds movements
in rapid succession, speed and force
increäsing unt'il the grand finale is
reached...then, in a flash, music and
dance cease abruptly, the performers
remaining rigid in tneir Ìäst' Post'r¡t¿s

FuII of admiration for the dances he observed he Leaves

the irnpression that rrthe physical strength required is

tremendous. The body movements are extremeLy difficult and

would probably kill a European...As one watches the swaying

figures, and listens to the rhythn of the music, one

naturally responds. It is doubtful whether any native could

resist the spell inwardÌy, whatever outward aspect he might

assumett. t46
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This form of dancing Èhat is graphically described by

Basden is still executed in fgbo l-and. Intra regional
competitions at the Festival of Arts have heightened

interest in these dances. Women groups in various church

denominations organize dances that entertain during church

festive occasions and at Christian funerary rites. Some

civil servants secure membership into some dance groups for
ready support should the need arise to fulfil_t funeral
obligations at the residence of an inlaw or within the

extended family system. In the event of the civil servantrs
death, a performance by the group is guaranteed at his
funeral as long as his membership remains in good standing

at the tirne of death.

In al-I the various dance forms that are currently
established in the Igbo environment, the religious theme

remains the underlying factor. Consciously or

unconsciousLy, the participants are engaged in symbolic

transforrnation. The multisensory nature of the dances

affects the spectators whose overt reflex behavior is an

indicator that an agreeable chord has been struck in their
hearts. The dancers and the spectators usually internalize
the songs. Very often the songs weII up from within and the

individual-s burst out singing or whistling the songs

privately. As Richard Foster points out, such repetitions
lead to Itmind renewal-rt and carl Jung on his part indicates
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that such engagements lead to the generation of psychic

energy. la7

Contact with the West, rather than diminish the

intensity and frequency of these dances, not surprisingly

enhanced their vitality. The introduction of gramophones

and the use of gramophone records popularized the dances.

The songs and music, as a result, became available in most

homes. With the availability of band instruments some of

the lgbo rhythms and songs feature in most dance ha1ls. The

Iate Celestine Ukwu, âs a band leader, rose so high in

popularity that he was styled rrthe philosopher kingrt for the

reason that his songs were filled with significant Igbo

proverbs. Stephen osadebe is another top musician who, with

his band, has kept Igbo wisdom alive in records and cassette

tapes. Bands have proliferated and so also have radio

stations and television studios that carry the Igbo songs

and dances to every part of Igbo land. Moreover, an

improved transportation system has nade it possible for

musicians and dancers to cover wide areas to meet individual

and community needs.

CARVINGS AND PAINTTNGS

Traditional carvings and sculptures have continued to

the present. Each item carved embodies a meaning which is

always spiritual. The most widespread, sacred object in

this category is the rrofort. ofo is a short stick carved
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frorn the v¡ood of a speciaÌ tree , Detarium Senegalense ' It

is used as the t'physical nedium for the invocation of the

powers of AIa, (ani, the earth goddess) and the

ancestorsr.l4s The ofo symbolizes truth, purity and

uprightness. Ofo remains the key ritual element in the obi,

the ancestral tenple of the Diokpara. The nature of its

power is expressed in a proverb which states that rrofo ka

idide ji awa anir' (the earthworm penetrates the soil by the

virtue of the power of ofo). This means that no one should

underrate the po\,rer of ofo which is imperceptible and stil-I

quite efficacious. To take an oath and swear by an rrofor is

a clear assertion of one's freedom from guilt or complicity

in a crime. The belief is so strong that an offender or a

criminal who swears by it wiII not live long. Onty titled

men, the priest, nedicine nen and clan heads, possess ofo.

IKENGA

In the same category as the ofo is the ikenga. The

ikenga is a decorated art piece carved from trees that' are

believed to have ritual powers such as Ogirisi, Oha and

Okwe. Some are carved to have the form of animal figures.

The standard version is the ram-headed type which

significantly symborizes ran-power and ramts symboric mode

of interaction. Other variants include the carving of a

rrseated male figure holding a matchet in one hand and a
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severed head in the other and crowned with a pair of

hornstt.la9

The rkenga has a broader use than the ofo and can be

possessed by an individual who is not of the initiate cl-ass'

Its acquisition is a rnark of demonstrated power, strength

and achievement. sometimes it symbolizes the fruit of

enduring persistence, doggedness and determination;

therefore, its possession is a constant reminder that

nothing succeeds like success. fn oÈher words, ikenga is a

powerful motivator. As Dr. Afigbo observes, ikenga is

usually commissioned to celebrate ttindividual achievementrl

or even rrgroup achievement...success of a man' or a lineage

or clanrr.lso

In another sense, ikenga is a type of prophltlaxis'

Resident in it is a type of rrpsychic force that could be

rnobilized to promote success"rt5l and ward off danger or any

deterrent to progress. It can be reconsecrated and

consulted before rfembarking on a najor enterPriserr.tsz In

the words of Dr. Afigbo:

ITAII the existing literature on
ikenga describe Ít as a religious
or cult object... (it) is portrayed
to have beèn an object of religious
veneration and worship. Prayersr or
perhaps more correctly, incantations
were said over it...either to make
it more powerful and active in its
role as ã support for the PhYsical
thrusts of its devotee, or to thank
it for a supportive role it had
already playþ6. tttsr
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The symbolis¡n of ikenga apart from its physical

anchorage in a carving is very alive in lgbo tand' It is

oftenembodiedinspeech.Inemergencyonecouldbeheard
invokinghisrrikenglarr-rrikengamuo!t'(nyikenga).This
invocation is an instinctive call for an immediate

interventionbythe''psychicforce||.Insomehealing
rituals or rituals for the restoration of balance in the

corporate affairs of a community or that of an individual,

it, is common to hear the officiating priest/el-der invoke the

ikenga of the ancestors. In this case, the force that led

the ancestors to succeed in their era is invoked to 
"on't" 

to

the aid of the individual or grouP'

But above aII, ikenga has been revitalized at the

ideational level at the university of Nigeria Nsukka' In

response to rra noticeable resurgence of interest in lkenga,

not so rnuch as a cult object but as an evocative synbol with

anappealthatismany-sided||,Df.Afigbowasverymuch

instrumental rrto the decision (in Lg72) of the Institute of

African studies, university of Nigeria, Nsukka, to name its

main research journal- Ikenga and to adopt the symbol as its

logs,r . ts+ The inportance of this adoption is made vivid by

Barzun and Graff in a sinilar situation. They state that:

rrne live and are moved by historical
ideas and irnages, and our national
existence goeÀ on by reproducing them'
We put the faces of our great men and
v,romen on our stamps or coíns, wê make
symbols of historic ptaces and objects" '
aírd we take pains evèry year to relive
historical events and translate the¡n
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into visual- forms... (This) is a sign
that a set of ideas still has living
force, and their embodiment in institutions
continuous existencs. rrl55

Jacques and Graff, indeed point out that such

restorations are [valuable as a stimulus to the emotions of

unity and pridsrr.15ó This observation applies to the

revitalization of the Ikenga because the fkenga appears to

be the canalization of the ttvibrations which induce in the

average lgbo man the will to make efforts of the kind that

can magnetise success in lifets different professionstt.l5T

other forms of visual arts exist in Igbo land. Each

particular symbol remains rraÌì instantaneous way of recalling

shared beliefsrr. Many plaques and paintings can now be

purchased in narkets. The drawings on the plaques also

carry some matching inscriptions which are proverbs.

Examples include rrOchu okuko nwe adarr (he who pursues a

chicken tends to fall down). The user of such a plaque

inpties that he is insulated from attack because of his

righteousness or freedom from guilt. Another common

inscription or engraving is rrAsiri na ekposa obodorr (gossip

breaks community solidarity). Vehicle (car, bus, truck)

stickers displaying similar proverbs are sold by the

ubiquitous peripatetic hawkers. Through these symbolic

forms the ancient wisdom of the Igbo people is not only

popularized but also perpetuated. For the purchaser of the

plaque or sticker, the article serves as ever-present
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reminder of the meaning embodied so that daily conduct of

Iife will put the specific meaning into consideration"

5. 6. 1.3. RITUAIJS

Thergbopeopleassonsofnatureareverygoodatthe
performance and observance of rituals' Granting Susan

Langerrs view of ritual as rrmeticulously exact repetitionrl

of forrnalized rrovert behavior in the presence of the sacred

objectst'rlst it becomes logical, that in the tight of

spiritual ubiquity in the Igbo world, ritual in that

environment is totally pervasive. Indeed no facet of life

escapes the ritual Process'

Ritualinthergboworldcansimplybepositedasthe

function of human initation of nature" rn other words, it

is the conseguent response to Nature's examplarism' Nature

in the first place, sets the ritual paradigrm and man as part

of Nature falls in line. RituaÌ is I'the imposition of a

reguJ-arrhythmrforrhythniswhatreallydesignatesa

ritualrr. This inposition of rhythm on the lives of people

engaged in ritual result's in discipline'

No one on this earth can evade ritual
ãr ""t.*onial, 

for the rising, .and,the
"ãttittg 

of the sun imposes a ritual,
[tt" "vóric 

passing 9f the years"'impose
a rnytnrn upón hunãnity...There is no
ã"áãi"g thè process oi ceremonial tiving'
It is unconsðiously recognized, blindly
followed, and constitutes the grelt
ãi"ãiprine of the^ rhythmic breathing
of 1i-f e itself t' . rse
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ft does not need to be stressed that the Igbo people

consciously engage in the ritual process and are cognizant

of the purpose back of their ritual activities. They

recognize the duality inherent, in night and day; the chi

(soul) and the personality as an imperative requiring the

ritual process as a means of establishing equilibrium. But

they see in Omenani, the repository of the known and proven

structure of maintaining balance and harnony; therefore, to

thern, to futfil Omenani in its various facets, is to engage

in constant performance of rituals.

There is no iltusion in the mind of the lgbo as to the

difficulty of ordering experience and the bringing of every

day life under control in an attempt to futfil Omenani.

This striving for the maintenance of equilibrium in the

physical-, phenomenal !{orld under the superintendence of the

ancestors and other benevolent spiritual entities is very

precarious. There are the unpredictables that occasionally

intrude to upset the balance. rrEvil spirits, some of whom

were spirits of departed men and women who because of their

wicked deeds on earth could not be permitted to dwell with

others in the underworldrr constitute part of the

unpredictables.rm Man, on his part, can spring a surprise.

This surprise, which in most part occurs because of the

nants inability to work out some harmony between his chi and

personality, could rnake the individual resist, conformity.

Igbo society, then is engaged in the ongoing dialectic
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essential to the construction and maintenance of its world.

It becomes a struggle to impose order and keep chaos at bay"

The lgbo people, perforce, not only respond when an

order-threatening event occurs, they also work hard at

prevention of such events thereby rnaintaining their wor1d.

Here again, the chief instrument at their disposal is the

use of rituals
Victor Turner sees ritual as connect.ing rfthe known

world of sensorily perceptible phenomena witn the unknown

and invisible realm of the shade. It makes inteJ-Iigible

what is rnysterious and dangeroustt.lól Susan Langer adds

that rrtheir (rituals' ) primary achievement is'morale' "

They are part of man's ceaseless quest for conception and

orientationrr .162

The rites of passage which are common in every culture

and, therefore universal are observed among the fgbo people.

Throughout the entire cycle of birth to death, each phase is

marked by specific rituals depending on sex, age and social

status. Each ritual is underlined by the quest, for order

and ultimate perfection. Thus, each activity is only a link

in the evolutionary chain. The endeavour, then is to ensure

that each link is strong and well constructed. on a broader

stretch, each generation finds itself duty-bound to preserve

and maintain the order it has inherited, and here the

analogy of the relay race is most illustrative. In this
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regard, it is easy to understand the series of rituals

associated with marriage in lgbo land.

Fundamental to the marriage rituals is the strong

belief in reincarnation. fn the fgbo world view, ancestors

reincarnate in their original families. This makes the

institution of marriage mandatory so that vehicles could be

provided for reincarnating ancestors. The living, oD their
part, seek to qualify for admission to the status of the

ancestors and this gives maruiage added importance.ló3

Marriage itsel-f as a ritual is underscored by the idea

of order which is achieved through rigorous selection of

compatible partners that would uphold not only family but

also community tradition. Above aII, it represents the
rrExternalizationrt stage in the rrfundamental diaLectic
process of societyrr, by which rrthe ongoing outpouring of

human being into the world, both in the physical and mental

activity of nenrr takes place.lfr Thus rnarriager âs an

institution, is not just a matter of choice for the

individual, but obligatory. ft is not a matter of

instinctual proctivity for procreation but a purposefuL

symbolic act in which care is taken to operate within
prescribed and established procedures which are highly
ritualized.165

Following narriage, there are preconception and

conception rituals which are clai¡ned to attract the right
child for the fanily. These rituals ward off reincarnating
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spirits or ghosts that would bring disorder and instability

to the family.t6 Àt birth, ritual's are used to determine

the identity of the baby with regard to its former life and

measures are then taken to prescribe speciatized training if

warranted, and appropriate naming rituals are sel-ected'ló7

Inlgbowor]-d,thecyclefromcradletothegraveis

punctuated by many rituals. The infant is regarded as

having linited horizon. To them, nnwata nawu aru n'afo

nraforr (t,he child concentrates his bathing around the

belly). ALso it is recognized that a child is dirty because

he plays in the sand and in the mud. However, by washing

his hands he can eat with an elder. (Nwata kwo aka nya na

okenye eriko). In this proverb, the importance of rituals

is stressed. By symbolic washing of hands (purification) an

unitiated person can be transformed. rn other words,

through rituals, especíally the initiatory type' one can

commune with saints. Then, the child whose vision was

initialty circumscribed, becones the "diochi'r who by ascent

to the top of the pal-n tree acquires a wide range of vision'

The funerary rites rnark the end of one life span and

the beginning of another. Death resulting frorn suicide and

abnorrnal causes do not call for elaborate rituals' Rituals

become eLaborate when the life cycle is fully completed and

a1l the expectations of the average Igbo man are met.lóE

These rituals are meant to accord the spirit of the dead

becoming passage into the spirit world of the ancestors' As
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it is common knowledge that the ancestors are integral

members of the household, even though they inhabit the

Supersensible world, other ritual modes come into operation,

to maintain and strengthen the relationship between them and

the 1-iving.r6e

Intervening rituals between the cradle and the grave

act in the main as social trlubricantsrr. Sorne are seasonal

while some are annual, biannual or even sept,ennial.lTo

These rituals are calculated to maintain the balance and

rhythn that is supposed to exist between the ancestors and

Ani (earth goddess) on the one hand, and the tiving members

on the other" The rituals incLude Ani rituals performed by

the Ani priest, ne\^r yam festival and the ner¡/ moon ritual.

The new moon ritual indicates the celestial rhythmic pattern

of order for corporate appropriation and consequent

exteriorization in the affairs of men.lTr

Not all ritual-s are public. The initiates keep daily

private rituats in their respective |tobirr (ancestral

temple). The ritual is a form of daily morning prayer that

significantly binds the initiate to light. On the one hand,

it revitalizes the linkage with the ancestors. It is called
rritu nzurr (the heaping of pulverized white chalk).r72

Àmong the youth, the declaration of innocence is

symbolically ritualized. ÀIthough the Christian churches

see the ritual
svrear by earth

contravention of the injunction not to

heaven, the significance of the ritual
asa

or by
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in the nind of the practitioner by far outweighs such an

inexpticable prohibition. Therefore, in order to vindicate

his non-Iiabitity for an offence or a charge against him, he

quickly wets his third right hand finger in his stuck-out

tongue, touches the ground and then raises and points the

soiled finger to the sky. By this symbolic gesture the

individual binds himself to earth and heaven calling both to

witness.lT3

of alL the numerous public rituals, the rrIloo mmuorl

deserves attention. This is a yearly feast that is

celebrated in the month of August in honour of all the

ancestors. The celebration is a high water rnark in the

daily invocations and interactions with the ancestors.

children are assigned the task of cleaning the village paths

in preparation for the feast. rrumu adarr, the ¡narried

daughters in company of their children and sometimes oi

their spouses return to their paternal homes with gifts. on

the set day, the father of the family removes the previous

yearrs sticks of ogilisi (NewboTdia Taevisl, which represent

the ancestors and plants new ones inÈo the ground in the

open air famity shrine. He then kilIs four fowls,

sprinkling their blood on the sticks. Next, he invokes the

blessings of the ancestors and their continued guidance over

himself, his imnediate family and his extended family.

while the children spread the chicken feathers al-ong the

familyrs main entrance path, ana, the mother cooks the fowls
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erith yan in the open yard near the shrine. General merriment

follows. The next rnorning, the father goes to pay homage

(nru) to the oldest, nan in the village with a chicken wing,

leg and liver from the ritual.lTa

From this description, it can be seen that a successful

iloo mmuo ceremony furnishes emotional satisfaction to the

participants. Psychotogically it. is difficult to evaluate

the total effect. The well proven aphorism: rrThe thinking

makes it sorr, holds good here and can be used as an adequate

gauge of the transference or contagion of order that

accompanies the ritual process. Ritual-s inherently

represent and generate order and as victor Turner remarks

rrrites are partialty (designed) to effect a reconciliation

between the visible and invisible parties concernedrr.

It is of interest to note that the 1100 mmuo festival

in some villages has been rescheduled to coincide with the

christmas day celebration of the year to enhance the

festive mood within the community.

The cult of chi (soul) and the rituals associated with

it bear cLose resemblace to the lloo mmuo festival. The same

number and type of sticks, (four) is used. The cult of chi

is more of a private ritual than a public one' It is carried

on within the immediate fanily cÍrc1e and conducted by the

mother of the girl who wants to institute and objectify her

Chi. In the case of an adult male, the ritual is conducted
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by an elder or a dibia, native doctor.lTs what deserves

stressing is the prayer or invocation the elder uses:

obu Chi... (name of the Candidate) Okeke
k'anyi n'ado. Doo, k'unu due Ya n'ife na
nÌo, eke, oyêr afo na nkwo, n'ezi ntuzo.
K'oghalu ije kwulu m'obu nokwulu. K'obite ulu
na be yaa. K'aka loye n'ife...K'achotalia
onye ibuo (that is if unmarried) Iy'ewet'aIia
omumu nwoke n'omumu nwayi. Chekwalia ngrwulu
ye na ndi be. Ajo muo aya afu ha nke ajo
mmadu n'aafuha. . . Isee.

(It is the Chi of okeke... that we are ensh-
rining. Please, wê ask you to lead him in aII
things in daylight or in dream - in aII times
(Eke,OyerAforand Nkwo) , in aII roads and by !'tays,
so that he does not encounter any dangers. May
he live fruitful-ly in his house. May he prosper
in Iife. Find him a wife (if he is unmarried).
You will bring him male and female offsprings.
Protect hin. . . Amen. 176

It, is obvious that this prayer could be offered by any

Christian elder without the ritual elements and yet achieve

the same effect. Moreover, its close sinilarity with St.

Patrick's Breastplate is instructive.tz

Another form of ritual is the I'fgba ndurr (joining

life) ceremony. rrfgba ndurr is a covenant designed to

forestall any naticious act that rnight lead to the death of

a community nenber or seriously threaten the life of any

person in a small group in which indications of ill will

have come into the open. AII the affected individuals are

brought together and the presiding rrdibia" (nedicine man)

leads them through the process of oath - taking in which

each makes a pledge not to harm any of the participants in

the ritual" The blood of each is slightly drawn and added
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to a conmon pool. A ritual feast is held and peace and

harmony restored. Any breach of the oath Leads to the

instant death of the infractor.rTs

In the face of convulsive crisis, the Ozo titled men,

men who through initiation and passage through l-ife's
crucible have attained the status of holy men, call for

calm. Their stoicism and philosophical standpoint is

reflected in a proverb: rrOnwero ife anya fulu gba obalarl

(no sight, no matter how horribl-e, would make the eye

bleed). This will be taken as stating that no experience is
totally shattering. ft may be that they see in crisis a

cycle of destruction, reconstruction and restoration. the

society usually survives on a higher turn of the spiral

after the ritual process of purification or reconciliation.

In the enterprise of world maintenance, a community

council made up of elders could isolate a person who

threatens the integrity of a group or any assocation within

the community by committing an offence which is tabooed.

Such a victim is shunned and all social interaction with him

t,erninated until redress is made by him. This category of

sanction is so stringent that, reason would dictate sociabl-e

behaviour by group members. Should the victim die within

the duration of the suspension of all forms of communication

with the rest of community, it. is certain that in the spirit

world he would be disqualified from joining the ancestors.
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The stark reality of the situation calls for post-mortem

purificatory rites. In fact, relatives of the victim suffer

humiliation and disgrace, even though they are .not directly

involved.rTe This type of ritual brings to the fore the

need for rrtransparent Iivingtt by all members.

Refusat to live trtransparentlyrr in some situations

attracts corrective satirical attacks as a means of social

control. Satire is a powerful ritual especially when spoken

words, songs, music and dancing are integral to it. The

satire operates on the established premise that the fgbo

have a shame culture. Dr. Nvroga makes the case rrthat the

Igbo did attribute some preternatural powers to satirerr. t80

l.Ihat is significant about the use of satire is its

rootedness in language and the effective rnanipu}ation of

words. In the words of Dr. Nwoga:

ItThe organization of words is
dominated by the expected impact"
It is, therefore possible, in
certain situations to create the
effect of satire by simply calling
the name of the victin...Much
(however) depends here on the
derogatory nature of the affirmed
attribute or action of the victim...
It is possibLe for the clever
practitioner to insert enough emotive
expressions which have instant impact
because of striking chords deep in the
consciousness of the group so that the
effect is immediately felt by the
audience. ttltl

Dr. Nwoga stresses the effectiveness of the satirical

songs he observed in real life situations and confirms the
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achievement of the desired impact because of the

frhomogeneity of the audiencerr.

The recrudescence of rgbo cultural activity in the

period following the Nigerian-rrBiafrantr war (L967-Lg7o) tE2

presents an interesting picture that caLls for an

investigation. Suffice it to observe that the

revitalization has unique phenomenal features.

Revitalization is an attenpt by some nembers of the society

to renew rrtheir lives, their belief systems and create more

satisfactory culturettls3 as a result of various forms of

deprivation.

The circurnstances of the war forced virtually all- fgbo

people to their respective villages or other villages where

omenani is firmly anchored and fully alive.le

The Igbo returnees/trrefugeesrf from the cities were

rrrebaptisedtr and steeped into the customs of the land. For

some who were semi-detribalized, there was no choice and no

escape from the pervasive force of omenani. They had to

live with their kith and kin and all- the affected gamut and

network of consanguineous relationships. All social

interactions which include greetings, meetings, social

visits, eating, drinking and public recreation and

entertainrnent srere ritual-ridden. For them, there is the

constant and endless encounter with nature and above all,

only the Igbo language was spoken.
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For the purposes of this investigation, what can be

said is that the war situation served to rrrefertilizerr the

Igbo cultural heritage. Indeed there was an outburst of

cultural revival in the sense that what had been in

existence has been boosted and reenergised. This writer

recalls a situation in which a Christian wedding was being

conducted at st. Maryrs (Angtican) pro-cathedral, uruagu,

Nnewi and a troupe of masquerades and dancers went by

drunming and chanting: Ozokwa anaro uka. (Ozokwankpo, 'name

of the groupt does not prevent one from going to church. In

other words, membership into the Ozokwankpo group does not

conf lict t^rith Christianity) . Because of the persistence of

the institution of the ozo title and on the basis of its

significance, both the Roman Catholic and AngJ-ican Churches

have, in a surprising move, severally, reached agreement

r^rith their membership who have secured the Ozo titte. This

indeed is revolutionary. The titled men no longer face

excommunication.

Another element of Igbo culture that is ongoing and

that is taken for granted is the observation Leonard made.

At the turn of this century, he was impressed by what he

ualled fgbo peoplers rranimaL inspired animaLis¡rrlEs Ut this

expression, he meant that the lgbo people drew inspiration

and acquired some attributes and skills from animal-s which

are constitutive of nature. Some instances of this

experience wiII throw some light into the vaLidity of the observation.
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Whenever an animal such as a co\á/, goat, sheep, is

kiIled for doinestic consumption or for ritual purposes' the

parts are distributed according to the meanings attached

to them. The elder or the oldest man in the community is

given the heart and the nÈi-n'ani, the animal's underside,

that is the portion that is assumed to embrace the

earth/ani while the animal is at rest - the chest - as his

exclusive share in addition to what he gets as a

group/community member. A woman or the women involved in the

given circumstance receive(s) the loin. The rest of the neat

is shared according to custom. This practice is still

observed by all irrespective of religious affiliations.

What counts is the meaning that is attached to these

symbolic gestures. Each animal that is part of the fauna

has its special tone and quality. Symbolic interaction with

them and the lessons they impart add to the corpus of

knowledge available to the lgbo people. Through the symbol

system of the Igbo Ìanguage, this knowledge is passed on

from generation to generation. These animal-s not only

feature in proverbs and lgbo folklore that are used daily,

but also are epithets applied to people or consciously

assumed by people. !.Ihen a person is calIed trmberr (tortoise),

there is an instantaneous transcendence from the mere

physicaL, objective anirnal to the world of meaning and ideas

to connote cleverness and sharp wit. If a person is called
rragurr, (Ieopard, Iion) , rrenyitt (elephant) , a whole world of
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meaning is opened from which the situation or context

informs the individual of other people's assessment of

hin/her.186 This evaluation is inspired by the particul-ar

animat in question. On the other hand, if a man is referred

to as rrafo anu nmee/obala emeturt, (an animal intestine that

is not touched by blood), it is indicated that the person

is standing on the fence. It means the person is detached

and avoids group action and corporate responsibility. The

reality of this form of inspiration accounts for the

continued use of specific animals or animal parts by native

doctors/dibia in preparation of therapeutic medication"

The ongoing inspiration from the aninal worl-d has

assumed another form. Some car owners have some

plastic/synthetic animals hanging in their cars. These

animals take the form of spiders, scorpion and snake. In one

instance, I observed the juxtaposition of the skin of a

python and the crucifix on a dash board.r87

There is the proverb that states that rrachuba aja ma

afuro udene amaru na ife melu be ndi muort, (ff a sacrifice

is being offered and no vulture shows up, it is assumed

that sonething is wrong in the spirit world). Vulture in

this context is the accredited representative of rrNdichierr,

the ancestors. The appearance of a vulture(s) at a funeral

ceremony is an index of the presence from the spirit world

that is deJ-egated to participate and sound approval of aII

transactions. ¡88
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It is doubtful if there is any comparable translation

of the lgbo aninal experience into Christianity than this

powerful rgbo christian prayer: rrchebe anyi n'okpuru nku gi

etu okuko si echebe umu ya n'okpuru nku yarr. (God

hide/protect us under your wings as a chicken/hen covers her

chicks under her wings). For the lgbo people the power and

inspiration from animals is also given expression in the

song: :Kweke kweke ebulu ji isi eje ogu!'r (Kweke which is

untranslatable is descriptive of a back and forth motion.

The rneaning is that Ebu1u' ram, goes to fight with his

head) .

ttEbulu ji is eje ogurr serves as one of the classic

ittustrations of the fgbo peopLe's ability to draw the

essence from the anirnal- world. Ebu}u, ram, inspired the

carving of ikenga in the form of a ram-head. the ram-

headed ikenga, âs noted, is the repository of a psychic

force which, if mobilized, promotes success and is consulted

on any najor enterprise. By the rhythmic chanting of the

words, there is a metaphysical appropriation of this psychic

force which empowers the ram in its mode of fighting.

Encapsulated in the war chant is not onty the distilled

essence of this psychic force that inpels the ram to

persist and achieve victory but also a combination of

reasoned, goal-directed plan of action and a purpose-driven

execution of strategy. A spin off of this ram examplarism

has also been carried into the Christian churches especially
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in Mbaise area. Church conpetitions or other fund raising

activities are called rriso mPl, (Iocking horns) following

the exampl-e of rams and goats.lte

The universatity of this animal inspired animalism is

now being recognised and used in the West. In a television

commercial produced by Chrys1er, the manufacturer of Dodge,

Ram-charger to illustrate the power of the truck, two rams

are shown as locking horns. The commercial ends with the

chanting of rrRam - Power! ! !tr The Igbo appreciation of the

force of the animal v/orld is equally vindicated in the

experiences of the First Nations (Aborignals) of Canaaa.

Currently, the logo on their letter heads features various

anirnals. Àbove all, the Chinese Zodiac is a classic

illustration of man-animal relationship. The commentary on

one of their charts states that
rrThe Chinese Zodiac centres around a
L2 year cycle. Each year is named after
different-anirnal signs. These signs
deternine your personality, degree of
success and other circumstances
governing your life.ls

rt should not be forgotten that animal-s are a part of

nature. Nature in the consciousness of the lgbo people

offers a variety of forms from earth to heaven which in

their dense and concrete differentiations slnnbolise spirit

in nanifestation. Any interaction with any componenf of

nature has the potential, as illustrated by the aninal

worl-d, to inspirerrrigba unerr ( joining-breath, infusing
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inherent spirit in) the lgbo man. In the Igbo holistic and

totalistic environment, that act of inspiration which, when

decoded means growth in consciousness and interaction with

spirit mediated through breath, equips and strengthens the

Igbo person in the daily and ongoing act of fulfilling

omenani.

All in aII, the modern fgbo person lives in a world

where ancient customs deterrnine the way to live. These

customs remain the basic socio-religious infrastructure that

regulates what is acceptable and proscribes that which makes

for disorder. So long as the lgbo people exist and the fgbo

language is spoken, the Igbo cultural heritage will persist.
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LO8. Alice BaileY, Labours of Hercules. p 1oo.
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l-38. Ibid., p L91.

L39. Ibid., p 1-92.

L40 . Mat,thew Henry, 3 : VI "

l41-" Ibid., See Jereniah 2O:9.

L42. Basden, p L92. See also rock concerts"

L43. Matthew, 7 23.
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l-45. Basdenr Þp 131-132.

L46. Ibid., pp L32-L34.

1-47 " Calvin S. HaIl and Vernon J. Nordby, A Primer of
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l-48 " Elechukwu Njaka, Iqbo Political Culture.
(Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1-974), P 33. See
IIogu, pp l-8-l-9.

L49. A. E. Afigbo, Ikenga: The State of Our Knowledge.
(Owerri: RADA Publishing Company, 1986), p 3.

150. rbid.

151" rbid.

L52. rbid.

153. Ibid., p 8"

L54. rbid., p 1.

155. Jacques Barzun and Henry F. Graff, The Modern
Researcher. (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.,
L977) , p 9.

1-56 . rbid.
1-57. Afigbo, p L. It is cì-early evident that Igbo

people are motivated by intangible forces. flogu notes that
rrbecause individual- chi differs, every man is expected to
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prove of what kind his own Chi is by various economic and
social activitj-es. This is the background of the strong
achievement motivation said to be possessed by Igbo peoplerr.
Ilogu, pp 36-37.

158. Susan Langer, p \34.

L59. AIice Bailey, Esoteric Psychology. L:365.

L60. F. C" Ogbalu, Iqbo Institutions and Customs"
(Onitsha: University Publishing Company n.d.), p 51.

L6L. Vict,or Turner, The Rituual- Process Structure and
Anti-Structure. (Chicago: Aldine Publishing Company, 1969) .

1-62. Susan Langer, p 138.
the underlining is mine.The ongoing nature of rituaL is
inplied and goal of this orientation is religious,
acceptable moral behaviour"

L63 " One of the eligibility criteria for ancestorhood
is having a wife or wives and children. To remain unmarried
at the age of rnaturity is considered abhorrent and fanily
pressure is usually strong in persuading the man to marry.
Shou1d a man, for some reason, fail to marry, he is put
under the category of rrAkalogerirr which means a rrfoolish and
useless person, a good-for-nothingtt. ff such a person dies,
his spirit joins the rank of rrAkarogerit', a band of evil
spirits that harass and torment the living. See Ogbalu, p
52, and Arinze pp 48-122.

L64. Berger and Luckmann, p 4.

l-65. The marriage process involves elaborate rituals
and ordered procedure. OgbaJ-u details six stages which
include (1) initial inquiry by the man's parents and
relatives; it involves a srutiny of the girl's lineageì (2)
Consultation through the process of divination to confirm
coinpatibiliÈy and other psychological tests. Marriage is a
village affair. I'Their individual and collective opinions
matter a great deal. rl

L66. Talbot, Tribes of the Niqer Delta. pp 1-61--168.

L67. Basden, 99 60-61-.

l-68. The expectations include poing through all the
rite of passage at the set time and to crown his life
endeavors by taking the highest titles within the avaílab1e
resources. One would be expected to live a fruitful and
productive life that enriches the society.
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L69. Dr. John okonkwo Alutu Cited his own personl
experience in which his iII-fortune and farnily mishaps
abaÈed after appeasement of his father who died when he,
John, v/as a year o1d. Many rituals were prescribed to
achieve the desired fanily reconciliation between l-980-1985.
See John okonkwo A1utu, Nnewi Historv, from the Earliest
Tirnes to 1980/82. (Enugu: Fourth Dimension Publishers,
1986), pp 255-259.

L7o. Nnewi rrlkwu arurr festival occurs every seven years
for the women and every nine years for the men.

l7l. Some of the ri-tua1s have been revitalized. The new
Yam Festival is now a state festival in Imo StaÈe. On
october 22, L988 the "Iriji Ndi Ïgbo Festival and
Agricultural Showrr took place at the Owerri Sports Stadj-urn.
The Igbo elements in the U.s.A. now celebrate the Iriji
Festival in Washington and some other states.

L72. Itu nzu rltual is the first thing done by the
initiate on waking. rt is preceded by washing of hands which
is symbolic purification. The association of this ritual
with Lights raises many questions. Significantly is there
any connection between the Light in question and the "Li-ghtto the Gentiles?"

L73. This swearing ritual- is another indication of the
unity of Nature - Man, earth, space and heaven.

1-74" Arinze, p 20.

l-75. Christopher I. Ej izu, Ibid.
Further explanation and investigation is required in the
cult of Chi as documented by Ejizu. The purpose of the
symbolic externalisation of one's Chi needs to be addressed.
The other problem raised by the ritual is the residence of
the Chi. Is there an assumption that Chi is not resident in
the individual? If chi is resident in the person, the
necessity for the cult requires further probing.

176.Ibid., p. 382.
The translation of the prayer said by the mother who is
presiding over the establishment of her married daughter's
chi is: rrI hand over to you your Chi, that it may join you
to live in your husband's house. May it protect you from
whatever harm, and bring you male and female children. You,
your husband, and children shall through its help enjoy good
health and long life. May your Chi lead you and may your
children honour you as you have honoured me...Amentr! fbid.,
p.383

t77.See Hymns Ancient and Modern Revised #L62.
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L78. Some restraint is exercised in the descriptj-on of
the fgba-ndu ritual. Details are elirninated to avoid a
breach of confidentialitY.

L7g. It can be assumed that the reason behind shunning
is to create a wilderness type of experience and to enforce
deprivation so the conversion could be accelerated. The same
effect is back of the excommunication ritual in the
Christian churches.

l-80. D. Nwoga, rrThe Concept and Practice of Satire
among the f gborr , The Conch. Vol. 1l-1 " No. 2 . September L97I.

l-81. Ibid., p L7"

L82.The war is now known as the Nigerian civil v/ar.
The Igbo peopJ-e were the Biafrans at that time.

183"Joan B" Townsend, rrAnthropological Perspectives on
New Religious Movementsrr, In Return of the Millennium, êd.
Joseph Bettis and S. K. Johannesen. (New York: NE['i ERA
BooKS, Publisher International Religious Foundation Inc.,
1984), p. L38.

184"It has to be noted that at no time in the history
of the fgbo people did the villages experience any
discontinuity in their socio-religious and political
infrastructure. The office of the Diokpara, the obi - the
ancestral tenple, the concept of the village council- v/ere
fully operative during the contact era and are still fully
functioning. Rather than destroy the structure, the British
colonial administration, through the expedient of the
systern of [Indirect Ru]-err refined them and in most cases
accorded them pohlers and recognition.

185.Major Leonard, Ibid., p.13.

186.Modern psychology is realising the importance of
animal paradigrm in assessing human behaviour and feeling.
The writer observed and monitored a training program for
Welfare Adninistrators in 1985-86 in Girnl-i, Manitoba, which
was conducted by New Careers Program, Dept. of Employment,
Services and Economic Security, !,Iinnipeg. In one of the
exercises, the trainees !ì/ere asked to chose any animal that
they could identify with that sums up their overall
individual behaviour. In the same token, the expression, the
Lion of Judah has deep religious significance and its
adoption by the Late Emperor Haile Selassie of Ethiopia is
an illustration of this animal- inspired animalism.
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187.This admixture or apparent syncretism is not
unconmon. In the world of meaning there is no
contradiction. The case in point was not a surprise. The
young man is a budding native doctor/dibia, who is
undergoing apprenticeship from the father who was the Patron
of the association of native doctors in Nnewi in L987. The
young man is also a Christian and sings in the viJ-Iage
church choir.
A visit to the adrninistrative offices of the Aboriginal
Canadians will reveal simi-Iar and even more complex,
syncretic structures. A good example is St. Theresa Point,
in Manitoba. fn the Board Room is a prominent display of the
crucifix against a background of a large oval- shaped, raw
hide, decorated with eagle feathers, peace pipe and other
traditionally valued arÈifacts.

188"The reality of the role of vultures dawned on the
writer in September 1989, ât the belated funerary rite of
his younger brother who was a victirn of the Nigerian civil
$Iar. The ceremony vtas a Christian ritual even though the
caLl- to perform it was traditionally i-nspired. As is the
practice, the congregation sat in the open yard of the
farnily and sang. The writer being the Diokpara, having lost
his father the year before, IÂ¡as in charge and responsible
for smooth organisation and coordination of the ceremony.In
the course of the ceremony, a vulture svtooped and perched on
the paln tree in the yard" on naking an enquiry frorn his
uncle, a traditionalist, as to why a vulture would come and
perch on the palm tree in spite of the crowd that was
around, the response was that rrndichie bialu akwarr (the
ancestors are attending the funeral ceremony). Surprised at
this statement, the writer was asked: Did you not see one at
your father's funeral a year ago? The response was rrnorr and
then he was told that a vulture !,tas at that funeral. The
significance did not dawn on hirn until three years later
after further research. (The vulture in question defied
every attempt at being photographed).

189.The most common type of iso mpi, competition,
takes the form of competitive donations. Several church
announcements are usually nade weeks before the event. After
matins/norning service on the set Sundayrthe congregation
stays and a big plate or tray is positioned in the chancel
and the iso mpi begins. one by one people get up to announce
the amount to be entered against their name. The most
generous donor in each category(that reflects the
traditional age set) is declared the winner. The other form
is the annual singing competition for churches within a
District. This is called rriso mpi ukwett(locking horns in
singing, singing competition) .

190.See Appendix.
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coNcLusroN

fn lgbo traditional society, the behaviour of the

people reveals deep-seated spirituality that colours and

continues to form the basis of thought, rr'ord and deed. In
the fgbo existential structure, the physical, tangible world

fades imperceptibly into the subjective world without any

demarcating line delimiting what in the West has been

separated into the secular and the sacred worlds.

The Ïgbo world is an organism with differentiated
components which are fulJ-y interactive and interdependent.

Àni-Earth is the most concrete aspect of the fgbo world.

Because of the immediacy of Ani, the protection,

nourishment, nurture and sustenance it provides to the fgbo

people, it looms large in their consciousness. As the

creation of the Divine emissary of Chineke (cod), and

created in full knowledge and superintendence of God, Ani is
not onJ-y a witness of the momentous act of creation but

enbodies the inpulse and the idea back of the creative
process. For these reasons, Ani, in the cosmology of the

fgbo has the status of a deity and is generally cal1ed

Mother Earth.

Mmiri (water), Ikuku (air/space) and Enu lgwe (skyey

heaven) make up the balance of the Igbo v¡or1d. I{ater

sustains life and is regarded as a purifier. fn addition,
wat,er harbours some aninars that accord temporary tenancy to
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the souls of some of the dead. Moreover some of the

benevolent spirits dwell in springs, rivers and lakes. ft
is, therefore, not surprising that certain water bodies are

specially protected from contamination and pollution by

prohibitions. Space because of it's lack of concreteness is
the link between Ani, and water on the one hand and Enu

Igwe, skyey heavenr oD the other. Space is irnportant

because it contains air which is the life and energy source

in man. Space above aLL acts as the medium or vehicle in
which ideas and thought (uche) reside. Spirits of various

classifications and degrees move in and inhabit space" It
is through space that thunder, amadioha, passes to carry out

its divinely assigned mission of rooting out evil and bad

medicine. Enu Igve remai-ns remote as the abode of Chineke.

The sun and moon as the creations of Chineke testify to his
por/rrer and might," The fgbo people acknowledge the supremacy

and superiority of Enu fgwe, skyey heaven, over earth and

embody this recognition in speech ttlgwe ka anirt (heaven is
greater than ani) and actualize it in the powerful oracle by

that name at Umunneoha.

fn its visible form that appeals to manrs sense organs,

the fgbo world in its totality constitutes what is known as

nature in the lrlest. Nature in the fgbo context is Chineke

or God in manifestation. No aspect of nature is devoid of

divine imprint, force and immanence. This ubiquitous

subtratum in nature makes everything ttliving" in the eyes of
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the Igbo people. Everything in nature, therefore, has a

modicum of consciousness which varies from object to object.

Consciousness is only a strand of the dj-vine immanence. In

various contexts and situations, the divine presence assumes

the form of rramam iherr (wisdorn/knowledge) , ume breath) and

uche (thought or idea). This divine immanence is the root

of divine animism which has been denigrated as the name for

Igbo religion
Be that as it may, anirnism as a designation for Èhe

fgbo people's avtareness of an underlying spiritual force

that pervades the whole of created order is valid and

equates perfectly with the Western conception of spiritual

ubiquity. The rgbo articulation of animism is gaining

ground in the West in various guises. Holism which stands

for inclusiveness, making whole, oneness in spite of

apparent diversity, has as its underlying, motive force,

that dynamic and energizing power which is animism. In the

Gaia hypothesis, the earth together with the created order

is seen as a living organism. Some rrNew Age" thinking has

at last come to the conclusion that matter has

consciousness, a conclusion that posits consciousness of the

atom. But this thínking knowledge does not contradict the

postulates of religion. In the Igbo creation rnyth and in

the Christian account of creation, the active role of the

breath of God is responsible for the animation of the whole

creation. Ume (breath) fills space, water and ani (earth).
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This breath, ume is the same as rrspiritusrr from which

spirit, the vital or animating principle is derived in the

world.

Nature as a manifestation of God, embodies wisdom.

Wisdom was irnparted to the earth, ani, ât the time of

creation as it, is clearly stated: trI wisdom, came out of

the mouth of the Most High, and covered the earth as a

cloud.rr lrlisdom is the same as the Logos. When the fgbo man

makes reference to rrnto anitr, the foundation of the earth,

metaphysically he is talking about the primary fecundation

of the earth/rnatter with wisdorn/spirit or pre-cosmic

ideation.

Nature by virtue of its inherent wisdom and vitalizing

principle is the primary teacher of the Igbo people. AIso

nature is their mother. The inmediate preoccupation of the

people is with the mother, thus justifying their designation

as rrsons of naturerr. The closeness with nature does not

imply the total absence of the rrFatherrr. fn the natural

order of things, the mother's responsibility is to bring up

the child through nourishment and education. The lgbo

people like the rest of mankind are in the kindergarten

c1ass, learning and preparing for eventual identification

with the father.

The lessons taught by NaÈure are of great rnagnitude.

Each component of nature has its lessons. The animals,

plants and even |tdandarr ants and rrididerr earthworm have
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teachings for man. These teachings while ernbodying wisdorn

and ideas which are spiritual, are underlined by the goa1 of

evolution which is perfection. Chiefly, the sun and moon by

interacting with the earth set Èhe evolutionary pattern for

man as well as the idea of time, number and natural Laws.

ttOge ada akwu eche mmadurf (tine does not stand and wait for

man) is indeed a lesson taught by Nature. Everything is

moving and evolving to the extent that it is beyond man to

arrest the march onwards. the laws of nature are'

therefore, found to be inexorable"

Man being part of Nature is engulfed in the endless

movement inherent in Nature. Possessing a mechanism or a

faculty called the'rthree eyesrr - the eye of the f1esh, the

eye of the mind and the eye of contemplation he is able to

evolve a level of consciousness that puts in his hands some

of the secrets of nature. It is through initiation by an

fgbo that a high level of consciousness is attained, and

this process involves struggle and wrestling with oneself to

gain mastery of not only one's lower nature but also the

lower aspect of manifested nature. This goal-driven

interaction with nature progressively reveals zones of

knowledge for both existential survival- and evolution.

In fgboland, the accumulated knowledge and nuggets of

wisdom have been translated into and anchored into what is

known as omenani - the customs of the Land. omenani is

constitutive of the lessons l-earned from nature and
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preserved for the perpetuation of the Igbo people. Omenani

is essentially an ordered and structured way of daily living

and interaction with both the living and the ancestors. By

its nomenclature, omenani, (that which occurs on earth) is

geotropic" It is therefore a grounding on earth of all the

knowledge, wisdom and revelations of the ordered subjective

world known to the Igbo initiates since rrnto anirr (the

foundation of the earth). Because it is highly ritualized,

it is a form of insulation from excessive abstraction of the

high voltage of extreme, positive pole of the Igbo world

spectrum. This grounding or insulating effect of omenani

accounts for the significant statements such as rrAnya iru

ani, (eye close to the ground) rrobi ume anirr. Through

Omenani, the invisible and formless are objectified in the

world of conditionality. By providing routinized structure,

the Igbo man is progressively and symbolically transformed.

On the other hand, Omenani insulates the pole of chaos,

disorder, poIl-ution and disequilibrium. By the institution

of social control measures, the society is protected from

contamination. Should pollution threaten on account of an

indecent or prohibited act, the priest/Dibia or an initiate

uses appropriate rituals which may include sacrifice,

penance or shunning to restore equilibrium, in fuIl

knowl-edge that one single stain if not decontaminated will

affect aII.

omenani, therefore holds the balance and orders the
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Igbo world of daily existence. By fulfilling omenani

everyday, the concept of rrdoingrr and rrlearningrr is totally

irnplicated. Persistent doing like rrpractise makes perfectrr"

The morning ritualized neditation of the initiate/titled man

and the conscious endeavour to conform to the sun-imposed

rhythn of the day and night, seasons and annual cycles,

progressively lift the individual- to a higher state of

consciousness.

The Igbo man because of his abil-ity to think and the

resultant opportunity to develop higher state of

consciousness, remains the principal- actor in his

environment. When he acts, he acts holistically in response

to the perceived unity in his natural and dynamic

environment. His actions embody the meanings he drew from

his environment, which is sacramental" His primary

socialization nediated through the Igbo language and rituals

indicates to him what is conventionally acceptable and what

is prohibited within the parameters of omenani"

It is not surprising that the Igbo man lives and moves

and grows in an environment in which every facet of life is

regulated and ordered by onenani. The inescapable,

sacramental rites of passage he undergoes are ordained by

omenani. Subnission to these rites means progressive

expansion of consciousness and the acquisition of skilIs

necessary for entrance into the manhood stage where he gets

married in order to provide the appropriate vehicle for
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reincarnating souls and ancestors. Continued labour,

struggle, diligence and self-application lead hirn to the

stage of higher initiations where he establishes rapport

with his own chi (soul) and the fount of knowledge.

Initiation is a momentous event that launches the

initiate on to the path of the highest level of achievement

in life" ft opens the way for the manifestation of the

por¡rers of chi (souI) which is the divine element or spark in

man. Superhuman powers and faculties are expressed through

the initiate; consequently, he becomes either a seer,

healer, diviner, priest, king or a prophet (onye amuma) with

pohrers of prognostication. Thus it, is through initiation

that rrwe may become Gods walking about in the f leshrr.

The Igbo initiates are under obligation to inprove the

fgbo environment and thereby foster evolution. Together

with the elders, they are the leaders of thought" Their

rnental outpourings/creations are the products of abstracted

wisdom from nature, the fruit of experience and the inner

subjective wisdom aÈtracted by their soul and synthesized by

a chemicalisation process in their mental laboratory. These

externalizations whether in the form of music, arts, ritual

elements, proverbs and philosophy are intensely spiritual

and constitute various instruments of sociaLization in the

Igbo wor1d. Through this dialectical, creative process, the

golden thread, which is the ageless wisdom anchored on earth

since the dawn of tine, is renewed and transmitted from
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generation to generation in the Igbo worl-d"

Response to this golden thread progressively involves

the whole individual as he struggles to give it daily

expression in thought, word and deed. The pool of

individuat responses whether private or corporate, to an

outside observer constitutes the definitions of religion,

but to the lgbo people, it is a part of Omenani structured

to lead them to eventual perfection.
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APPENDIX I

THE CREATOR
The Creator has ¿llven you the knowledg¡e. Listen to the trees,

the streams, the birds, the anlmals. Llstenl Lookl

7á' 
¿

MOTHER EARTH õ _-e2
The earth ls otr mother because she loves us¡

f rom her love, our llfe ls born.

We are her color. her flesh, and her rools.

Shc ls otvlnq us that whlch makes us ctro-¡g and -
healthvl Shõ supports our feet ã6 we walF upo.n her'
We aré orateful-ihat she contlnues to pertorm her'ir*irìrct 

lãñ 
- ti.ãi ãhã posses-ses. The wo nian a nd Mot her

Earth are one. glvers- of llte.

ï,lo matter where we are, our Molhqr Earth ls there. -
wä-"tiäiîttïåiäñ. áré Ïrãtt{erc lnd slsters to one another.
ü¿';il- tráve-ãilf-erent ways, but tl¡rough one splrtt.
We are the same.'

t- * ¡-¡- ll a ¡ll(dltl¡É lratla at auut
li dd¡ sa 4.la lryla'
¡¡l¡g ga 4(Þ €laql.
Hø3 pt 4taa qlr
iui ii w¡ aa 4 Áxt- l< s¡al4 ¡
srÉr¿ @ ¡a¡Ét.'
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Glossary of Some lgbo ExPressions

A

Ada ebu ani ebu: Earth can never be carried-
Afu n'ekwughi n'egbu okenye: Seeing and communicating ki]ls

an elder
Ags¡u: DÍvination force/emanation"
Agwu isi: Divination force of therr headrr which fosters

altered state of consciousness
Agwu nka: Divination force affecting artists and carvers
Akonuche: Vtisdon, Intelligence
Àku fecha odalu ani: Lit.The winged termite after its

exuberant and acrobatic flights eventually falls to
ani.Indication of the force of laws.

Anu ohia; Wildlife, also uncultured, v/iId and not
socialized.

Ani naru oku; Lit. Portion of earth/ground that is hot.
Earth's reaction as a result of pollution which is
evidenced in frequent incidence of dead in the
affected area.

Anya ilu ani: Lit. Eye is oriented to Earth, well-mannered
and adequately socialized.

Ànya oku: Lit. Hot eye. Covetousness
Anyanwu: The sun
Anya ulßlru: Lit " Large eye. EnvY
Arum anataro ifea: My body does not accept this thing,

f di-sagree with this idea, ft is revolting
Asokata eze ekpuru nkata we g'!¡a ya okwu: The king is

accorded due respect but an occasion does arise
when one veils one's self with a basket and talk
to hirn. Strained relation or misdemeanour on the
part of the king could lead to conflict or
confrontati-on

Aya (aga) emechasigodu omenani bia me omenenu: The custom
of the land has to be fulfilled prior to compliance
with requirements in the skyey heaven.

c

Chi: Sou1. Divine spark
Chibuike: The Soul is strength
Chibundu:The soul is life
Chi ya mu anya (His soul is wide awake)
Chidube: Let the soul lead/guide
chigozie: (Let the soul bless)
Chikezie: (Let the soul rightly create)
Chilaka: the soul ordains/ rules.
Chin egbuem: my soul has ruined/kilIed ne
Chinazo: the soul saves or rescues from danger.
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Chinedu: The soul leads/guides

Chinelo: the soul thinks through and plans or medj-tates.

chukwu igbanye rnmadu afa n'obi. God putting insight
into a man's heart.

D

Dalu o1u:. Thank you for working

Di ochi ada eklresi ife ofulu n'eni nkw'u:. the paln wÍne
tapper does not disclose all that he sees on the palm
tree.

Dibia: Medicine man/shaman.
Diopkala, Okpala or opara: The first male child

E.

Efi ennero odu chi ya na egburu ya ijiji: Any cow that
has no tail, its soul- kills the flies that harass her.
Ekwe/Ikoro: lrTooden gong.
nsi be gi eje bonye?: Lit" To whose house does yours

lead? Cynical question indicating lgbo individualism

Ezi na ulo: Family
Eziokwu bu ndu: Right word/truth is tife

G

Gba ife imulu: Dance out what you have learnt

r

Ife ana acho n'uko enu ka afulu n'uko ani: That which
is sought in the upper rack/bin is right here below

Ife nti nata aç¡wuro oda ezu ike: Lit. There should be no
rest until that which the cheek/jaw is chewing
is exhausted. There is no rest until the work
is done.

Igbo ama eze:. The Igbo do not have kings/do not
recognise kings

fgbo lcwenu: fgbo people agree/sound/respond
Iji ire we gua eze onu:. Counting the teeth with the

tongue. Use of the imagination
Ike okwu adirom: I have not the strength/enerqy to talk

rkpere arusi: IdoI worship
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Imalu ife imulu igba: Dance out what you have learnt
Ino n'oku uguru ewe puta:Lit. sitting by the fireside

before the onset of the harmattan. A worsening
situation

Inwere ume? Do you have breath/energy/strength?
Isa Aka: Washing of hands, initiations
Isikwu ife: adding or joining somethinq, mental

mathematics
Isim di ka abubu: Lit. My head is fibrous, MY head

is foggy. I am confused.
Itu Anya: Conditioning the Eye (an initiation).
Itua onwegi mbo imalu ka onadi: if you pinch yourself

you know how it feels. (Do unto others as you
woul-d do to yourself

Iwe or onuma: Anger or violent anger

K

Kwuba aka gi oto: Keep your hands straight, Bê
righteous

M

Mkpuru okwu: Seed of v¡ord or seed word.
Mmanu: Palm oil
I'f¡niri: Water

N

Ndichie: Ancestors
Ndu bu isi: Life is prirne
Nka: Expert, adePt.
Nkechinyere: That which is given by the soul.
Nkpugbe: (Revelation)
Nna: Father
Nna, nna anyi ha lcwuru: Our great,great ancestor said.

(Usually a prefix to a proverb or a statement of
an aspect of the custom to indicate its force.

Nwa eze ada ato/efe na mbe: The king's son is never lost in
another town.

Nwachinemere: The child whose path is smoothened by
the souI.

Nwam puta nka aburo uzo: Lit. My child turn around, this
not the way/path. A transgression or an unacceptable
social behaviour.

Nwanyi ure: Lit,.The proud
psychic force.

Nwata chua nna ya oso ibubo
young man pursues his
overpov¡ers the child

$roman. A shrub that has a

akwatue ya: If a child or
father, the father's aura
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o

obi: Heart
obi: rnind
obi: Palace, Ancestor temPle
obi r¡me ani: hurnble nind
Odu Aka, the Edr¡na or the Ebi: the insignia of initiation
Ofo: A sacred short stick that features in most ritual-s.

It is a symbol of justice and uprightness
ofu nne n'amu ma ofu chi ada eke: Although one inother

gives birth to many children each child is the
product of one specific c}:.í/sou1)

ogugu Isi: Menta1 calculation/nathematics
ohia/ofia: Bush or jungle
Oke amana uma ata akpa dibia na dibia amana uma ahu oke

onu n'ol(u: Let the rnedicine man not purposely
singe the mouse's mouth, but let the mouse not
deliberately chew up the medicine man's bag.
The Law of ReciProcitY.

okochi: Dry season.
Okwu okenye ada eme ntana" The word of an elder never

dries up. The words continue to inspire others
long after he is gone.

omenani: Custom
omenenu:. That which occurs in heaven.
ona afu uzo: He sees close1y. He sees clearly beyond

the physical and objective plain" His shamanic
predictions can be trusted

one nneTokenye bu m¡nuo. the word of a mother is spirit
Onu okenye bu afa: The word/mouth of an elder is divination

onye ajuju ada efu uzo: He who inquires of the way never
gets lost.

onye gbube achara onye gbugbe onye akpona ibe ya
onye ikoli. Let each person cut his own portion of
the grass and let no one call the other a prisoner
(Vle are all prisoners why disparage each when
should all be about our common task)

onye kwe chi ya ekwe: If one resigns to a situation
one's soul equally resigns to the situation.

onye oka: An artist,
onye oka olcwu: Adept/skilled in speech.
ozoi Title holder, âD initiate.

U

Uboakwala: Native guitar
Uche: Thought
Uche ebiro ebi: thought is
Uche onye adiya njo: Each
Uchechi: The thought/P1an
Udu I'lniri Rainy season

not resident in the nind
person likes his/her thought
of the soul
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Ufie: Native xyloPhone
Ugani: (January to March) A period when local major

food items are hard to come bY.
uguru: Harmattan
umunna Sons of a common ancestor
Usoro: order or method/Procedure
Vzoi Path/waY
r'Jzo chiri echi: A trail/path/way that has fallen

into disuse.
vzo esi eme ihe; A way of doing something.
Uzo nke Christ; The Vlay of Christ, Christ's lr7ay

Christ's injunction.
Uzoamaka: The waY is good.
Uzodinna: The way is nice/safe/appreciable.
Uzoechina: Let the path never close.
Uzu amaro akpu ogene ya ne anya n'odu egbe: The smith that

does not know how to construct a gong should look
closely at the tail of a hawk- Law of Analogy.
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